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ABSTRACT

Today, laser scanning technology o↵ers unprecedented data for a wide range of crucial

analysis of the complex urban environment. However, the significant data burden and

the data complexity have remained significant impediment to e↵ective data exploration.

The latest commercial laser scanning instrument is capable of conducting in excess of a

million spatial and temporal measurements every second. Since laser scanning projects

are typically deployed over large geographical areas, this results in large and complex

datasets that require sophisticated data modelling and indexing strategies to ensure

e�cient data accessibility. Additionally, such voluminous laser scanning data frequently

requires strategic processing strategies to extract semantic information so that they can

serve specific demands in various application domains.

Given the large and rapidly growing quantities of laser scanning data being produced,

many existing laser scanning data handling solutions are quickly losing their viability,

thereby requiring new improvements in the field. The first part of this thesis proposes

two innovative LiDAR data handling solutions aimed at scalability, data retrieval speed

and advanced functionalities. They include a system for discrete point data, called

UMG PC (Urban Modelling Group - Point Cloud), and another data system for full

waveform LiDAR data, called UMG FW (Urban Modelling Group - Full Waveform).

Both LiDAR data handling systems are based on a novel hybrid spatial indexing strategy,

which combines a two-dimensional indexing structure at a global level and multiple, in-

memory three-dimensional indices at a local level so that the entire index adapts to the

typical spatial distribution of urban LiDAR datasets. The point cloud database system

is highly scalable while simultaneously o↵ering better data retrieval speed compared to

the traditional one level indexing solution. In addition, it is also capable of supporting

advanced queries, including incremental nearest neighbour search and planar segment
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selection, which was not previously available in a spatial database. Furthermore, the

full waveform data management system, with its capability of supporting spatial and

spatial-temporal pulse data retrievals, represents a breakthrough in storage and indexing

of full waveform LiDAR data.

The second part of the thesis devises several improvements to two challenging topics

in LiDAR processing towards automatic urban modelling. The first is the integration

of an octree spatial structure into a region growing segmentation algorithm, which

vastly accelerates the data processing speed without significantly compromising the

output accuracy. In that work, the octree plays multiple roles: (1) data simplification,

(2) neighbourhood identification, and (3) data indexing. Additionally, a workflow is

proposed for detection of complex urban road networks from a dense aerial point cloud

fused with high-resolution aerial imagery data. This includes a novel algorithm that

exploits the high variance of slope and height of the point data in the direction orthogonal

to the road boundaries. That final study demonstrates an end-to-end LiDAR processing

workflow making use of data residing in a database. That study reveals emerging

opportunities for detection of small objects from airborne laser data.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

According to the United Nations (2014), two-third of the world’s population will be living

in cities by the year of 2050. Rapid urbanisation has been making cities the central hubs

of all kind of opportunities and problems. Thus, studies on urban systems are critical

and will continue to be vital to sustainable world development. Amongst many complex

and intertwined elements composing a city, the built environment is often considered as

the skeleton accommodating all other components. Since this infrastructure is in and of

itself a very complicated system built and modified over many decades (if not centuries),

the complete documentation of existing infrastructure is still a daunting task of many

cities, let alone in a format compatible for smart or comprehensive urban models.

In an attempt to document the built environment, many communities have turned

to aerial laser scanning. First invented in the 1960s but only recently becoming

commercially viable in the late 1990s, laser scanning or Light Detection and Ranging

technology (LiDAR) appears to be a modern, e�cient apparatus for geometric data

acquisition, which in its most basic form results in a set of 3D data points (as will

be discussed further in Chapter 2). This output data is collectively referred to as a

point cloud. With the capability of sampling geometric objects rapidly, accurately, and

densely, laser scanning has large potentials in a vast range of applications across various

fields. These diverse applications range from automatic flood mapping (e.g. Bales et al.

2007, Leskens et al. 2015) to exploration of historic sites (e.g. Humme et al. 2006, Evans

2016). Unsurprisingly, laser scanning has been well considered by the urban engineering

community as a possible mean to document the urban built environment.
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Because laser scanning o↵ers unprecedented data quantities, it challenges the existing

data management solutions. Laser scanning data must be organised and stored in a way

they can be retrieved e�ciently when needed. The ability to retrieve specific subsets

from a large dataset is an intrinsic function in any LiDAR data management system

since many data processing applications, which turn the raw data into values, rely on

basic data searching operations and because the original dataset is usually too large to

be fit into a computer’s primary memory (i.e. random access memories - RAMs), which

are fast but have limited space. Thus, the data need to be stored permanently on slower

secondary devices (i.e. discs) with only the small portions required for analysis fetched

into the RAM. The prominent examples of LiDAR data retrieval activities include

clipping points inside a viewing frustum for data rendering (Schütz and Wimmer 2015,

Martinez-Rubi et al. 2015b), and searching for point’s neighbourhood, which is essential

for a variety of point cloud analysis such as computation of local surface features (Hoppe

et al. 1992, Lin et al. 2014) and region growing operation (Rabbani et al. 2006). As is

generally typical, these two example query types involve spatial criteria.

While tremendous advancements have been observed in the field of digital data

storage and management over the last century including the advent of spatial database

management systems (SDBMSs), many traditional solutions appear to have severe

limitations when dealing with laser scanning data. Amongst the examples is the

ine�cient adaptation of ordinary SDBMS approaches for storage of laser points. More

particularly, the utilisation of generic spatial data types for representing each and every

single laser data point is notoriously ine�cient. This has been a major motivation

for new point cloud data management solutions (e.g. Ramsey 2013, Ravada et al. 2010,

Krishnan et al. 2011). The distinctive characteristics that preclude the existing solutions

from e↵ective management of laser scanning data involve the data’s voluminous size,

the high density, the lack of an inherent native structure, and its spatio-temporal

nature. Additionally, new technical advances in the field, are producing novel data

types including full waveform and multi-wavelength data, that may need integration

with the conventional point data. The increasing data burden, the diverse data types,

and the demand of data integration are the current major challenges for laser scanning

data management.

Like any other kinds of raw data, laser scanning data reside at the bottom of the

DIKW pyramid (i.e. data - information - knowledge - wisdom) (Acko↵ 1989). They are
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large in volume but are barely directly usable. In order to actualise the opportunities the

technology o↵ers, the raw sensory readings need to be processed to transform them into

more valuable forms. In the context of urban modelling from laser scanning data, the

common derived products include bare earth model (i.e. digital terrain model), digital

surface model, building, road, and urban utility models. The task of deriving specific

objects from laser scanning data is often referred to as reconstruction since the captured

data consist of discrete samples, which are incomplete representation of the real objects.

Urban model reconstruction aims at recovering the continuous form of the original urban

objects and often starts with tasks of detection, extraction, and reconstruction of basic

geometries such as lines, planes, spheres, cylinders, and generic smooth surfaces. Urban

modelling from laser scanning data is a broad topic lacking a systematic or well-agreed

upon route for processing that is satisfactory across the wide range of applications for

which LiDAR data is collected.

1.1 Research aims

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to investigate alternatives and improvements to current

data storage and data processing strategies for urban laser scanning. The objective of

the first part is to circumvent data-centric challenges. These include the scalability and

speed of systems handling dense urban LiDAR datasets. In addition, considerations are

given to the emergence of the advanced, full waveform data and the demands of having

new functionalities embedded inside data management systems (e.g. neighbour search

and extraction of basic geometries).

The second part of this thesis aims to develop several innovative techniques towards

the reconstruction of geometric urban models from laser scanning point cloud data. Since

the topic is broad, only two selected topics are considered - smooth surface segmentation

and road detection. The general goal of the work is to improve existing techniques either

in terms of speed or accuracy and to freely explore opportunities emerging during the

course of the study. As part of the work, the fusion of LiDAR with aerial imagery data

and its influence are considered.

1.2 Objectives of thesis

In order to achieve the above research aims, the following objectives must be fulfilled:
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1. Devise improvements to existing data storage and indexing strategies for discrete

point cloud data.

2. Implement the proposed strategies.

3. Perform empirical tests to evaluate the performance of the proposed solutions.

4. Investigate, implement, and evaluate a data handling solution for full waveform

LiDAR data.

5. Establish and evaluate improvements to existing techniques instrumental in the

automatic reconstruction of digital urban models from LiDAR data.

1.3 Contributions

Throughout the research process, a number of outcomes have arisen. The following are

the major contributions of this thesis.

State of the art review of laser scanning principles, data storage and indexing

A review of laser scanning principles inclusive of the emerging full waveform digitisation

is reported in Section 2.1. In addition, a brief history of laser scanning is described in

Section 2.3 with the intention to o↵er an overview about the evolution of the technology

from the data point of view. The state-of-the-art techniques for laser scanning data

storage and indexing during the post-processing stage are presented in Section 2.4. The

key strategies for data handling, including data modelling and indexing are extensively

discussed.

Novel hybrid 2D - 3D indexing strategy supporting an e�cient data

management system for discrete point cloud data

A hybrid indexing scheme, inspired by the spatial distribution of urban laser scanning

datasets, is described in Section 3.1.1. The indexing structure is composed of a top layer

with a 2D, Hilbert-coded, rectangular grid and a bottom layer with multiple, separate,

in-memory, 3D octrees. The implementation of the spatial index in addition to other

components composing a complete data management solution for urban laser scanning

data in discrete point format, UMG PC, is described in detail in Section 3.1.2 and

Section 3.1.3. The database system is named after Urban Modelling Group and Point
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Cloud. Analysis of the indexing scheme’s e�ciency compared to the standard approach

was conducted in Section 4.1 showing that the inclusion of the 3D indexing layer was

able to significantly accelerate the data retrieval in all complex, non-axis-aligned clipping

queries while the top indexing layer appeared to be su�cient and faster in rectilinear

clipping cases. Empirical evaluation on datasets from 90 million to 1.15 billion points

demonstrated that the proposed data handling solution was highly scalable and was at

least an order of magnitude faster in 3D rectilinear window clipping than Oracle’s in-

built SDO PC. Additionally, the proposed approach o↵ered functionality not previously

available in the form of nearest neighbour searching and planar surface selection as

described in Section 3.1.4. To facilitate this, a new neighbouring point retrieval

algorithm (i.e. incremental neighbour querying) was devised to avoid discontinuities

between blocks. The neighbouring searching function was further extended to support

planar surface selection within the database.

Adaptation of the hybrid indexing scheme for management of full waveform

laser scanning data

Section 3.2 introduces UMG FW, a pioneering storage and indexing solution for full

waveform laser scanning data on the basis of adaptation and extension of strategies

developed for the discrete point counterpart. The full waveform data management

system is named after Urban Modelling Group and Full Waveform. In UMG FW, pulse

data are stored as spatial and temporal coherent groups, which are indexed by a hybrid

indexing structure. The temporal grouping is performed first and is based on flight strip

a�liation, where spatial partitioning is applied based on a regular grid. At the top level

of the hybrid indexing system, an Oracle’s native 2D R*-tree is used. For each leaf node

of the R*-tree, an octree is built to index pulses within the blocks that are sharing the

same grid cell. Empirical evaluations on data up to 1.01 billion pulses proved that the

system was highly scalable. Similar to UMG PC, a detailed analysis on the querying

costs of UMG FW revealed that by adding the local octrees into the indexing structure,

the non-axis aligned pulse clipping time was reduced at much as 3.5 times (compared

to the case when local octrees were deactivated). However, in the case of axis aligned

clipping windows, a simple 2D indexing of pulse blocks was more e�cient since the

overheads incurred by the local octrees were significant compared to the total querying

cost.
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Review of typical frameworks and standard techniques for urban modelling

from laser scanning data

Section 2.5 describes a typical data-driven framework for urban modelling from laser

scanning data. This includes descriptions of common techniques utilised to facilitate the

task. Additionally, the state-of-the-art methods for surface segmentation from LiDAR

point clouds are presented in Section 2.5.2 while existing strategies for LiDAR-based

road detection are reported in Section 2.5.3.

Octree-based region growing for laser scanning point cloud segmentation

Section 3.3 introduces a novel, region-growing algorithm for the fast surface segmentation

of three-dimensional point clouds of an urban environment. The proposed algorithm is

composed of two stages based on a coarse-to-fine concept. First, a region-growing step is

performed on an octree-based voxelized representation of the input point cloud to extract

major (coarse) segments. The output is then passed through a refinement process. In the

proposed algorithm, multiple roles of the ubiquitous octree structure were exploited in a

novel way: (1) as a data simplification apparatus, (2) as a mechanism for defining point

neighbourhood, and (3) as an indexing structure facilitating searching for neighbouring

spatial data entries. Empirical studies on real terrestrial and airborne laser scanning

data for complex buildings and an urban setting are described in Section 4.3. The

work showed that the proposed approach was at least an order of magnitude faster

when compared to a conventional region growing method and was able to incorporate

semantic based feature criteria, while achieving precision, recall, and fitness scores of at

least 75% and as much as 95%.

Road detection framework including a novel directional slope and height

computation for road curb detection

Section 3.4 presents an end-to-end framework facilitating road detection from airborne

laser scanning data fused with orthophotos. The road detection workflow includes

a novel algorithm for road curb detection from dense aerial LiDAR data. Using a

supervised machine learning approach, point clouds are firstly classified into one of three

groups: building, ground, or unassigned. Ground points are further processed via a new

road network extraction algorithm. The algorithm exploits the high variance of slope

and point data height in the direction orthogonal to the road boundaries. Section 4.4
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reports the promising potential of the proposed approach. When applied to a 40-million-

point urban dataset, the workflow successfully extracted a complex road network with

an accuracy indicator, F1 score, of 76.9%. The F1 score reflects both the percentage of

correctly detected points and the percentage of ground truth data correctly detected.

1.4 Outline

This thesis consists of five chapters as following:

• Chapter 1 introduces the research problems and provides an overview of the entire

thesis.

• Chapter 2 describes background knowledge to state the thesis context and to

facilitate the remaining parts of the thesis. Additionally, previous related works

are discussed in this chapter.

• Chapter 3 describes all proposed solutions and strategies established to achieve

the research goals. More specifically, Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 presents two

novel data management solutions for management of discrete point data and full

waveform LiDAR data in a database environment. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4

introduce two disparate improvements to the surface segmentation and road

detection tasks, which are e↵orts towards automatic urban modelling from laser

scanning data.

• Chapter 4 presents and discusses results of the methods proposed in Chapter 3.

• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and suggests potential future works.
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CHAPTER

TWO

BACKGROUND

Chapter 2 provides the required basis to facilitate the discussions throughout this

thesis. Section 2.1 explains the basic principles of the laser-based range measurement

technique and the laser scanning process. Descriptions of the two common types of

laser scanning data - discrete point and full waveform - are provided in Section 2.2.

Subsequently, Section 2.3 reviews the history of the laser scanning technology and its

major advancements. The growth in data coverage and density as well as the increasing

adoption of LiDAR, which impose significant challenges for LiDAR data handling are

also documented. Given the context described in Section 2.3, Section 2.4 reports the

prior-arts in LiDAR data storage and indexing. Ultimately, Section 2.5 discusses the

essentials of the LiDAR-based urban modelling procedure and provides a taxonomy of

current techniques for surface segmentation and road detection - two essential LiDAR

data processing tasks towards urban modelling which are amongst the focus of this

thesis.

2.1 Laser scanning

The acronym LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) was coined by Middleton and

Spilhaus (1953) to indicate a technique that used light pulses generated from electrical

sparks to measure distances to the cloud ceiling. Seven years later the first successful

laser was built by Maiman (1960). Despite its origin, the term LiDAR today implies a

surveying technique that uses a laser to actively sample the surrounding visible surfaces.

Laser scanners often combine range and angular measurements to deliver geometric
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representations of the measured surfaces in the format of three-dimensional (3D) discrete

sampling points in a Cartesian coordinate system, often called point clouds. When the

laser scanning is conducted from a moving platform such as an aircraft or a motor vehicle,

Global Positioning System devices (GPS) and Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) are

required to position the platform. This allows the ranging data to be geo-referenced and

is particularly common for airborne/aerial laser scanning. In the case of ground-based

laser scanning, measurements are often conducted from multiple stationary locations

around the target objects to maximise coverage of the objects’ surfaces. Subsequent

to acquisition, a registration process is performed to combine the scans into a unique

dataset representing the scanned objects. The remainder of this section discusses the

range measurement principles and ranging data that are common in both airborne laser

scanning (ALS) and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS). Furthermore, the processes of data

georeferencing in ALS and data registration in TLS are described.

2.1.1 Range measurement principles

Soon after being invented in 1960 (Maiman 1960), lasers were adopted for distance

measurement (Shepherd 1965). The original laser ranging principles from the 1960s

have remained essentially unchanged even in the most recent generation of laser scanners.

Range is measured based on either phase di↵erences of continuous modulated optical

waves (i.e. phase-based) or time-of-flight of spontaneous light pulses (i.e. time-of-flight

based).

Phase-based ranging

Phase-based rangers continuously illuminate target surfaces by modulated laser signals

(Figure 2.1). The signal modulation imposes a sinusoidal pattern (wavelength �) on

the signal amplitude. The phase di↵erence, ', between the transmitting and receiving

sinusoidal waves, usually measured by a pulse counter, enables the computation of the

fractional part of the range (i.e. the unambiguous part).

�� =
'

2⇡
� (2.1)

The ambiguous part of the range, M�, is measured by varying the modulation

wavelength. The final range value is half of the summation of the two parts:
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R =
M�+��

2
(2.2)

Figure 2.1: Phase-based laser ranging

Time-of-flight (TOF) ranging

Time-of-flight rangers measure the time (t) that an emitted laser pulse is required to

complete its round trip between the laser ranger and a reflective surface. The time, t,

is defined as the interval between the moment the laser pulse is shot (i.e. the red bar

in Figure 2.2b) and the moment a significant echo is recorded at the receiver (i.e. the

green bar in Figure 2.2b). The measured time allows the computation of the range R

(Figure 2.2a) between the instrument and the reflective surface:

R =
v · t
2

(2.3)

Where v is the speed of light (i.e. 299,792,485 m/sec).

The advantages of phase-based laser ranging over the time-based option include its

superior and adjustable accuracy, in addition to a higher frequency of returns. However,

due to the high energy demands to maintain a continuous laser, phase-based rangers

often must use a lower power signal compared to TOF instruments. This leads to the

usage restriction of this kind of instruments to a measurement range no greater than

200 meters (Petrie and Toth 2008, San José Alonso et al. 2012), thereby excluding its

applicability to airborne implementation, which is the primary focus of this thesis.
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Figure 2.2: Time of flight laser ranging

2.1.2 Ranging data recording

In a TOF ranging instrument, the two quantities primarily measured are optical strength

and time. Optical strength is monitored by photodiodes, which convert light signal to

electric current, while the time measurement is facilitated by a high frequency (e.g.

15 GHz) time counter. The way those measurements are recorded has important

implications on the type and quality of laser scanning data that can be produced. This

section explains di↵erent ways that the time and optical strength measurements are

conducted and recorded, thereby clarifying the fundamental di↵erences between various

types of laser scanning data.
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Figure 2.3: Internal components of a representative laser ranger, adopted from (Petrie
and Toth 2008)

Figure 2.3 illustrates a schematic set up of a representative laser ranger. Two

di↵erent photodiodes monitor the strength of the outbound and inbound laser signals.

While travelling outbound, a minor fraction of the emitting signal is directed to the

outbound diode by a partially reflecting mirror. The outbound diode keeps track of

the emitting signal intensity and triggers the time counter when the intensity reaches a

threshold so that emitting time can be recorded. After reaching the target and reflecting

back, the returning laser signal passes through an optical system, which focuses the

backscatters onto the inbound photodiode. This diode measures the returning laser

intensity and triggers the time counter to record the associate returning time. Notably,

while photodiode’s measurements of optical strength are analog (i.e. continuous), the

time counter data are discrete. Thus, the final ranging data are discrete, and the ranging

resolution, �r, is governed by the time counter frequency, f , by Equation 2.4:

�r =
v

2f
(2.4)

Where v is the speed of light.

There are typically two di↵erent modes of recording laser ranging data: discrete

return and full waveform recording. The following explains each of the modes.
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Discrete return recording

In the simplest set up, the time counter of a ranging device is triggered twice for each

emitted pulse. The first trigger (from the outbound photodiode) starts the timing, and

the second trigger (from the inbound diode) stops the time. In this recording mode,

one pair of time values results in one range measurement, and the associated returning

optical strength is recorded (Figure 2.4c).

There are cases when an emitted laser pulse can return multiple echoes. Typically,

multi-echoes are observed where a laser beam traverses through partially opaque objects

such as tree canopies or objects partially occluding the laser pulse footprint (e.g.

Figure 2.4a). These objects reflect and di↵use a fraction of the laser energy, while

allowing the remaining signal to reach further objects. Multiple range value recording

incorporates this scenario by enabling the inbound photodiode to trigger the time

counter multiple times. The resulting data recorded in this case are the number of

time-intensity pairs (Figure 2.4d). These values allow computation of ranges and laser

intensity values for a number of targets along the laser beam.

Full waveform recording

The more advanced and demanding method of recording ranging data is full waveform

recording. Optical power, as a function of time on the inbound photodiode, is sampled

at a very high frequency. The recorded data in this case have the form of time histories

of receiving optical amplitude covering several possible reflective targets (Figure 2.4e).

Additionally, a time history of the signal power on the outbound diode is often recorded

in the full waveform mode. Notably, some full waveform LiDAR systems (e.g. Riegl

Q680i) record returning signals on two di↵erent channels in order to broaden their

dynamic ranges (Figure 2.4f). Compared to the discrete return recording, this more

complete recording approach has two main distinctions: (1) detection of reflective targets

can be performed post-flight, which might allow more rigorous analysis to be used; and

(2) the raw waveform may provide better insight into illuminated objects, particularly

when the objects are semi-opaque.

Whether the recording method is single return, multiple return, or full waveform,

the data recorded during a scanning mission are typically defined within the scanner’s

coordinate system (which is often mobile during the scanning mission). Thus, post-flight

processing is needed in the case of ALS to integrate the raw ranging data, the scan angle,
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and the scanner location to register the data into an agreed geographical coordinate

system. In the case of TLS, scans from di↵erent stations also need to be registered.

Sections 2.1.3–2.1.4 explains the ALS georeferencing and the TLS registration processes.

Figure 2.4: Range measurement recording methods

2.1.3 Georeferencing airborne laser ranging data

An aerial laser scanning system is a multi-sensory system, which typically comprises the

following:

• A laser-based ranging device measuring the slant range to reflective surfaces (as

described in Section 2.1.1);

• A scanning mechanism (e.g. rotating mirror) aiming laser beams at various

orientations across the flight track;

• GPS and IMU systems positioning the aircraft’s position and orientation;

• Data recording unit;

• Other hardware and software components coordinating the system and allowing

human control.

During a flight mission, the various sensors of the system operate independently. The

goal of the post-flight processing procedure described in this section is to synchronise
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data from these multiple sensors to produce a meaningful and accurate representation

of the scanned objects within a geographical coordinate system.

Raw Ranging 
& Scan Angle Data

(discrete)

Raw Ranging
& Scan Angle Data

(full waveform)

Full waveform analysis
& coordinate transformation

Laser Scan Data
in scanner's 
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Mounting orientation
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Laser Scan Data
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NOTATION

Processing operation

Data

Figure 2.5: A schematic of a post-flight ALS processing procedure (adapted from
Riegl’s RiPROCESS datasheet)

Figure 2.5 presents a typical example of post-flight georeferencing procedure of aerial

laser scanning data. Raw measurements from laser rangefinders in either discrete [1] or

full waveform modes [2] are imported. If the input is full waveform, waveform analysis

[A] is conducted to generate discrete point clouds in the scanner’s coordinate system [3].

Step [C] follows the procedure by integrating the imported data in [3] with flight position,

altitude, and orientation data [6], which are derived from GPS and IMU information [5,

B]. At this step, the mounting orientation of scanning device [4] is also incorporated.

The final outcome of the laser scanning as a three-dimensional discrete sampling of

points in a unified geographical coordinate system [8]. Iterative calibration loops [E,7]

may occur to refine the georeferencing process.
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2.1.4 Registration of terrestrial laser scanning data

The range measurement principles and recording methods described in Section 2.1.1 and

Section 2.1.2 are applicable to both aerial and terrestrial laser scanning. As suggested by

the name, the main di↵erences of TLS compared to ALS is that terrestrial laser scanners

are mounted on a tripod stationary on the ground. Since TLS scanners are stationary

(unlike ALS), the scanners are often positioned at several locations around a target to

assure su�cient coverage. Each sub-scan (i.e. the point dataset acquired from each

scanning station) is often defined in a coordinate system local to the scanner’s position.

Subsequent to scanning, the sub-scans need to be aligned to an agreed coordinate

system and to be combined into a unique point cloud. This process is called point

cloud registration.

If the scanner positions and orientations are known (possibly via a GPS device and a

compass, the registration is relatively straightforward, as the geometric transformation

for each sub-scan is readily defined. However, the usage of a GPS is not always possible.

Firstly GPS devices having accuracy comparable to laser ranging measurements are

expensive and often require base stations, which are not always available. In addition,

the requirement of satellite coverage excludes the solution from many challenging

scenarios such as scanning in a confined space (e.g. building interiors), in tall urban

environments, and under dense forest canopies.

Consequently, the scanner positions and orientations may not be known. The

registration of the data from those cases requires a di↵erent approach. This may involve

an initial coarse matching performed manually followed by an automatic refinement.

The initial matching is achieved by manually picking points on distinctive features

that appear to be common between the scans or via artificial objects (i.e. targets)

placed during scanning so that the targets are mutually visible in the registered scans.

The accuracy of the coarse registration is then enhanced by an automatic refinement,

which aims at minimising the misalignment between common features detected in the

overlaps between the sub-scans. Iterative closest point (Besl and McKay 1992), matching

signed distance fields (Masuda 2001), and genetic registration (Brunnström and Stoddart

1996) are examples of the many existing algorithms developed for the automatic fine

registration step.
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2.2 Laser scanning data

Despite the range recording method (i.e. discrete point or full waveform) and the type of

scanning platform in use (i.e. aerial or terrestrial), the standard and primary outcome

of a laser scanning project is a discrete point cloud. Even when full waveform data

are recorded, the waveforms’ primary use is to support o✏ine analysis of the optical

sensory readings to generate reflective points (see step A on Figure 2.5). The aim

of performing waveform data processing o✏ine is to allow more sophisticated signal

analysis to be used so that better point detection accuracy can be achieved. Thus, the

full waveform recording does not alter the main product ultimately produced by laser

scanning, a point cloud. In fact, the main di↵erence of the advanced FWF recording

method compared to the conventional discrete approach is that the raw sensory data

are retained. Traditionally, these raw data are stored in formats proprietary to the

scanner manufacturers and are not available to common data users. Until recently,

with the advent of standard, vendor-neutral, exchange data formats for FWF data

[e.g. LAS 1.3 (ASPRS 2010), PulseWaves (Isenburg 2014) and SPD (Bunting et al.

2013)], most of the rich information available under the full wave recording mode became

accessible to the end users as a complementary dataset to the conventional point clouds.

The raw waveform data are often considered as containing rich opportunities for better

exploration of the data values. In this section, the discrete and full waveform data are

described.

2.2.1 Discrete point LiDAR data

A discrete point cloud dataset, the primary output of a laser scanning mission, is a

collection of three-dimensional points, abstractly representing the geometries of the

scanned objects. Figure 2.6 shows a sample point dataset which is a small portion

extracted from a scan of Dublin city in 2015. As will be explained in Section 3.5, an aerial

point cloud is composed of multiple sub-scans corresponding to di↵erent flight strips (e.g.

orange and blue points in Figure 2.6b). However, irrespective of the scanning method

(aerial, mobile, or terrestrial), point coordinates in a point cloud usually have the form

of a triplet of x, y, and z in a Cartesian coordinate system. Notably, however, spherical

or cylindrical coordinate systems are sometimes used, particularly when applications

exploit the local scanner’s coordinate system (Bunting et al. 2013). When the data are
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geo-referenced, the point coordinates are defined in a geographical coordinate system. In

that case, in addition to the geometries, the point cloud data contain information about

the locations of the target objects on the earth surface with respect to the geographical

system.

low

high

(a) Sample laser scanning point cloud data coloured by the point elevation

X=316140.269
Y=234115.504
Z=       24.233

recorded at 15h:53m:44.747245s
                  26-Mar-2015

(b) Points selected from 2 different sub-scans (i.e. red and green) at Section A

Section A

Figure 2.6: Sample discrete point LiDAR data

Besides the coordinates, each point may contain a number of additional attributes

such as laser intensity, time stamp and colour. The intensity attribute, which is

frequently available in both ALS and TLS data, is the signal amplitude of the reflection

corresponding to the point. The intensity is sometimes calibrated to represent the

radiometric properties of the scanned objects (Coren and Sterzai 2006, Höfle and Pfeifer

2007). Another attribute is the time stamp. The time stamp, particularly common in

ALS, is important as it makes laser scanning data spatio-temporal. Finally, a laser point
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may be textured with colour representing the true colour of the target point. Notably,

however, these colours are not natively acquired by laser scanning. Typically, they are

derived by fusion of the laser points with data from an independent imagery sensor

(i.e. a camera). There are many possible attributes complementary to a laser point.

Table 2.1 depicts an example of a representative point data record [i.e. LAS point record

format 1 (ASPRS 2010)] containing 10 attributes excluding the point coordinates.

Table 2.1: A sample point record∗

Attribute Sample value

X 316140.269

Y 234115.504

Z 24.233

Intensity 270

Return number 1

Number of returns 1

Scan direction flag 1

Edge of flight line 0

Classification 6

Scan angle rank -15

User data 0

Point source ID 3

GPS Time 402823.747245

Laser point cloud data have two major characteristics: spatial coherence and

spatial disorganisation (Otepka et al. 2013). Since laser scanning often records specific

geometries (e.g. buildings, roads, and earth surfaces), the acquired sampling points are

not randomly scattered in the space but, instead, compose a number of spatially coherent

assembles. Furthermore, the spatial domain embedding a point cloud dataset is often

well defined. In terms of spatial structure, point cloud data generated from analysis

of a laser reflection are not spatially organised. Each sampling point is independent.

There is not an inherent, native structure relating points within a laser scanning

dataset. The lack of a spatial structure makes LiDAR data retrieval and processing

∗Full description of the attributes can be found in the LAS format specification (ASPRS 2010)
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more challenging compared to other well-structured remote sensing data such as imagery

data. Consequently, an extra step, LiDAR data indexing, is often required to prepare

the data for latter analysis.

2.2.2 Other sources of point cloud data

The typical and most basic form of data produced by laser scanning is point cloud, which

essentially consists of 3D sampling points of real-world objects’ surfaces. This point

cloud format is not proprietary to laser scanning, but is a common data representation

of 3D surfaces derived from a variety of measurement techniques. While this thesis

concentrates on data generated from laser scanning, some of the thesis outcomes might

be applicable for generic 3D sampling point data. This section o↵ers a brief overview

of several selected measurement approaches capable of producing point clouds. These

methods can be categorised into: (1) contact measurement; (2) non-contact, active

measurement; and (3) non-contact, passive measurement.

The typical example under the contact measurement category is the coordinate

measuring machine (CMM) (Tyvaert et al. 1999). The instrument is composed of a

probe and a frame with three axes of movement tracking the location of the probe. The

probe is either manually or automatically moved around the object being measured to

sample the surface of the object. Compared to laser scanning, applications of CMM

are restricted to small objects such as sculptures or machine parts. The measurement

process with CMM is often slow and requires physical contact to the measured objects.

The advantage of the method is its low cost and high precision compared to the non-

contact counterparts.

Non-contact, active measuring instruments illuminate the objects being measured

with optical, sonic, or radio waves. Various approaches are available to derive geometric

representation of the measured objects based on the transmitted and the reflected

signals. The phase-based and time-of-flight optical ranging methods presented in

Section 2.1 are amongst the methods within this category. Another widely used approach

in this group is the structured light triangulation (Gruss et al. 1992, Proesmans et al.

1996). This method projects a light pattern onto the object and records the illuminated

scene with a camera placed at an angle with respect to the light projector. The reflected

pattern received by the camera, which is a deformed shape of the original pattern,

enable digital reconstruction of the object’s surface geometry. Since structured light
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measurement observes an area instead of a single point at a time as in LiDAR, the

method is more suitable for tracking transient objects.

Unlike the active counterpart, non-contact, passive measurement relies on ambient

light to acquire surface geometries. A common technique under this category is the

Structure from Motion (SfM) method (Spetsakis and Aloimonos 1991), which processes

a series of 2D images of an object to reconstruct the object’s 3D geometry without prior

knowledge of the camera’s or the objects location. The technique starts with detection

of key-points in the partially overlapping images. The detected key-points provide basis

for matching images containing them. An optimisation process follows the procedure

to adjust the matching solutions so that light rays originated from the key-points are

converged at their camera apertures. Ultimately, an interpolation process is performed

to densify the derived point cloud representing the measured object. Compared to

LiDAR data, point clouds derived from SfM are often less accurate and noisier while

they require substantial post-processing time (i.e. time to process 2D images to produce

3D point clouds). The major advantage of the method is on its portability, minimal

hardware requirements and lower cost (Westoby et al. 2012). Another established non-

contact, passive acquisition technique is the active focusing, defocusing approach (Girod

and Scherock 1990). The method utilises images of the same scene captured with

di↵erent focus settings. The distance is derived from a model relating focus values

and distances.

All of the listed methods are capable of producing point clouds. Data produced by

these methods share similarity with regard to their discrete nature and their purpose of

resembling physical surfaces. The di↵erence is in the accuracy, noise level, applicability

(e.g. to small or large scale problem), and the additional attributes available in the

data. In addition, some of the methods (e.g. structured light triangulation) produce

range images instead of unorganised point cloud as by LiDAR. Native data structure

is the element distinguish the two kinds of data. While LiDAR point clouds have no

inherent spatial structure (see Section 2.2.1), range images are composed of rectangular

grid of pixels, each of them contains a value indicating the distance from the sensor to

the scanned object. The data structure has crucial implications on management of the

data (see Section 2.4.4).
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2.2.3 Full waveform LiDAR data

In addition to point clouds, sometimes raw waveform data are recorded during laser

scanning and made accessible to data end-users. There are two requisites for this

practice. Firstly, FWF data recorders (see Section 2.1.2) must be utilised to preserve

the raw data. Secondly, there must be a data exchange mechanism allowing the raw

data to be encoded in an open, vendor-neutral manner so that generic users can explore

the data (see Section 2.4.3). This data gives users greater knowledge about the data’s

origin and richer information about the scanned scenes. In this section, the composition

of a typical full waveform LiDAR dataset are described.

Figure 2.7: Sample full waveform LiDAR data

A typical full waveform LiDAR dataset consists of three components: (1) points,

(2) waves, and (3) pulses (Figure 2.7). Point data in a FWF dataset are no di↵erent

from the conventional discrete point data described in Section 2.2.1, with an exception
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that there may be a linkage between the point data and the other two components.

The second component of wave data is the raw sensory readings recorded during laser

scanning as described in Section 2.1.2. A laser wave segment often has the format of

a time series of the raw signal amplitudes (Figure 2.7b-d and Table 2.3). To provide

context for the waves, the third component of pulse data often accompanies the FWF

dataset. A pulse data record represents the signal transmitting path and is accompanied

by information about the emitting and receiving signals (e.g. wavelength, pulse width).

The essential part of a pulse is its spatial constituent, which is a line segment resembling

the laser signal travelling path (Figure 2.7a). The first and the last echoes are used as

the two end points of a pulse in this thesis. This convention, however, is not mandatory.

For example, any arbitrary pair of points along the transmitting path can be used as

end points in PulseWaves format by Isenburg (2014). Notably, a pulse is not a mere

line segment but it is rather an augmented line segment. Non-geometric data including

wavelength and GPS time stamp are typically complement the geometry to provide

additional information about the physical laser pulse. A sample pulse data record is

presented in Table 2.2 [Rapidlasso’s PulseWaves format (Isenburg 2014)]. Each pulse

complements its corresponding wave segments to allow the wave samples to be registered

in a 3D space. Notably, there can be multiple wave segments associated with a pulse,

where each segment contains a temporally coherent group of signal readings from a

specific sensor. Points, pulses, and waves of a scan are all interrelated, since they

represent di↵erent views of the same measurement.

An example of real pulse and wave data records of a laser beam hitting dual targets

is presented in Figure 2.7. The emitting signal is shown in Figure 2.7b with the sharp

peak indicating the transmitting time. The beam partially interacts with the chimney

resulting a signal surge as shown in Figure 2.7c (i.e. segment 1). Subsequently the

remaining signal continues its course and reaches the ground surface, thereby returning

the second signal rise as shown in Figure 2.7d (i.e. segment 2).
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Table 2.2: A sample pulse record∗

Attribute Sample value

GPS Time 403174.493788

O↵set to waves 60

Anchor X 316027.393

Anchor Y 234143.755

Anchor Z 322.298

Target X 316074.388

Target Y 234130.623

Target Z 180.610

First returning sample 2078

Last returning sample 2285

Pulse descriptor index 4

Reserved 0

Edge of scan line 0

Scan direction 1

Mirror facet 1

Intensity 0

Classification 0

Table 2.3: A sample wave record⇤

Attribute Sample value

Duration from anchor 2226.134813

Number of samples 60

Samples see Figure 2.7d

Compared to discrete point data, FWF data are able to capture long segments of

laser backscatter after the first significant reflected pulse is received. If the target object

allows some portions of the laser to go through (e.g. tree crowns), FWF recording can

retain data of the object’s internal structure. As the result, the advantage of FWF data

∗Full description of the attributes can be found in the PulseWaves format specification (Isenburg
2014)
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over the discrete point counterpart is most obvious in the field of forestry where semi-

opaque objects dominate the scene (Mallet and Bretar 2009). In the urban context,

the usage of FWF data has also been explored, even though it is at a much lesser

extent. The majority of the works considered the data classification problem (Koma

et al. 2016, Mallet et al. 2008; 2011, Rutzinger et al. 2008). Mallet et al. (2008; 2011)

used waveform as additional attributes to assist classification of points into building,

vegetation and ground. Waveforms were represented parametrically in the classification

problem by a Gaussian modelling and a stochastic analysis of the raw waveform. Some of

the waveform parameters (i.e. echo amplitude, backscatter coe�cient, and cross section)

were found as discriminant feature even though they were less important than features

derived from discrete point data. Using these waveform data improved the classification

accuracy as much as 3%. The research by Koma et al. (2016) investigated the utilisation

of waveform data for urban tree classification. Waveform data contributed significant

parts in the classification result. An accuracy of 87.5% was achieved when waveform

data was used as the only input. That score was considerably higher than classification

using point data (i.e. 78.4%). Waveform data were shown to enhance the classification

accuracy by 5.7%. The backscatter cross section and backscatter coe�cient were the

dominant discriminants. Comparison of the two studies by Mallet et al. (2011) and by

Koma et al. (2016), it can be seen that the success of waveform data usage is likely to

depend on the objects of interest. Specifically, waveform data usage appears to be much

more e↵ective when the considered scene is populated with semi-opaque objects.

Apart from classification, urban full waveform LiDAR data were also investigated

for a few other applications, including edge detection (Jutzi et al. 2005), surface

reconstruction (Jutzi et al. 2005), and detection of vertical objects (Parrish 2007).

Using waveform data, Jutzi et al. (2005) concluded that edge detection precision

could be enhanced by at least an order of magnitude. This conclusion was drawn

from testing on synthetic data of a relatively simple object. The raster-based edge

detection method utilised number of echoes per pixel as an indicator of edge while echo

amplitude and range were used to assess the data homogeneity of regions bounded by

the edges. Notably, this research exploited neighbouring waveform data for the purpose

of identifying the edge orientation within a pixel. Another research by Jutzi and Stilla

(2005) attempted to perform surface reconstruction directly on full waveform LiDAR

data. Hough transformation was conducted on 2D slices of a quantized 3D space of
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x, y, and t, called data cube to detect data segments. In the real 3D space, these

detected segments are line segments composing smooth surfaces. As recognised by the

authors, precision is not the strength of the approach. The main goal of the research

is to demonstrate an analysis performed directly on FWF data to alleviate waveform

deconvolution and its possible errors.

In short, applications of full waveform data in the urban context are under-explored

compared to in the field of forestry. It is partially because urban scenes are dominantly

occupied by opaque objects that do not allow laser beam to penetrate and document the

objects internal structures as in the case of trees. Nevertheless, there have been several

creative works revealing some potentials of urban FWF data. One of the notable e↵ective

computation on full waveform data is to consider spatial neighbourhood in the waveform

field (e.g. Jutzi et al. 2005, Jutzi and Stilla 2005). Such spatial computation leads to

the demands of performing spatial queries and spatial operations on FWF data.

2.3 The advancement of laser scanning technology and its

growing adoption

Aerial laser scanning technology development and rapid adoption are causing major

challenges to existing LiDAR data management and data processing solutions, thereby

shaping one of the main motivations of this thesis. To clarify the thesis context, this

section presents a brief history of the aerial laser scanning technology including major

technological milestones in the field. In addition, the rapid growth of LiDAR data

density and quantity being produced is documented.

2.3.1 The genesis and advancement of laser scanning technology

As early as 1965, airborne laser rangers were used to measure the earth’s surface

elevation (Shepherd 1965). The laser ranging principles at that time have remained

essentially unchanged today. However, measurement in the 1960s was only possible along

a single line per flight track (i.e. the laser profiler), as opposed to capturing an entire

swath as is true with today’s ALS. Notably, the maturity of the scanning mechanism,

GPS, and IMU technologies did not enable the first commercial airborne scanner until

1993 (i.e. Optech’s ALTM-1020). Since the mid-1990s, the technology has gained rapid

advancement and become commercially widespread (Flood 2001) (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: A brief history of the laser scanning technology advancement

Since its genesis in the 1960s, there have been progressive improvements in accuracy,

as well as the introduction of waveform digitisation (1976), Multiple Point in Air

technology (2007), and rapid improvement of pulse repetition frequency. The idea of

retaining the entire waveform signal dates back to 1976, when Mamon et al. (1978)

integrated a waveform digitiser atop a laser profiler to capture forest foliage structures.

In 1999, the first operational full waveform ALS system (Laser Vegetation Imaging

Sensor) was built by NASA (Bretar and Chauve 2008). The first commercial FWF

system was introduced by Riegl in 2004: the LiteMapper-5600 (Hug et al. 2004). FWF

LiDAR was originally used for forestry to improve the capture of complex canopy

structures. More recently, selective e↵orts have been made to employ FWF laser

scanning in urban settings for automatic land use categorisation (Mallet et al. 2011)

and vertical object detection near airports (Parrish 2007). From the data point of view,

FWF digitisation o↵ers pulse and wave data types in addition to the points, as in the

case of discrete point acquisition (Bunting et al. 2013) (see 2.2.2). Additionally this

leads to a demand for integrating all three data components while managing the data.

The next milestone was in 2007 with the launch of commercial Multiple Pulse in Air

(MPiA) systems. Traditional laser scanners can handle only one pulse at a time. Thus,

the pulse must return before the next can be emitted. This constrains the pulse emission

speed by the laser pulse travel time, which is proportional to the flying attitude. MPiA

circumvents this constraint by allowing emission of a second pulse prior to receipt of

the previous one. Hence MPiA technology can shorten acquisition time, achieve higher

density at a given flight height, and enable an increased flight attitude to avoid air

turbulence, while retaining the sampling density (Roth and Thompson 2008).
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Another important ALS development has been the rapid increase in pulse repetition

frequency (PRF). Figure 2.9 portrays changes in ALS PRF through 2014, which is no

longer linear. To the authors’ best knowledge, the record of 1 MHz set by the Leica

Dragon Eye dual head scanner remains the fasted PRF. Notably the Leica Dragon Eye

combines two scanning heads to double its PRF. Besides the increase in PRF, there has

been a continuous improvement in measurement accuracies. For example, the vertical

accuracy of Optech scanners increased from H/1000 (ALTM-1020) in 1993 to H/5500

(ALTM-3100EA Gemini) in 2006 (Shan and Toth 2008) to H/16, 666 in 2010 (Leica

2010); where H is the flying attitude.

Figure 2.9: Increase of ALS pulse repetition frequency

In addition to the above-mentioned advances, other ALS developments include

various improved scanning mechanisms, multi-spectral LiDAR, and Flash LiDAR (i.e.

Geiger mode). An interesting example of the improved scanning mechanisms is the

oblique scanning capability of the Leica AHAB Dragon Eye, which shoots each target

at several angles of incidence ranging from 8� to 20� to increase data coverage on

vertical surfaces and to alleviate shadows. Multi-spectral LiDAR, as suggested by its

name, scans objects using optical waves of multiple wavelengths. Multi-wavelength

LiDAR was investigated as early as 2002 (Songxin and Narayanan 2002), with the

initial motivation to capture distinctively varying surface types (e.g. sea beds versus dry

surfaces). Specifically, a near infrared laser is suitable for most ground-based objects,
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while green light is necessary to penetrate water surfaces. More recent systems such as

Optech’s Titan can operate at more than 2 wavelengths (i.e. 532, 1064 and 1550 nm).

Multiple wavelength LiDAR also improves the likelihood of capturing more information

about scanned objects [e.g. gaps in tree canopies or foliage reflectance characteristics

for improved species classification (Hovi 2015)]. Another notable development is the

invention of flash LiDAR, which substantially extended the possibilities in airborne 3D

laser mapping technology by widening simultaneous data capture opportunities (Albota

et al. 2002). Namely, traditional aerial laser scanners orient a spot-like laser pulse using

a mechanical scanning mechanism such as a rotating mirror or prism to capture the cross

swath and rely on the platform movement to provide coverage along the flying direction.

In contrast, a flash LiDAR sensor transmits and receives an array of thousands of pixels

with every pulse, which captures the range variation within a large extent, at a better

speed, while avoiding mechanical scanning problems (Albota et al. 2002, Marino and

Davis 2005).

Two notable trends are recognised by observing these advances in ALS data

acquisition from a data management point of view. First is the rapid increase in point

cloud size as a function of acquisition capabilities. MPiA, FWF, and multi-wavelength

LiDAR data, as well as the ever-increasing PRF, have all contributed to the amount of

data that can be produced per square metre and per minute of flight time. Notably,

demands for ALS data storage and management have also been driven by the increasing

availability and usage of the data, which in turn has further driven the demand for

denser data sets (see Section 2.3.2). The second trend is the emergence of new types

of data and the demand to integrate disparate data types. As in the case of FWF

ALS, pulses (i.e. linear segments in 3D space) and waves (i.e. time series) need to be

stored and integrated with conventional point cloud data. Similarly, there is a demand

for connecting data scanned at di↵erent wavelengths in the case of multi-wavelength

LiDAR.

2.3.2 Growth in scale and resolution of laser scanning data

The increasing popularity of LiDAR, particularly for large-scale projects, has also been

making more data management demands. For example at least six countries have

already completed country-wide ALS projects (i.e. Denmark, England, Finland, the
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Netherlands, Slovenia, and Switzerland) (Table 2.1), with many more in progress (e.g.

Italy, Poland, Spain, and Sweden) and countries like Japan nearly complete (GSI 2016).

One of the pioneers in national ALS surveying is the Netherlands, where 50% of the

land lies below sea level. In 1996, for the purpose of dyke monitoring, the Netherlands

launched its first country-wide airborne laser scanning campaign named AHN1 - Actueel

Hoogtebestand Nederland. This was completed in 2003, with most of the country

mapped at densities of 0.06-1 points/m2 (Swart 2008). In the period 2007-2012, the

second national scan (AHN2) was completed, with an increased point density of 6-10

points/m2 resulting in 640 billion laser points (van Oosterom et al. 2015). The third

Netherlands-wide scan, AHN3, began in 2015 and is scheduled to be completed in 2019

(on a repeating 6-year cycle). Similar repeated surveys are also being done in Austria

and Northern Italy (Rieg et al. 2014).

In the United States, while a national ALS initiative has yet to be undertaken, many

states have already completed coverage (e.g. Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana,

North Carolina, Ohio and Pennsylvania) for purposes including flood plain mapping and

seismic fault studies. Extensive historical datasets throughout the US are maintained

at three national centres: (1) the San Diego Super Computer Center (SDSC) at

the University of California San Diego (Krishnan et al. 2011), (2) the United States

Geological Survey (Stoker et al. 2006), and (3) the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA O�ce for Coastal Management 2015). While there is no

published report about the total amount of American ALS data, the volume maintained

at SDSC was 46 billion points in 2011 (Krishnan et al. 2011) and has already grown to

835 billion points covering 84,286 km2 at the time of writing (a 20 fold increase barely

5 years later). The improved data density is shown in Table 2.1, with 70 points/ m2 for

a single flight strip and 350 points/m2 for multiple strips. Flying multiple times over a

short time span is becoming common practice in urban areas to achieve comprehensive

coverage of built environments through extensive flight strip overlap and multiple flight

strip orientations (Hinks et al. 2009).

2.4 Laser scanning data storage and indexing

Section 2.3 describes the explosive growth in ALS data quantity and complexity that

challenge many existing data management solutions and has been attracting significant
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research e↵orts (e.g. Mosa et al. 2012, Elseberg et al. 2013, Ramsey 2013, van Oosterom

et al. 2015, Martinez-Rubi et al. 2015c). In this section, the state-of-the-art of data

handling techniques to tackle these challenges is presented. The review is separated into

two parts, each for one of the key components of an ALS data management system: data

storage and data indexing. The section subsequently discusses managing full waveform

ALS data.

2.4.1 Database versus file-based data management

Management of laser scanning data is traditionally done in a file-based system. More

recently, there have been a number of database management systems (DBMSs) providing

supports for laser scanning data (e.g. Ravada et al. 2010, Ramsey 2013, Martinez-

Rubi et al. 2015c). The database solution is frequently considered as an advantageous

alternative to the older file-based approach (Rob and Coronel 2011), but for laser

scanning data storage and management there has not been the emergence of a clear

consensus (Kodde 2014, Martinez-Rubi et al. 2015a). This section presents the adoption

of both the file-based and the database systems for LiDAR data storage and management

and subsequently discusses the pros and cons of the two practices.

In a file-based system, LiDAR datasets are stored as files, each of which is composed

as a sequence of data records. Sometimes metadata are included within the files to

provide contextual information about the stored data such as the number of laser points

and the data’s spatial extent. Data access and manipulation in the file-based system

require knowledge about the file structures, which are usually documented in a file format

specification. There have been a number of successful developments of standard, open file

formats for storage of laser scanning data, which are presented in detail in Section 2.4.2

and Section 2.4.3. The availability of those standards has played a crucial role in ensuring

the interoperability amongst various application programs from di↵erent vendors. This

standardisation alleviates several common drawbacks of the file-based system: data

isolation because of the many ad-hoc software programs, and data redundancy due

to the excessive conversion between many incompatible file formats. However, one

disadvantage remains - the dependency between data and applications. Namely data

users and applications programs need to directly handle the complex internal structure

of the files, and any changes in the file structure require cumbersome modifications of

all related programs. Another disadvantage of the file-based solution is the shortage of
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a straightforward mechanism supporting integration of LiDAR data with other related

kinds of data, such as polygonal data representing building envelopes. Furthermore,

while metadata of each file can be stored within the file, there is not an agreed practice

for organising the files or maintaining the metadata at the project level. Thus, searching

for files containing a specific data item may require opening and reading the metadata

of each and every file within the project. This is a critical issue given the number of files

in a LiDAR project today can easily exceed tens of thousands of files (e.g. AHN 2014,

Krishnan et al. 2011).

A database is an integrated computer structure storing a repository of data and

metadata. Many LiDAR supported databases are composed of point data records,

various metadata facilitating data interpretation and indexing structures, thereby,

allowing e�cient data access. Access to data stored in a database is facilitated by

a database management system (DBMS), which is a software system managing the

database structure. The DBMS is an intermediate layer between the database and end-

users or application programs making use of the data. Unlike the file-based counterpart,

the DBMS in a database system handles all the painstaking operations involving the

complicated internal data structure, while isolating the data complexity from the end

users and the application programs. These users and programs access data inside the

database using declarative language (e.g. Structured Query Language - SQL), which

specifies what data are required but not how to get them. This eases the data and

program dependency; a drawback of the file-based solution. Additionally, compared

to the file-based approach, the database solution o↵ers a wider range of advanced

functionalities including the following: better integration with other data types, built-

in data security protocols, transaction management capabilities, I/O optimisation

strategies (e.g. caching), and straightforward multi-user access.

Depending on the usage demands, some of the elegant functionalities o↵ered by

database solution might be irrelevant to some applications and even penalise the data

management performance. In such cases, a simple file-based system might be the better

choice. For example, during the pre-processing stage (e.g. the procedure descried in

Section 2.1.3), where raw sensor data are registered, geocoded, and corrected, the data

activities are not transactionally intensive, and every data record needs to be processed

independently. Hosting laser points in a DBMS at this stage has no clear benefits and

only serves to decelerate many data manipulation operations (Graham 2008). However,
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in the post-processing and data distribution stages, a DBMS for laser point clouds can

o↵er significant advantages (Graham 2008, Schön et al. 2009, van Oosterom et al. 2015).

Particularly, a database can be ideal for dissemination of large laser scanning datasets

over a network to multiple users or where data integration is needed. The remaining

parts of this section review existing file-based and database solutions for hosting and

managing laser scanning data.

2.4.2 Discrete LiDAR data storage

File-based environments

Within a file-based environment, there are three common methods for encoding a laser

scanning point cloud: plain text, marked up language, and binary. While plain text

(e.g. PTX format by Leica, PCD format by Point Cloud Library) is the simplest, human

readable, and flexible (in terms of defining point attributes), it is the least e�cient in

terms of storage. Namely, one ASCII character (i.e. 8 bits) is needed for every digit

representing the point coordinates and attributes. A point record is usually stored as a

line in a file where point coordinates and attributes are separated by a special character

such as a space or a comma. Metadata (e.g. coordinate system, number of points, label

of point attributes) are sometimes recorded at the beginning of a file. Depending on the

number of digits needed for each point record, a plain text file of a point cloud can be

significantly larger than the binary file storing the same information. Thus, reading and

writing point clouds in a text format requires more I/O than its binary counterpart.

When a point cloud is stored in a binary format, the number of bits allocated for

each attribute can be tailored to fit its respective requirements. Thus, the usage of

binary resources can be minimised. Reading a binary file is more complex and requires

an agreement between encoders and decoders - usually via a file format specification.

The most widely used file format for exchanging ALS data is the LAS format introduced

by the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS 2011). This

file format o↵ers a number of pre-defined, fixed structures for representing point records

from which the user can select. For example, a typical laser point with a GPS time

stamp can be represented using LAS’s record format 1. Storage of this takes 28 bytes

per point based on the point’s 10 attributes and coordinates. In a LAS file, metadata

can be stored in the file header, in variable length records at the beginning of a file, or

in extended variable length records at the file’s end.
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One advantageous feature in the point coordinate encoding in a LAS file is the

use of scaled integers (i.e. 4 bytes per number), instead of the straightforward double

precision floating point arrangement (i.e. 8 bytes per number). In addition to reducing

the required binary space, this approach ensures uniform numeric accuracy throughout

each numeric dimension, which well suits the characteristics of ALS data (Isenburg

2013). Another e�cient method for compacting the data without significant loss of

precision is to replace the points’ coordinates by their order in a spatial filling curve

such as a Hilbert curve (Elseberg et al. 2013). The precision loss can be avoided if

the quantisation resolution to construct the space filling curve is selected as finer than

the point data resolution. However, this could lead to excessive storage costs when

high resolution points covering large spatial extents are needed. This method is feasible

when the spatial extent of the cloud is not too large when compared to the required

resolution. While this approach can reduce the storage requirements, the method incurs

extra computational costs for converting the coordinates and the spatial codes.

An alternative approach for point cloud storage is the marked up language [E57

format (Huber 2011) defined within ASTM E2807 (ASTM Standard Committee 2011)].

That format is capable of storing general 3D measurements alongside 2D imagery data.

At the top level, an E57 file is structured into a hierarchy in an XML format. At the

lowest level within the hierarchy, the main portions of the data (i.e. the 3D point clouds)

are stored in a binary format, which can be logically partitioned into lines or blocks.

Notably the E57 format o↵ers flexible definition of point attributes, while still keeping

a minimal number of bits dedicated for the point data attributes. Nevertheless, similar

to the LAS format, the E57 format was designed to store sensor information and not

intended to be used as a working format. Thus, a�liation of the derived attributes into

point data is not straightforward. Furthermore, storing models derived from LiDAR

point clouds is not natively supported.

When LiDAR data are hosted as a collection of files, they are usually organised into

rectangular tiles. Data are often disseminated to users by tile selection. In this way, if a

user is interested in a region crossing multiple tiles, they need to download all the tiles,

merge the data, and crop the segment of interest on their local computer. Even though

the approach leaves the tedious work to data user, it seems to be the most common

way of managing and disseminating ALS data as seen in USGS’s CLICK (Stoker et al.

2006), and the national ALS data dissemination services of Denmark, Finland, Poland,
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and Switzerland, just to name a few. An alternative to the pure tile-based approach

is area-of-interest (AOI) selection. An example of successful AOI implementation on a

file-based system is OpenTopography (Krishnan et al. 2011, Nandigam et al. 2010). A

dedicated server at the back end of the system is used for hosting all LiDAR data in LAS

format where metadata, including the spatial extents of each of the files, are handled

within an IBM DB2 database. A similar approach was utilised for the uno�cial AHN2

data dissemination platform called MATAHN by Peters and Ledoux (2014). The system

stores the point data as a collection of LAS files and uses Postgres/PostGIS to manage

the spatial extents of the files. Notably, the LAS file manipulation in OpenTopography

is facilitated by libLAS (Butler et al. 2016), while Lastools (Rapidlasso 2014) is used to

support MATAHN.

Database environments

ALS data can be managed using a spatial database management system (SDBMS)

as an alternative to the above file-based approach. The major SDBMSs supporting

point cloud hosting include Oracle and PostgreSQL/PostGIS. MonetDB (Martinez-

Rubi et al. 2015c) is also currently being developed to handle point clouds. However

that database’s support for laser scanning data is currently restricted to rectilinear

range searches and, therefore, is not discussed further herein. The two most common

approaches for hosting LiDAR data within Oracle and PostgreSQL DBMSs are flat

tables and blocks. With the flat table method, one tuple is allocated for each point

record including the point’s attributes. A point cloud is logically represented in the

form of a single table, which may be partitioned into multiple physical segments. This

approach is simple and flexible since inserting/removing point records and modifying

point attributes are both straightforward activities. The main disadvantage, however,

is that this approach cannot cope well with large datasets due to its poor scalability on

ordinary computers (van Oosterom et al. 2015).

In contrast, both Oracle and PostgreSQL [with Ramsey’s extension (Ramsey 2013)]

o↵er a blocking solution as the native support for point clouds with the names of

SDO PC and PCPATCH, respectively. The two implementations are relatively similar,

as they both partition a given point dataset into spatially consistent blocks. Each

block is considered as a unit to be stored in a tuple of the database. Since there are

significantly fewer items to be handled when compared to the case of storing one point
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per tuple, the approach copes better with larger datasets (Ramsey 2013, van Oosterom

et al. 2015). In Oracle’s SDO PC data type, a point block, stored as a binary large

object (BLOB), is composed of a various number of fixed size point records. A point

record consists of the point’s id, its coordinates, and a maximum of 8 numeric attributes

- each of which occupies 8 bytes. This encoding approach is generic and requires use of

more binary bits. A point record having 10 attributes [such as the LAS’s point record

format 1 (ASPRS 2011)] would consume 112 bytes (i.e. 4 times the LAS’s consumption),

if represented with this approach. Unlike Oracle’s fixed-size field approach, PCPATCH

by Ramsey (2013), which allocates a minimum number of bits for each attribute, is

similar to the LAS format approach. In PCPATCH, the structure of a point record is

stored as an XML document. The concept of scale and o↵set are similar to what are

used in the LAS file format and are also utilised to reduce the required byte space and

achieve uniform accuracy over the numeric dimensions. An alternative for storing point

data in groups is to use the multiple point object (also known as point superset). This

can be done in Oracle using the SDO GEOMETRY data type with GTYPE of 3005. In

PostGIS, the MULTIPOINT data type facilitates the same purpose. Similar to SDO PC

in Oracle and PCPATCH in PostGIS, the multiple point object approach group points

into batches and stores each of the patches as a spatial object. The major di↵erence

distinguishes the multipoint approach from the blocking approach is that in the former,

grouping points is conducted entirely manually.

The third approach for storing point clouds in a DBMS is to use the point geometry

type (i.e. SDO GEOMETRY with GTYPE of 3001 in Oracle, Point type in PostGIS).

While this solution is workable, and built-in spatial indices can be used directly, it is

being used to a lesser extent due to its poor performance (Mosa et al. 2012, Ramsey

2013). A similar finding was reported by the OpenTopography team (Nandigam et al.

2010), while investigating the possibility of using IBM DB2 Spatial Extender to manage

ALS data. That study revealed that storing one spatial point per tuple led to excessive

disc consumption (i.e. 420 bytes per point, approximately 4 times the flat table

approach). To the authors’ knowledge, the only exception that reported a successful

use of this approach for datasets of billions of points is that by Lewis et al. (2012). The

high storage costs are due to the overheads the DBMSs allocate to management of large

number of tuples. Depending on the DBMSs, the costs per tuple vary but are always

factored up by the significantly large number of tuples.
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Having reviewed various methods for encoding laser scanning point data records in

both the file-based and the database environments, the following can be considered as

the state-of-the-art techniques for laser point data representation in both environments:

• Use of the exact number of bits for each point attribute;

• Storage of point coordinates as scaled integers to reduce byte space and ensure

uniform accuracy;

• Modelling a point cloud as a collection of small, spatially coherent blocks of points,

instead of the manipulation of each individual point;

• Use of an XML document to store the description of the structure of the point

record so that the data can have a flexible structure, while still being self-

explanatory; Use of XML to represent the hierarchy of di↵erent datasets within a

file.

Level of detail

The concept of Level of Detail (LoD) has been well used in computer graphics and

geometry modelling to deal with large and/or complex datasets (Kolbe et al. 2005,

Luebke et al. 2003). That concept involves decreasing the complexity of the original

dataset at certain levels to reduce the computational demands. The controlled reduction

needs to take into account the trade-o↵ for data quality. A typical LoD example is in

geometry visualisation. As geometric objects move away from the viewing point and

become less important to the viewers, rendering a reduced version (i.e. lower LoD) of

the objects is often preferable to limit computational costs. Such reduction should be

controlled so that the resulting visualisation quality is satisfactory.

The LoD concept has been used for point cloud rendering (e.g. Wenzel et al. 2011,

Elseberg et al. 2013, Richter and Döllner 2014). In the context of point cloud data,

the LoD is expressed in terms of point resolution. A lower LoD version of a dataset is

generated by subsampling the higher LoD version. Oracle SDBMS supports native, in-

base LoD for point cloud data. Multiple discrete LoDs can be automatically created for

each SDO PC point blocks. The LoDs form a hierarchy so called, data pyramid. This

pyramiding process enables queries that return a fraction of the original data which

is useful for visualisation or progressive transmission of data over networks. Most of
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current LoD structures for point cloud data are discrete, meaning there is an abrupt

change in data resolution between consecutive LoDs. This influences the visualisation

quality. Specifically, when a viewing frustum moves, sudden changes in point resolution

are obvious to viewers (e.g. ahn2.pointclouds.nl). Research on vario-scale LoDs (e.g.

van Oosterom and Meijers 2014) aims to alleviate such adverse e↵ect.

2.4.3 Full waveform LiDAR data storage

Currently there are a few e↵orts on developing exchange data formats for FWF LiDAR

data. They include ASPRS’s LAS format version 1.3 (ASPRS 2010), the PulseWaves

file format by Rapidlasso (Isenburg 2014), and the Sorted Pulse Data library by Bunting

et al. (2013).

LAS format

Since version 1.3, the LAS file format o↵ers two options for storing full wave data

together with the a�liated conventional discrete laser points. In the first option, a

waveform data packet is stored as an array of numbers (i.e. sampling intensity) to which

the extended variable length record of an LAS file (ASPRS 2011) can be attached. In

the second option, an auxiliary file can be used for storage of the waveform data. This

is also done using an array of numbers. With both approaches, each point is linked to

its waveform via a locator stored as a point attribute (Figure 2.10). While the waveform

can be stored in this manner, the file format was not designed initially for the waveform

concept and, thus, has certain limitations. Specifically, because the basic data type in

this data representation is the data point, the laser pulses are not explicitly represented

and can only be computed using the pulse orientation stored within the point record.

The outgoing waveform (i.e. the emitted signal) is absent, and two-channel encoding

(see Section 2.1.2) is not supported.
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Figure 2.10: FWF data model in LAS format

Importantly, the “many-to-one” relationship between the point and the pulse data

is not accurately modelled in the current LAS format. The “many-to-one” relationship

means several points are associated with a single pulse, while a point cannot be a�liated

with multiple pulses. In the LAS format, this relationship is modelled as “one-to-one”,

as seen in the way the pulse orientation [i.e. X(t), Y(t), Z(t)] and other pulse-based

attributes (e.g. return number and scan angle) are kept within each point record. This

leads to data redundancy and potential inconsistencies during data manipulation.

PulseWaves format

PulseWaves, currently being developed at Rapidlasso (Isenburg 2014), is an open source

LAS compatible file format established to address LAS’s lack of full FWF support.

PulseWaves explicitly stores pulse and wave data in two di↵erent file formats. A pulse file

contains georeferenced geometries of the laser pulses. Each pulse record has a pointer to

its wave data in the wave file. Unlike the array of numbers approach in LAS’s waveform

file, the PulseWaves’ wave file is more complex, as the waveform data of a pulse is

modelled as a hierarchy. Specifically, a wave record is composed of a signal on multiple

channels where one channel is dedicated for emitting signal and the remaining channels

are for the returning signals. The waveform data within a signal is divided into multiple

segments, where each segment is a record of many consecutive samples (Figure 2.11).

This hierarchical approach facilitates modelling of complex waveform data structures

such as the multi-channel, multi-segment case shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.11: FWF data model in PulseWaves format and an example of waveform
hierarchy (associated with Figure 2.4)

Since a PulseWaves file is intended to be used alongside an LAS file that is storing

discrete point data, points are not represented in the PulseWaves format. When an LAS

file complements a PulseWaves file, the pulses and points data are supposed to be linked

via their time stamps.

Sorted Pulse Data format

Sorted Pulse Data (SPD) is another e↵ort to host FWF data in a file-based environment

(Bunting et al. 2013). The data format was built upon the generic HDF5 file system,

which was originally created for storing NASA Earth observation data (The HDF Group

2016). All three components of a FWF dataset [pulses, points and waveforms (emitting

and returning)] are explicitly represented in the SPD format. Pulses and points are

represented as dedicated data types, while waveforms are stored as arrays of integers.

The waveform packet is referred to by both pulse and point records, while the “one-to-

many” relationship between pulse and point data are correctly modelled (Figure 2.12).

Compared to PulseWaves format, the way SPD format handles multiple segment and
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multiple channel waveform structures is less e�cient. Specifically, when the raw data are

recorded as separate segments, null values (which take up extra binary space) are needed

to fill up the gaps between the segments. In the case of multi-channel recording, multiple

pulses need to be defined separately for each channel, thereby leading to redundancy.

SPD Wave
(array of integers)

SPD Point

Point coordinates (X, Y, Z)

Non-spatial, non-temporal attributes

Timestamp

Waveform offset

1..*

1

SPD Pulse

Pulse geometry (origin, orientation,
                      first and laser sample)

Non-spatial, non-temporal attributes

Pointer to emitted wave

Timestamp

Pointer to returning wave

Pointer to affiliated points

Index point

Figure 2.12: FWF data model in Sorted Pulse Data format

One distinctive feature of the SPD format is its spatial index of pulse geometries.

This is the only established research addressing the issue of indexing and spatial querying

of full waveform data. SPD o↵ers two options for organising pulse data: (1) sequential

SPD index, and (2) non-sequential SPD index. Using the sequential option, which is

a clustered indexing solution, the pulses are physically sorted so that pulse spatially

close to each other stay close in the storage media (e.g. discs). In contrast, nearby

pulses can be distant on disc in the non-sequential option. The strategy is non-clustered

index meaning it does not change the physical locations of the data items. The spatial

indexing approach in SPD is a regular, 2D grid based on either first or last returns

(Bunting et al. 2013). The spatial indices maintained as 2D arrays within the HDF5

structure facilitate direct spatial access to grid cells relevant to a spatial query. As noted

by Bunting et al. (2013), one drawback of this simple indexing mechanism is that the

type of spatial access is constrained by the selection of the indexing point (i.e. the first

or last return). For example, if the first return is chosen, only querying on the first

return is supported.
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2.4.4 LiDAR data indexing

In addition to storing point data, a working LiDAR data management system should

provide rapid access to portions of the dataset satisfying certain constraints, which

may contain spatial elements and/or non-spatial attributes (e.g. classification, return

number, and intensity). The rapid access is often facilitated by organising data entries

in the database. Data organisation can be conducted by either (1) physically sorting

the data entries by a specific order, or (2) creating a logical directory pointing to the

entries without dislocating them. The former approach is also known as clustered

indexing, which displace data items on their storage media so that they conform to

the defined order. There is only one order can be enforced at a time deal to the physical

ordering process. The latter approach (also known as non-clustered indexing) does

not physically order the data. Instead, it creates a logical directory of the data. The

directory itself is highly structured in order to e�ciently facilitate searching operations.

Multiple non-clustered indexes can simultaneously be applied on a single dataset. Since

non-clustered indexing is much more common for LiDAR data, the term indexing in

this thesis indicates non-clustered indexing if not explicitly stated otherwise. Spatial

indices are often used to support spatial queries, while non-spatial queries require non-

spatial indices. The following review focuses mainly on spatial indexing of point clouds.

Major spatial indexing approaches include grid-based indexing, tree like indexing, and

combinations of multiple indices.

Grid-based (tile-based) indexing

Traditionally, ALS point data has been spatially partitioned into multiple 2D rectangular

tiles of manageable size. This is the simplest spatial index of a point cloud and is referred

to as regular, grid-based indexing. The approach is commonly used in both file-based

and database environments (Rieg et al. 2014). While the method is straightforward to

implement and can be adequate for simple operations (e.g. point-in-2D-polygon query),

e�ciency is low due to brute-force scanning. Furthermore, the splitting may introduce

discontinuities at tiles boundary, and is problematic due to working across multiple tiles

(e.g. clip a segment spanning more than a tile, search for neighbour points located in

other tiles). Finally, more sophisticated functionalities such as neighbour searching are

not supported.
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Tree like indexing

More advanced indexing strategies are often implemented to support laser scanning

data access. They commonly include the R-tree (Guttman 1984), the quadtree (Finkel

and Bentley 1974) and its 3D sibling the octree, and the kd-tree (Bentley 1975). The

three basic form of the three common hierachical indexing structures are presented

in Figure 2.13. Each index type has multiple variations. The R*-tree (Beckmann

et al. 1990) and Hilbert R-tree (Kamel and Faloutsos 1994) are two examples of

dozens of di↵erent existing implementations based on R-tree indexing. MX quadtree,

PR quadtree, and bucket PR quadtree are amongst variants of the quadtree indexing

type (Samet 2006). The bucket PR kd-tree (Orenstein 1982) can be seen as a variant of

the kd-tree. While the indexing types vary in implementation, their underlying principles

are highly similar. The indexing mechanisms aim to create spatially organised structures

of the data using spatial hierarchical partitioning. A data searching algorithm should

browse as few branches of the hierarchy as possible to obtain the addresses of the data

objects to be returned. All of the mentioned structures are capable of facilitating the two

most common spatial queries on point clouds: polygon clipping and nearest neighbour

searching. Their respective e�ciency mostly depends on the number of nodes in a tree

that need to be visited during searching and the required computations to determine

the spatial relations between geometries. The searching algorithm, data distribution,

index construction parameter (e.g. bucket capacity, splitting condition), and searching

conditions are amongst many factors influencing the e�ciency of a given indexing

structure. This makes comparison of di↵erent indexing structures a complicated task,

which is beyond the scope of this thesis but has been considered selectively by others

(e.g. Kothuri et al. 2002, Mosa et al. 2012).
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(a) Data point and quadtree 
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Starting from the root node representing the
space embedding the entire set of points, the 
partioning is performed recursively to split
each node into four equal quadrants. Nodes contain
at least a point are futher split. Emty nodes are
automatically eliminated. The partition continues
until every node complies with a termination
criterion. In this particular example, the partition 
terminates when each node contains no more 
than 1 point (i.e. node capacity of 1).

Points are sequentially inserted into the tree. A new
point is directed towards a node if the node spatially
encloses the point. If there is not any node contains
the point, the node requires smallest expansion 
to enclose the point receives it. The point continues
downwards the tree until it reaches a leaf node. 
Subsequently, any overloaded nodes are split so that
the total area of the resulting nodes are smallest. 
The partition of overloaded nodes propagates 
upwards, starting from the leaf level. 

Point insertion is performed sequentially in a
top-down fashion. A point in the k-d tree partitions
its parent into two portions, either along the x or
the y axis. The partitioning direction is switched 
from a level to the next. When a new point is inserted
into the tree, it is forwarded to the space portion
enclosing the point. If the portion is already occupied 
(i.e. another node already present in that portion), 
the point is forwarded to the associating child of that
node. The point continues until it reach an empty
child and occupies the position.

DESCRIPTION

Quadtree

R-tree

k-d tree

Figure 2.13: Hierachical indexing structures commonly used for point clouds

The R-tree indexing is an extension of the widely used, standard B-tree (i.e. balanced

tree) (Bayer and McCreight 1972) in a higher dimensional space. The R-tree is well

known for its balanced characteristic (i.e. all leaves are at the same depth). An R-tree

is adaptable for non-uniform data and can be constructed without a known bounding

box. Its two major disadvantages are the high level of node overlapping and its relatively

expensive construction cost. At regions where multiple nodes are overlapped, a query

resolver must visit all the nodes. Thus, processing a query can be slow. The R*-tree

indexing by Beckmann et al. (1990) improved the original R-trees by Guttman (1984)
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by introducing a more sophisticated (and more expensive) strategy for building the tree

to reduce node overlapping. Leaf nodes in an R*-tree are disjoint, but overlapping may

occur at the higher level in the hierarchy. Thus, the issue is partially solved. Both

Oracle Spatial and PostgreSQL have an R*-tree as the built-in indexing scheme.

The quadtree index originated from the generalisation of the famous binary tree

from 1D problems to 2D spaces in order to solve data queries involving 2 composite

keys (Finkel and Bentley 1974). When being used to index point cloud data, a quadtree

is usually defined as a tree structure created by recursively tessellating the data based

on the data points (i.e. tree-based quadtree) or their embedded space (i.e. trie-based

quadtree) into 4 axis-aligned quadrants. The octree indexing is the natural extension

of the quadtree into a 3D space, which iteratively splits data into 8 octants. The use of

quadtrees and octrees in LiDAR related data management systems is widespread and

appears in Lastools - the LiDAR toolkit managing and manipulating data in LAS format

by Rapidlasso (2014) and extensions to Oracle DBMS (e.g. Mosa et al. 2012, Hoefsloot

2012). While not implemented within a data management system, quadtree/octrees are

also frequently selected as the accessing structure in various research (e.g. Girardeau-

Montaut et al. 2005, Wenzel et al. 2011, Elseberg et al. 2013, Richter et al. 2015).

Quadtrees/octrees are extensively used in many visualisation applications, as the trees

themselves are well-shaped structures representing multiple levels of detail (Yang and

Huang 2014, Richter and Döllner 2014).

Within the Oracle DBMS, there have been a number of attempts to use a

quadtree/octree as a spatial index. Prior to version 10g, Oracle supported two spatial

indexing types for its queries on geometric objects: R-tree and quadtree. However, from

version 10g onward the native quadtree indexing was deprecated due to a belief that

it (1) demonstrated poorer performance, (2) was more di�cult to tune, and (3) o↵ered

less support for neighbour search than the R-tree (Oracle 2003). Similar results were

reported by Kothuri et al. (2002). Notably these comparisons were drawn from tests on

2D polygonal data, but not on large point datasets like those encountered typically in

LiDAR data. While investigating point cloud indexing within Oracle Spatial, Mosa et al.

(2012) implemented an octree indexing (i.e. 3D sibling of quadtrees) into the Oracle

DBMS via the Oracle’s extensible framework to facilitate 3D clipping operations. The

implemented octree index significantly outperformed Oracle’s R-tree implementation

for point data stored as SDO GEOMETRY (GTYPE=3001), with one point per tuple.
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Mosa et al. (2012) suggested that the octree’s superior performance attributed to its

spatial disjoint arrangement of the nodes in contrast to the R-tree node overlaps; further

investigation of this is presented in Schön et al. (2013). Despite Oracle’s deprecation

of the quadtree, the indexing structure appears in latter studies on LiDAR hosting

(Hoefsloot 2012, van Oosterom et al. 2015).

A third common index structure is the kd-tree, which is a special case of binary

partitioning in multi-dimensional space (Bentley 1975). At each node, the spatial

domain is split into two halves along one of the three coordinate dimensions (x, y, and z).

Similar to the quadtree/octree indexing, kd-trees can be either tree-based or trie-based.

The branching factor of the tree is fixed to 2 (i.e. binary). Therefore, kd-trees are often

narrower and deeper than quadtrees and octrees, which have branching factors of 4 and

8 respectively. The performance characteristics of a kd-tree strongly relates to the point

insertion order and can be easily unbalanced depending on this order. Unlike the nodes

in a PR quadtree/octree or R-tree, which represent the bounding box of a group of

points, every node of a kd-tree is associated with one data point. Thus, an ordinary kd-

tree can be larger than the point data itself. The bucket kd-tree (Samet 2006) improves

the kd-tree indexing by allowing a “bucket” of points to be stored on a single node so

that the index’s size can be reduced. While rarely used as a permanent access structure

for data storage (probably because of size requirements), kd-indexing is frequently used

to facilitate neighbour searching (e.g. Otepka et al. 2012, Hua et al. 2008). In fact,

most point cloud processing software has a kd-tree as an in-built indexing structure

[e.g. Point Cloud Library (Rusu and Cousins 2011), CloudCompare (Girardeau-Montaut

et al. 2005)]. While all of the named indexing structures are able to support neighbour

searches, the kd-tree is usually considered as the most e�cient (Otepka et al. 2012).

Other accessing structure

While tiling and tree-like structures are very common in LiDAR point data indexing,

other accessing strategies exist. Examples include the multi-star structure by Ledoux

(2010) and the hashing data structure by Han et al. (2012). Ledoux (2010) proposed

that laser point collections such as those derived from laser scanning can be stored as

a triangulated irregular network (TIN). Both geometry and topology of the TIN can

be represented by explicitly storing the point coordinates together with a star structure

for each point. A star structure of a point is, in fact, a set of IDs of vertices of the
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TIN directly connected to the given point. Even though the structure is redundant as

triangles are stored more than once, it is capable of supporting spatial queries on point

clouds by simply browsing the TIN. Another notable indexing strategy for point clouds

is the hashing virtual grid by Han et al. (2012). In this approach, a point cloud is

overlain by a virtual 3D grid structure (i.e. voxel space). As part of this, every cell in

the grid maintains a list of pointers to the enclosed points, which is the gateway to the

point data. Each cell is associated with a distinctive hashtag providing O(1) access to

its pointer. Psomadaki et al. (2016) proposed another strategy allowing organising point

clouds in a relational database that can take into account both spatial and temporal

components of the data. The authors proposed to map the multi-dimensional data points

onto a space filling curve (SFC) (i.e. 1D space). The 1D SFC values were used both

as a replacement of the original coordinates and also as a key for organising the data

items. Replacement of multi-dimensional coordinates by the SFC values does not cause

any precision loss given su�cient resolution is selected during the SFC construction.

Having been converted to a 1D space, the data items were indexed by a traditional

1D index such as a B-tree (Comer 1979). This solution is capable of supporting range

queries on the indexed dimensions, including the temporal dimension. It was found that

integration of time and space using the SFC strategy technique was e�cient in terms of

querying performance.

Integrating multiple indices

Multiple indexing structures can be combined to facilitate point data. For example,

within an in-house simplified relational DBMS, Otepka et al. (2012) incorporated the

global regular tiling (2D) and local kd-trees (3D) to support spatial queries including

neighbour searches. The in-memory kd-trees were created on-the-fly for selective tiles

relevant to the query being processed. Even though this method circumvents storing

the excessive indices on disc and avoids complex updates of the indices during the

point insertion, the indices cannot be reused. Thus, processing spatial queries incurs

overheads for re-creating the local indices. In this approach, even though the kd-trees

were separated (which may cause discontinuity problems), the issue was not explicitly

discussed in the paper. Another combination of a global octree and local kd-trees

was presented by Hua et al. (2008) where kd-trees were created at run time. That

system is restricted to point rendering but does not support generic data demands. An
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example of a combination of a quadtree at the global level with local 3D R-trees or kd-

trees was presented by Yang and Huang (2014) for managing and visualising integrated

aerial and terrestrial point clouds. Notably the R-trees at a local level were constructed

based on a bottom-up grouping of facets fitting to the points within a quadrant. The

outperformance of the hybrid tree over Oracle’s R-tree with SDO PC was documented

therein.

2.5 Urban modelling from laser scanning data

In the most generic sense, urban modelling is the process of creating a synthesis

to resemble certain aspects of an urban system (Batty 2009). The output model

can be as simple as a city map for navigation or as complex as a mathematical

system simulating impacts of transportation planning and land-use policies on the

metropolitan environment (e.g. Waddell 2002). Within the laser scanning community,

urban modelling has a more specific meaning, indicating the creation of a digital 3D

geometric representation of physical objects of a city (e.g. Haala and Brenner 1997,

Laefer et al. 2011, Babahajiani and Fan 2016). The 3D city model can have the

format of raster (grid), vector (object) or point cloud data. Depending on the expected

applications, a LiDAR-based geometric model of an urban scenery can be very di↵erent

in terms of their geometric accuracies, the inclusivity of certain urban components, the

model’s level of details, and the level of visual realism. For example, models created for

visualisation purposes must focus on appearance, while geometric inaccuracies of a few

centimetres may be tolerable. In contrast, accuracy can outweigh the need for visual

realism in applications such as building damage simulation (Truong-Hong et al. 2013)

and post-disaster damage assessment (Vu et al. 2004).

This section aims to provide an overview of urban modelling from laser scanning

data. Section 2.5 briefly explains basic concepts and describes common laser scanning

data processing operations towards urban modelling. Subsequently, Section 2.5.2 and

Section 2.5.3 present existing techniques for surface segmentation and road detection,

which are amongst the essential LiDAR data processing tasks for urban modelling.
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2.5.1 The essentials of LiDAR-based urban modelling

The ultimate goal of a LiDAR-based urban modelling procedure is to transform laser

scanning data to a geometric model of the urban environment suitable for an intended

objective. Even though the point cloud data themselves can already be considered

as a geometric representation of the surveyed objects, their discrete form, their

incompleteness (e.g. due to occlusion, sparseness and incomplete coverage), and their

lack of semantic information (i.e. meaning of each measurement) make that point cloud

representation unsuitable for many applications such as structural simulation (Truong-

Hong et al. 2013) and photorealistic representation of buildings (Pu and Vosselman

2009). Thus, data processing is needed to recover the continuous form of the urban

objects and to overcome the data imperfection. Such task is often referred to as object

reconstruction or extraction.

Existing geometric reconstruction approaches from point cloud data are very diverse.

Recent surveys of available urban reconstruction methods can be found elsewhere (e.g.

Berger et al. 2014, Musialski et al. 2013). They can be broadly categorised into model-

driven (i.e. top-down) and data-driven (i.e. bottom-up). The model-driven approach

relies on a pre-defined library of elementary models. The primary task in top-down

reconstruction is to search for point data matching an object template within the library.

Examples of this approach include the building reconstruction methods introduced by

Kada and McKinley (2009), Lafarge et al. (2010), Huang et al. (2013), Xiong et al.

(2015), which utilise a set of parameterised standard shapes for building blocks. Another

example of the model-driven solution is the extraction of road by Hu et al. (2004),

which considers the road extraction problem as fitting a straight ribbon model to the

point data. While the model-driven approach is often more resilient to noise and data

defects, capabilities are restricted to objects contained in the libraries. In contrast, data-

driven approaches begin with detection of basic geometric primitives (e.g. lines, planes

and spheres) and simple features (i.e. building outlines and road edges) composing

common urban objects. These geometries are ultimately integrated to form the final

models. Examples of data-driven methods include the building roof extraction method

by Sampath and Shan (2010), the building reconstruction approach by Dorninger and

Pfeifer (2008) and the road detection method by Choi et al. (2007). Compared to their

top-down counterparts, the bottom-up solutions are more sensitive to spurious data

points and data incompleteness but is much more flexible, as no pre-defined template is
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required. This flexibility makes data-driven approaches generally preferable and as such

the approach undertaken in this thesis.

Typical data-driven LiDAR-based urban modelling procedures use some of the

following basic operations:

• Computation of secondary point attributes

• Classification of point data

• Detection of geometric primitives from point data

• Detection of urban features

• Reconstruction and rectification of geometric primitives

The following are brief descriptions of these basic operations.

Secondary attribute computation

In addition to attributes directly originated from laser measurements such as point

coordinates, laser intensities, waveforms and time stamps (see Section 2.2), secondary

attributes can be computed to provide additional valuable inputs for data processing and

analysis. One such secondary attributes is the normal vector, which has been commonly

used for surface reconstruction (e.g. Hoppe et al. 1992, Deschaud and Goulette 2010,

Lari and Habib 2014). The normal vector is often derived by fitting a small planar

surface to a neighbourhood of points. Besides the normal vector, local surface fitting

can derive indications of the sampled surface’s smoothness and curvature (e.g. Lin et al.

2014, Lari and Habib 2014). Another common secondary attribute often used in many

LiDAR data analysis is the height variation, which considers the elevation discontinuity

at each point with respect to its surrounding data. The use of height variation can

be seen in (Yan et al. 2015, Lodha et al. 2006, Choi et al. 2007). Sometimes, laser

scanning point clouds are enhanced by other data sources such as imagery data (Sohn

and Dowman 2007). Such data fusion can derive additional point attributes (e.g. true

colour, infrared colour), thereby enriching the list of attributes (e.g. Guo et al. 2011).

Classification

Point clouds originally acquired by laser scanning carry no semantic information.

Namely, a laser point only indicates the existence of a reflective surface at the sampled
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location, but the measurement itself does not convey whether the reflectance came from

a ground surface, a building, or a tree. Point cloud classification is the task of deriving

and assigning that missing semantic information to the point data. Figure 2.14 shows an

example where point data are classified into three categories: building, tree, and ground.

The task is sometimes called data filtering, implying discrimination of points belonging

to a specific category from the remaining data (i.e. background). Xu et al. (2014)

provides an up-to-date review of existing urban point cloud classification methods.

The classification can perform directly on the point data, on a DSM (i.e. 2.5D raster

surface representation derived from the point data) or on a geometric segments extracted

from the point clouds. Many machine learning techniques including Random Forest

(Chehata et al. 2009), AdaBoost (Lodha et al. 2007), Artificial Networks (Priestnall

et al. 2000), and Supported Vector Machine (Lodha et al. 2006) have been used for

point cloud classification. In addition, full waveform data have emerged as a valuable

source enhancing point classification results (Mallet et al. 2011, Rutzinger et al. 2008).

Namely, the echo amplitude, the echo width, and several derivations of waveform data

such as the wave’s cross section and the backscatter coe�cient (Mallet et al. 2011) were

successfully employed as additional inputs to improve laser scanning point classification.

(a) Initial point data (b) Classified point cloud

tree

ground

building

CLASSIFICATION

Figure 2.14: Point cloud classification

Geometric primitive detection

Since the majority of the city components are man-made objects, they can often be

decomposed into primitive shapes. For example, a roof can be described as a collection of

oriented planar surfaces. Many urban reconstruction strategies (e.g. Pu and Vosselman
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2009, Haala and Kada 2010) approached the complex problem of modelling urban objects

from detection of primitive geometries. Detection of primitive geometries means to

locate data points belonging to specific kinds of geometry. Figure 2.15 illustrates an

example where planar surfaces are detected from point clouds. The primitive shapes

can be parametric (e.g. line, plane, cylinder and sphere) or free-form shapes. The

task is sometimes referred to as recognition and is closely tied to data segmentation,

which implies grouping data points belonging to the same primitive shapes. Amongst

a vast range of existing methods, RANdom Sample Consensus (RANSAC) and Hough

Transformation (HT) are two dominant approaches. They have been used for detection

of various basic geometries from point clouds, including straight ribbons, planar surfaces

and cylinders (e.g. Hu et al. 2004, Tarsha-Kurdi 2007, Rabbani and Heuvel 2005,

Schnabel et al. 2007). While RANSAC and Hough transformation require a parametric

shape, region growing (e.g. Rabbani et al. 2006, Arachchige and Maas 2012), which

is also commonly used, is more flexible since it allows detection of free-form shapes

given that the shapes can be described by certain local smoothness and continuity

constraints. Notably, even though the detection task realises the existence of the specific

geometries in the point data and may group points belonging to each geometry together

(i.e. segmentation), the geometries are not yet explicitly modelled.

(a) Classified point cloud

tree

ground

building

(b) Detected primitive geometries

PRIMITIVE
DETECTION

Figure 2.15: Primitive detection from point cloud data

Urban feature detection

Sometimes urban features (e.g. building windows, road edges) are not described in

terms of geometric primitives. In such cases, detection of urban features may rely on
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patterns directly recognised in the point clouds. The correlation of certain data patterns

with the expected feature can be derived from human knowledge or from a heuristic

learning process. Examples of the human input approach include the utilisation of

indoor points (i.e. points located behind a building façade), intrusions and holes (i.e.

regions with missing points) for detection of building windows (Tuttas and Stilla 2009,

Pu and Vosselman 2007) and the recognition of road edges using the variance of ground

elevation, as proposed by Zhang (2010). A heuristic approach for the the discrimination

of building walls and roofs was used by Xu et al. (2014).

Geometric primitive reconstruction and rectification

The reconstruction operation aims to recover the continuity and the boundary of a

detected geometry from its discrete sampling form. This is often done by fitting

parametric shapes (e.g. planes, spheres and cylinders) or free-form NURBS (Non-

uniform rational Basis spline) surfaces to the corresponding points (Pu and Vosselman

2009, Verma et al. 2006). Alternatives to that common fitting approach are the more

flexible methods proposed by Truong-Hong et al. (2012; 2013), which derive geometric

objects directly from the point data without fitting primitives.

2.5.2 Surface segmentation

Most of urban objects are composed of man-made surfaces. Surface segmentation,

which refers to the task of detecting of surfaces from point data and grouping data

points belonging to each surface together, is an important chain in many urban

modelling workflows (Berger et al. 2014, Musialski et al. 2013). In this section, existing

segmentation methods are reviewed.

Surface segmentation algorithms can be roughly classified as model fitting-based

methods (e.g. Vosselman and Dijkman 2001, Overby et al. 2004, Schnabel et al. 2007),

region growing-based methods (e.g. Gorte 2002, Tóvári and Pfeifer 2005, Vieira and

Shimada 2005) and clustering feature based methods (e.g. Filin 2002, Biosca and Lerma

2008, Hofmann 2003, Lari and Habib 2014).

Model fitting-based methods

As part of the model fitting based category of approaches (sometimes referred to

as the parameter-based approach), two widely employed algorithms are the Hough
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Transform (HT) (Ballard 1981) and the RANdom Sample Consensus (RANSAC)

approach proposed by Fischler and Bolles (1981). The HT is used to detect planes

(Vosselman et al. 2004), cylinders (Tarsha-Kurdi 2007), and spheres (Rabbani and

Heuvel 2005). To speed up the HT process and to increase the reliability of the

results, Vosselman et al. (2004) determined the parameters of the objects through several

separate steps. For example, plane identification employed two steps: (1) determination

of the plane normal vector and (2) establishment of the distance from the plane to the

origin.

The RANSAC paradigm is used to extract shapes by randomly drawing minimal

data points to construct candidate shape primitives. The candidate shapes are checked

against all points in the data set to determine a value for the number of the points

that represents the best fit (Fischler and Bolles 1981). The method has been adapted to

segment 3D point clouds. For example, using a standard RANSAC approach, Boulaassal

et al. (2007) manually determined the optimal tolerance for extracting building façade

planes from TLS data, while Schnabel et al. (2007) adapted RANSAC for precise and fast

plane extraction. In the work by Schnabel et al. (2007), a point cloud with normal vectors

was used to verify all sampling points before assigning a candidate shape. An octree

was employed for e�ciently extracting sampling points. That proposed method reduced

running time from hours to seconds and enabled the processing of several million points

in less than a minute. Similarly Chen et al. (2014) improved the RANSAC algorithm

through the localised sampling to segment the polyhedral rooftop primitives and then

through the application of a region growing based triangulated irregular network to

separate the coplanar primitives. The enhanced algorithm performed especially well

with noisy data sets and was computationally e�cient. In related work, Awwad et al.

(2010) modified the RANSAC algorithm by using a clustering technique to divide the

dataset into small clusters based on normal vectors of the points. To prevent spurious

surfaces appearing in a group, a sum of the perpendicular distance between the points

and a local surface was imposed as a condition to decide on whether the plane be

accepted within the group or eliminated as being outside of the group.

As demonstrated above, the HT and RANSAC algorithms are well established as

robust methods for segmenting 3D point clouds, with the RANSAC algorithm having

the advantage of being able to do so in datasets with high noise and outliers. However,

these algorithms have some disadvantages. First, since these algorithms only use point
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positions, many spurious planes that do not exist in reality may be generated. Second,

the segmentation quality is sensitive to the point cloud characteristics (density, positional

accuracy, and noise). Third, the algorithms perform poorly with large datasets or

those with complex geometries. HT especially requires significant processing time and

high memory consumption for large data sets, because all parameters must be stored.

Furthermore, HT is very sensitive to the selection of surface parameters (Awwad et al.

2010, Tarsha-Kurdi 2007).

Region growing-based methods

An alternative to model fitting methods are region growing based one. The method

introduced by Besl and Jain (1988) involved two stages: a coarse segmentation based on

the mean and the Gaussian curvature of each point as well as its sign, and a refinement

step using an iterative region growing based on a variable order bivariate surface fitting.

This method was then adopted by others for 3D point cloud segmentation. For example,

Gorte (2002) performed a region growing segmentation using a TIN as the seed surface

and the angle and distance between the neighbouring triangles for the growing. The

seed region was used to merge the triangles. In contrast, Tóvári and Pfeifer (2005)

used normal vectors, the distance of the neighbouring points to the adjusting plane, and

the distance between the current point and candidate points as the criteria for merging

a point to a seed region that was randomly picked from the data set after manually

filtering areas near edges. Nurunnabi et al. (2012) also used these criteria but with the

seed points being those having the least curvature.

As points in interior region have been shown to be good seed points, Vieira and

Shimada (2005) firstly removed points along sharp edges using a curvature threshold.

Median filtering was then performed to reduce noise and the remaining points were

considered as seed points. Rabbani et al. (2006) proposed as an alternative, the residual

of a plane fitting, to select the seed points followed by region growing using an estimated

point normal and the residual. Similar to Besl and Jain (1988), Ning et al. (2009)

proposed a two-step region growing segmentation: rough segmentation to extract points

on the same plane based on normal vectors followed by fine segmentation to extract

architectural details based on the residual that is the distance from the point to the local

shape. To improve e�ciency and robustness of the region growing method, Deschaud

and Goulette (2010) introduced the area of the local plane as a criterion for selecting
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the seed region and then employed an octree to search the neighbouring points of those

that should possibly be merged to the seed region.

As part of this approach to segmentation, region growing based on octrees or voxel

grids have been introduced to improve e�ciency. An example of this was the work done

by Woo et al. (2002) who recursively divided a dataset into smaller voxels until the

standard deviation of the voxels’ normal vectors was less than the threshold, where the

voxel’s normal vector was the average the point normal vectors. In this approach, the

segmentation extracted edge-neighbourhood points possessed by the voxels having the

normal vector, when the size was smaller than a predefined cell size threshold. The

adjacent voxels were then merged to the leaf node, if the deviation of the voxels’ normal

vectors was less than the tolerance. Similarly, Wang and Tseng (2004) used the residual

distance and an area of the data points within the voxels as the criteria for subdividing

an initial bounding box. The voxels on the same layer having similar normal vectors

were classified as being in the same group, where a normal vector of the voxel was

computed from data points within the voxel. Subsequently, Wang and Tseng (2011)

proposed splitting and merging algorithms to extract coplanar points from a connected

voxel group. The region growing was then used to merge a group of coplanar points

based on the angle variation of the fitting planes amongst them. In these works, the

voxel size and how the normal vector of the voxel was computed strongly influenced the

segmentation results.

While region growing-based methods are widely used in segmenting 3D point clouds

as the methods are easily implemented, they are not particularly robust as has been

shown experimentally (e.g. Woo et al. 2002, Biosca and Lerma 2008, Teboul et al. 2010)

in part because the segmentation quality strongly depends both on multiple criteria and

the selection of seed points/regions, where no universally valid criterion exists (Biosca

and Lerma 2008, Teboul et al. 2010). Additionally, they also require extensive computing

time when 3D point clouds are used (Woo et al. 2002, Boulaassal et al. 2007).

Clustering feature-based methods

Another major segmentation approach employs clustering of features. For example,

Filin (2002) employed the formation of a feature space and a mode-seeking algorithm

based on seven point-based parameters to extract point cloud surface classes. The

clustering in the feature space excluded the boundary points and, thus, a refinement
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phase was necessary to test whether the point was within the same cluster. Similar to

Filin (2002), Biosca and Lerma (2008) used a fuzzy clustering segmentation method with

six point-based parameters and refined the clusters by merging unlabelled points into

the nearest cluster, if the distance between the points to the plane was less than a pre-

specified threshold. Hofmann (2003) introduced clustering methods based on feature

vectors computed from a TIN-structure for both 2D and 3D problems. The feature

vectors were triangle-mesh slope and orientation for 2D problems. Where for 3D, O-

distance was used in addition to the two features. The O-distance was defined as the

minimum distance of a plane calculated from the origin. The authors concluded that

prior knowledge of the data accuracy was important for successful clustering and that

single outliers do not a↵ect the cluster analysis.

As the choice of neighbourhood strongly influences estimated feature vectors, Filin

and Pfeifer (2006) used a slope adaptive neighbourhood to compute the point features

and a mode-seek algorithm to detect the points in the surface class. The extracted

clusters were then refined by merging them with adjacent clusters that shared common

attributes based on their neighbourhood relationships. Lerma and Biosca (2005) also

used a mode-seek algorithm to separate data points belonging to planar surfaces after

using a fuzzy C-means algorithm to classify the point into various categories based

on six point-based parameters. The real regions are obtained by employing a region-

growing algorithm to separate non-parallel planes. Finally, in another way, Dorninger

and Nothegger (2004) used the hierarchical clustering technique in four dimensional

feature spaces to extract the seed clusters for region growing. The points in a region

around the seed cluster are merged to the cluster, if the normal distance from the points

to the seed cluster is smaller than a predefined threshold.

The clustering techniques for segmenting are robust methods that do not require

seed points/regions, unlike the region growing-based methods, but clustering methods

are computationally expensive for multi-dimensional features in large datasets. Also,

the method’s results depend on the quality of point feature computation, which is

strongly a↵ected by the selection of the neighbourhood size and the data’s noise level.

Furthermore, the clustering methods developed to date cannot detect consistently data

points around edges, because feature vectors of these points often di↵er from other points

of the surface classes. Thus, their final segmentation results depend on a refinement
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phase, where the parallel clusters must be separated and the edge points must be merged

onto the clusters.

2.5.3 Road detection

Compared to other related fields such as building reconstruction and tree species

classification from laser scanning data, automatic road extraction is a less active research

topic. In a formal context, road and street are distinctive, particularly in term of

urban management. Streets facilitate short-distance travel within an urban area (e.g.

a town, a city) whereas roads connect distant towns and cities. The data processing

strategy introduced in Part II of this thesis does not distinguish road and street as

it focuses only on the physical aspects of the infrastructure (e.g. width, slope, and

smoothness) that enable vehicle movement. For simplicity, the term road is used

throughout, that indicates both roads streets in the above formal definitions. In this

section, various methods used for road extraction from laser scanning data are reviewed.

They can be categorised as either (1) filtering, (2) clustering/segmentation, or (3)

machine learning. Most methods exploit laser reflectance, height, and its derivatives

(e.g. height variance) as the most important means for distinguishing road versus other

data. Furthermore, while not always used, the added benefit of combining LiDAR with

aerial photogrammetry data has long been recognised (e.g. Hu et al. 2004).

Prominent amongst the filter-based techniques for road extraction are those by

Alharthy and Bethel (2003), Clode et al. (2004; 2007). Alharthy and Bethel (2003)

filtered point data sequentially use a point’s distance to a Digital Terrain Model and

laser reflectance strength before a connected component labelling is performed to group

adjacent, filtered points. Similarly, Clode et al. (2004) utilised a hierarchical rule-based

classification. In addition to the two features used in (Alharthy and Bethel 2003),

a minimum limit of point density and morphological filtering were employed. That

research was later extended by Clode et al. (2007) with a vectorization process performed

on the extracted road points.

As part of the segmenting/clustering category, Choi et al. (2007) grouped adjacent

points incrementally based on the di↵erence in the height and laser reflectance between

the points and their neighbours. Additionally the road’s slope was considered for

detecting erroneous clusters. Another application of segmentation for road detection was

presented by Hu et al. (2004) where the ALS and aerial imagery data were segmented
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separately. Optical imagery was more successful distinguishing roads from trees and

grasslands, while low vegetated areas were distinguishable by their high laser reflectance.

Buildings were recognised by their relative height. Post-segmentation, parking lots

remained attached to road areas and required a Hough transformation to detect the

straight road strips. Notably, this approach is applicable only for grid-shaped road

networks.

Samadzadegan et al. (2009) published one of the few examples of a machine learning

based road detection approach resulting in a correctness of 87.37% by fusing multiple

classifiers. From height and intensity information acquired by laser scanning, the

authors generated several combinations of classifiers. The best performing combination

was selected via a genetic algorithm. Another research adopting machine learning for

street object detection (including detection of road curbs) was introduced by Serna

and Marcotegui (2014). The authors proposed a clustering and classification method

performing on a 2.5D rasterized version of mobile LiDAR data. It segmented urban

objects from the ground and used a hierarchical machine learning procedure to classify

the detected objects into various categories. Both geometric properties (e.g. areas,

volumes, and perimeters) and contextual features (e.g. information about neighbouring

objects) were exploited in the learning process. Road curbs detected in this research were

adopted in the work by Cura (2016) to optimise street models generated by a procedural

modelling process. It was recognized by Cura (2016) that the curb result derived

from Serna and Marcotegui (2014) contained significant noise and required extensive

rectification. LiDAR data appeared to play subtle role in the street modelling process

in the work by Cura (2016). In order to assure the result fidelity, a large number of

data sources were used, including raw road centerline databases, raw road width, speed

limit data, street view photos, aerial images, and human hypotheses. Regardless of the

large number of inputs, the problem was too complex to be fully automatically solved.

An interface was equipped to enable manual modification of the result.

2.6 Summary

This chapter presented the background necessary to formulate the thesis’ context and

reviewed related research. The principles of the LiDAR technology and the basics of

the resulting data were described. These are essential to the discussions on LiDAR data
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management and processing throughout this thesis. Furthermore, the advancement of

the laser scanning technology and its growing adoption were summarised to portray the

increasing challenges which motivate this research. This chapter also included a brief

description of a typical procedure for data-driven urban modelling using laser scanning

data. The overview aimed to provide context for the data segmentation and object

detection tasks, which are the two main topics inclusive in this thesis. Finally, the

literature reviews of data storage, data indexing, LiDAR-based surface segmentation

and road detection - the key subjects in this thesis - were provided.
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CHAPTER

THREE

METHODOLOGY

Chapter 2 revealed the rising challenges and opportunities which necessitate innovations

in both LiDAR data storage and processing techniques. In Chapter 3, a number of

methods are established to address these demands. This chapter is composed of two

parts: Part I focuses on the data storage problem, and Part II introduces novel strategies

for data processing.

Part I (Section 3.1 and Section 3.2) consists of a novel hybrid spatial indexing scheme

applicable to both discrete and full waveform LiDAR data. The indexing solution aims

at enhancing LiDAR data access e�ciency, scalability, and functionality. The detailed

implementation strategies for that spatial index and the design of fully functioning

LiDAR databases are presented. Section 3.1 targets discrete point data management,

while Section 3.2 is dedicated for management of full waveform LiDAR data.

Part II (Sections 3.3–3.4) presents two improvements to the surface segmentation and

road detection operations, which are amongst the key steps towards automatic urban

modelling from point cloud data. The improved surface segmentation method described

in Section 3.3 exploits an octree structure to shorten computational time required for the

segmentation. Finally, the road detection presented in Section 3.4 aims to explore the

potentials of highly dense airborne point clouds with an innovative road curb detection

algorithm. In addition, this section investigates additional benefits of fusing orthophotos

with LiDAR data while performing point cloud classification and road detection.
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3.1 Discrete LiDAR point data storage and indexing

As a component of Part I of this thesis, this section proposes a data handling solution

for discrete point data, which aims at data access speed and scalability. The proposed

approach uses multiple data indexing layers: a top layer with a two-dimensional, Hilbert-

coded, rectangular grid and a bottom layer with multiple, separate, in-memory, three-

dimensional (3D) octrees. This approach, implemented atop an Oracle Spatial Database

Management System, is designed to push more of the workload into the main memory,

thereby reducing disc scanning and improving the query resolving speed. Scalability is

addressed by using a lightweight, Hilbert-coded grid to rapidly localise the searching

domain to only a few blocks, which can then be processed independently, irrespective

of the dataset’s overall size.

3.1.1 Hybrid indexing for urban LiDAR point data

This section proposes a data handling solution that attempts to improve the existing

techniques for urban LiDAR point clouds. The system is composed of a data model and

an innovative hybrid indexing solution. The data modelling solution builds upon the

cutting edge techniques reviewed in Section 2.4.2, including point grouping, use of scaled

integers, and utilisation of the exact number of bits for each attribute. The novel spatial

indexing structure is composed of two indexing layers: one using a two-dimensional (2D)

index and the other a three-dimensional (3D) one. Integrating a 2D index with a 3D

one was motivated by the well-known observation that the horizontal dimensions of

most large scale LiDAR datasets far exceed their vertical dimension (Pfeifer et al. 2014,

van Oosterom et al. 2015) (Figure 3.1) and that at a global level using a 3D index has

limited value, while unnecessarily increasing computational complexity. Consequently,

a dual-level index arrangement is proposed (Figure 3.2). At the global level, where the

point data are mainly distributed horizontally (i.e. buildings are low compared to the

study area width) (Figure 3.1), a 2D index is deployed. However within a local point

block, where the three dimensions are equally dominant (Figure 3.2b), a real 3D index

is beneficial and thus implemented.
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500 meters 0 60 mheightCentral Bank (45m height)

Figure 3.1: A typical cross section cutting through the 2015 Dublin dataset

In brief, the top layer aims to rapidly narrow the searching domain to a few blocks

of data, thereby, minimising computation and I/O e↵orts by exploiting the properties

of a simple 2D Hilbert-coded regular grid (Figure 3.2a). The usage of Hilbert code aims

to map the grid coordinates (2D) onto a 1D space so that the 1D coordinate can be

used as a hash value for the data block. Any space filling curve such as Morton curve

can be used as an alternative. Compared to the Morton curve, Hilbert curve is better

at preserving the spatial proximity during the conversion therefore it might be more

e�cient for querying performance. However, since Oracle technology is close-source, it

is hard to validate the specific di↵erence caused by the usage of di↵erent space filling

curve. Hilbert coding relevant to a given spatial query can be computed by a bit inter-

leaving process as introduced by Skilling (2004). This process requires minor, memory

footprints and is independent of the size of the entire dataset. Once a point block is

identified as relevant to the current query, more complex, time consuming, and I/O

demanding processes are invoked locally within the block to retrieve addresses of the

points to be returned.

Since the intra-block operations are more costly and inherently 3D, they are

supported by more complex indexing structures. For this layer, an octree structure

is selected due to its disjoint arrangement, its straightforward implementation, and its

restricted localised influence during point insertion. The local indices are designed to be

memory resident for the sake of speed. The implemented Point Region octrees (Samet

2006) possess two important characteristics. Firstly, the tree’s nodes are not spatially

overlapping, which is favourable, as overlapping increases the number of nodes needing to

be processed. The disjoint arrangement can be seen in Figure 3.2c, which displays all the

leaf nodes of the sample octree in a 3D Cartesian space. The second characteristic of the

octree is its imbalance, which might be unfavourable to querying performance because

of the tree’s potential high depth. In order to clearly show the octree’s imbalance and

its other properties (thereby facilitating a better insight into the indexing structure)

visual analytics techniques were applied to a real dataset (i.e. point block number 2030,
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Figure 3.2b) using Gephi software (Bastian et al. 2009). The resulting graph showing the

octree’s hierarchy is presented on Figure 3.2d and its close-ups in Figure 3.2e. As seen in

these figures, the numbers of children per node are not uniform, nor are the tree branch

lengths. The in-memory octrees are made re-usable by an innovative approach based

on the Google Protocol Bu↵ers (Google 2008), which flattens the indexing structure

into a lightweight, storable form. Re-constructing an octree from its flattened form is

significantly faster than building an octree from the original points.

As seen in Section 2.4.2, a storage solution for point cloud data often consists

of a data model and accessing structures. The data model specifies how point data

records and point cloud metadata can be represented, while the accessing structures

provide mechanisms to locate data portions satisfying querying criteria. The queries

being considered in this chapter include clipping points enclosed within 3D polygonal

windows, retrieving neighbouring points, and selecting points approximating a planar

surface seeded from a given point. Those are amongst the most commonly required

spatial queries on point clouds according to a survey conducted by Suijker et al. (2014).

In the following section, a detailed implementation of the storage model of ALS point

clouds and the proposed 2D-3D hybrid spatial index in the Oracle’s DBMS are presented.
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Figure 3.2: Hybrid 2D-3D spatial indexing concept

3.1.2 Database design

A common technique in many point cloud management systems involves grouping points

into blocks (i.e. chunking). Points are grouped into spatially coherent packs, which are

treated as atomic units in most of operations. The point grouping concept is the basis of

Oracle’s point cloud data type, SDO PC, as well the PostGIS’ PCPATCH. Since Oracle’s

technologies are not open-source and more flexibility is desired, a point-grouping storage

model is implemented from scratch for the purpose of this research.

The proposed data model follows the practice of managing data as point blocks.

Partitioning data into blocks occurs in 2D (i.e. regular grid). However, within each

block, points are indexed in 3D to allow e�cient intra-block manipulation. All point

data within a project are maintained within a logical table where each tuple is allocated
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to one point block. An intra-block 3D spatial index is stored alongside each point block

on its tuple. A separate metadata table is dedicated to maintain meta-information about

all LiDAR projects available within the database, which also plays the role of a contact

point for queries on the data.

In detail, the proposed data schema for hosting ALS data, so called UMG PC, is

described in Figure 3.3. The core data are stored in table BLKTAB, in which each

tuple represents one point block (Figures 3.2a-b). In addition to the main point data,

the block’s spatial extent (XMIN, YMIN, ZMIN, XMAX, YMAX, ZMAX), the Hilbert

code (HILBERT CODE), and the local 3D octree (i.e. OCTREE) (Figures 3.2c-e)

are stored in each tuple. A conventional, non-spatial index is created on the column

HILBERT CODE to facilitate look-ups in the column to assist in the processing of more

complex spatial queries.

The key data are located in the BLKTAB with an internal table structure invisible

to the data user. Instead, the stored data are visible to data users from the table

UMG PC METADATA. In that table, the point cloud is abstractly represented as a

single tuple, which links to the actual point records in the BLKTAB via the table’s

name. The metadata table serves as a gateway to the stored point cloud, records

meta-information about the cloud (e.g. NUMBER OF POINTS, COVERAGE), and

houses parameters being used when constructing the point data model and the indices

(e.g. BLOCK AVG NOPTS, OCTREE MAX NOPTS). The point cloud is also linked

to information about the source files (i.e. LAS files) from which the cloud is derived

(SOURCE FILES table). The data model allows multiple point clouds to be stored and

controlled in a single place - the UMG PC METADATA table.
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BLKTAB

HILBERT_CODE NUMBER(6)
XMIN NUMBER(9,3)
YMIN NUMBER(9,3)
ZMIN NUMBER(6,3)
XMAX NUMBER(9,3)
YMAX NUMBER(9,3)
ZMAX NUMBER(6,3)
POINT_DATA BLOB
OCTREE BLOB

SOURCE_FILES

COVERAGE SDO_GEOMETRY
VERSION_MAJOR NUMBER(1)
VERSION_MINOR NUMBER(2)
YEAR NUMBER(4)
NUMBER_OF_POINT_RECORDS NUMBER(9)

FILE_ID NUMBER(3)
SOURCE_FILE_NAME VARCHAR2

IDX_BLKTAB_HILBERT

HILBERT_CODE

<<index>>

NUMBER(6)

1..* table name

1SOURCE_TABLE

BLOCK_TABLE

table name

1

1..*

UMG_PC_METADATA

SOURCE_TABLE VARCHAR2(50)
BLOCK_TABLE VARCHAR2(50)
COVERAGE SDO_GEOMETRY

AVERAGE_DENSITY NUMBER(6)
BLOCK_AVG_NOPTS NUMBER(9)
OCTREE_MAX_NOPTS NUMBER(4)
RESOLUTION NUMBER(8,4)
POINT_DATA_FORMAT_ID NUMBER(2)
POINT_DATA_RECORD_LENGTH NUMBER(3)

PROJECT_ID NUMBER(2)
PROJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(50)

NUMBER_OF_POINTS NUMBER(12)

Figure 3.3: Data schema for ALS point data in UMG PC format

3.1.3 Implementation of the hybrid index atop Oracle Spatial 12c

The main technology utilised for developing the hybrid indexing is the implementation of

Java stored procedures within the Oracle DBMS (Choudhury et al. 2014). Implemented

in Java and compiled as an archive of Java classes, the program is registered with an

Oracle DBMS as a package referred to as UMG PC PKG, so that it can be invoked via

PL/SQL language. The program runs on the server-side and is reusable.

The procedures defined within the UMG PC PKG package are described in Ta-

ble 3.1. They include procedures for initialising the UMG PC structure from a set of

LAS files and create necessary indices (INITIALISE and CREATE OCTREE). There

are also procedures that allow users to perform spatial data queries on the point data

(CLIP, NEAREST NEIGHBOURS, and PLANAR SEGMENT), as well as to unpack

a point cloud from the block format into a flat table (UNPACK PC). There is also an

optional procedure that sorts points within each block by a local 3D Hilbert order. While

the sorting is not compulsory for the remaining procedures in the package, it provides an

approximate point sampling mechanism that is potentially useful for applications such

as visualisation. In the following subsections, selective details of the UMG PC PKG

implementation are presented, which di↵erentiate the proposed research from existing

solutions.
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Table 3.1: Procedures under package UMG PC PKG

Name Description

INITIALISE Takes a set of LAS files (in table SOURCE FILES)

as input and initiates the point cloud structure (i.e.

create BLKTAB, update UMG PC METADATA).

Sequentially retrieves point records from the source

files and then transforms and distributes the data

records into the relevant block in BLKTAB.

HILBERT SORT Sorts points within each point block by a local 3D

Hilbert order.

CREATE OCTREE Creates octree indices of each of the blocks, flattens,

and stores them in a column OCTREE of table

BLKTAB.

CLIP Retrieves points enclosed within a polygonal solid

using the hybrid index.

NEAREST NEIGHBOURS Retrieves the nearest neighbour points of a given

point using the hybrid index. Retrieve neighbours

in an incremental manner from points closest to the

query point.

PLANAR SEGMENT Retrieves a planar segment using a region growing

algorithm given a seed point. Illustrates the

usefulness of the incremental neighbour searching

function.

UNPACK PC Transforms a point cloud from the block format

into a flat table.

Construction of a UMG PC point data

Figure 3.4 shows the workflow for generating a UMG PC structure for a point cloud.

First, an entry is inserted into the UMG PC METADATA table representing the point

cloud being created. The entry also contains several user-defined parameters specifying

the structure of the point cloud (Figure 3.3), which are referenced by other operations on

the cloud during its life-time. Next, an empty block table (i.e. BLKTAB) is created from

a fixed template. For each file in the SOURCE FILES table, the procedure streams the

point data records of the file into the main memory, performs certain transformations,

and finally streams them to an associated cell in the BLKTAB table. The 2D Hilbert

codes are used during the point loading process to identify to which block a geometric
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point should be directed. The point data record format of UMG PC is adopted from the

LAS file format, which allocates the exact number of bits for each attribute and makes

use of a scaled integer for point coordinates. The scale, o↵set, and format of all point

data records are kept consistent within a UMG PC point cloud. As the original point

data might not be in the same format or might be based on di↵erent o↵sets and scales,

transformations might be required to ensure point record consistency within a UMG PC

project. During the point loading procedure, streaming is extensively utilised in both

reading and writing to limit the process’ memory footprint. Additionally, each source

file is treated independently. Thus, after a block is completely loaded, all resources (e.g.

cursors to the DBMS, memory, and I/O streams) can be released for the later blocks.

The atomic design, together with the streaming mechanism, facilitates e�cient point

loading. In the next step, point data records within each block are sorted by a local 3D

Hilbert order to facilitate point sampling. Since the large point cloud at this stage is

already divided into manageable blocks, the Hilbert sorting can be applied one block at

a time.

Start

Store metadata

Initialise block table

Distribute point records
from each LAS file

to their block

Sort points within each 
block by 3D Hilbert order

(optional)

Create an octree for each 
point block and store them

next to the points

End

Figure 3.4: Construction of point cloud structure within Oracle DBMS
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Implementation of reusable in-memory octree indices

The final step in the process of UMG PC point cloud creation is to construct local 3D

octrees for every block in the BLKTAB table, which is the bottom layer in the hybrid

spatial index (Figure 3.2). Even though the octrees are expected to be in-memory objects

(each responsible for determining if a point within its domain satisfies a given querying

condition), it is desirable to store them permanently within the DBMS (i.e. on disc)

to avoid exhaustive tree re-creation during data retrieval. The Java’s native method

for storing in-memory objects in a permanent storage device is the object serialization

technique (Choudhury et al. 2014). However this method lacks processing speed and

storage e�ciency. These problems are overcome in this research by a more transparent

and e�cient technique that relies on Google Protocol Bu↵ers (GPB) (Google 2008). The

decision is justified by the fact that the proposed GPB method implemented herein is

approximately 7 times faster, while consuming only 1/10th of the disc volume compared

to the native serialization in Java 7.

There are two types of octree indices implemented in the proposed method. An

in-memory octree format, herein called a Functioning Octree (FO), which is directly

constructed from a point dataset and is capable of facilitating spatial queries (blue

classes in Figure 3.5). The second type of octree is herein called a Storing Octree (SO),

which is actually a flattened version of the FO for storing the index on a disc (orange

classes in Figure 3.5). An SO object cannot construct itself from a point dataset but

must be created by an external utility class - OctreeUtils (green class in Figure 3.5) -

from an FO. The SO class is defined using the Google Protocol Bu↵ers framework so

that octree objects of this class can be e�ciently converted to and from minimal binary

strings. When a spatial search requests an octree of a block, the stored SO object needs

to be retrieved from the DBMS and converted into an FO object. Thus, the conversion

speed from SO objects to FO objects impacts the query resolving performance.
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pointList: HashMap<Point,Integer>
children: Node[]

isLeaf: boolean

Node

address: int[]

ymax: double

zmin: double
xmax: double

xmin: double

XYZBox

ymin: double

zmax: double

z: double

x: double

Point

y: double

Octree

root: Node
maxEntries: int

insert(Point,int): void
insert(Node): void
clipping(XYZBox,HashSet<Integer>,HashSet<Integer>): void
clipping(JGeometry,HashSet<Integer>,HashSet<Integer>): void
buildGPBOctree(): GPBOctree
tighten(): void

children: int32[]

isLeaf: boolean

GPBNode

address: int32[]
xmin: double
ymin: double
zmin: double
xmax: double
ymax: double
zmax: double

GPBOctree

nodeList: GPBNode[]
maxEntries: int

OctreeUtils

leaf2GPBNode(Node): GPBNode
node2GPBNode(Node): GPBNode
GPBNode2Node(GPBNode): Node
load(GPBOctree): Octree

LEGEND

SO - Storing Octree
FO - Functioning Octree

Converter

Figure 3.5: Class diagrams of Functioning Octree (FO) and Storing Octree (SO)

Figure 3.6 is a schematic illustration of the FO and SO representations in 2D.

The more complex, nested structure (Figure 3.6b) of the FO (i.e. nodes within a

node) makes it e�cient for supporting complex operations such as spatial searching

algorithms. In contrast, the SO representation, which mostly relies on primitives

datatypes (e.g. boolean, integer, and double), aims at simplicity and storage e�ciency.

The SO representation preserves all information about the structure of the octree but

with minimal redundancy and complexity. Distinct from the FO format, the topology

information of a tree in the SO format (i.e. connections between nodes) is not explicitly

represented. Instead, a plain integer array is stored for each SO’s node, which indicates

the node’s location within the tree (GPBNode.address in Figure 3.5). The entire SO is

represented as a plain list of nodes (Figure 3.6c). Another significant di↵erence between

the FO and SO representations is that point geometries can be stored within FO objects

(during the index creation) but not within SO objects. In an SO index, points are

represented by indices indicating the points’ locations in the associated point data block.

This helps further eliminate the data storage redundancy in the SO representation.
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Figure 3.6: Tree representation and list representation of a quadtree

In the SO representation (Figure 3.6c), the node list is an ordered list. If the common

top-down insertion is selected to inflate the octree, there is a strict requirement that all

ancestors of a node must appear earlier than the node itself on the list. This is to ensure

that during the conversion from an SO tree to an FO tree, when a node is inserted into

the tree, all of its ancestors already exist. The implementation of this order is actually

relatively straightforward and is achieved by simply using a top-down approach when

writing the SO’s node list from the FO index. While octree indexing is used in the

discussion of this section, the proposed method can be adopted directly to e�ciently

flatten and store any other in-memory hierarchical indexing structures (e.g. R-trees,

kd-trees) onto computer discs.

3.1.4 Query processing using the hybrid index

Given an ALS point cloud data stored in a database using the UMG PC structure,

this section presents algorithms that employ the data model and the hybrid indexing

structure to resolve several spatial queries including the point clipping, the nearest

neighbour search, and the planar segment selection.

3D clipping operator implementation

The CLIP operator receives a 3D polygonal clipping window and returns points from the

cloud enclosed inside the window. By processing a 2D Hilbert curve at the top indexing

layer, blocks intersecting the 2D projection of the querying window’s bounding box are
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identified. Those are the blocks that potentially contain the resulting points. The 3D

spatial extents of those blocks are checked against the clipping window. If they are

entirely enclosed, all point data of the blocks are sent to the resulting table. Otherwise,

further processing of the points inside is required.

In the general case, the block’s local octree index is requested to facilitate further

filtering at the local scale. First, the binary string of the octree is read from the database

and is transformed into an SO object using the GPB mechanism (see Section 3.1.3). The

object is then converted into an FO. Traversing the in-memory octree in the FO format,

two sets of points are identified. The first set contains points having at least one ancestor

entirely enclosed within the querying window. Such a point fully satisfies the querying

condition and are directed to the resulting table. The second set consists of points whose

direct parent partially intersects the querying window. For every single point candidate

in this set, the point-in-polygon computation is required to determine which of those

actually satisfy the query. Thus, the octree reduces the number of point-in-polygon

tests.

There are multiple filtering stages in the process following the commonly used

coarse-to-fine concept. Earlier filtering stages are simpler and faster but have limited

capabilities. They help reduce the number of candidates to be processed in later stages.

The later stages are more accurate, but more expensive, and should, thus, be avoided

when possible.

Nearest neighbour search implementation

The most significant challenge while performing neighbour searching on the proposed

hybrid data structure is to maintain the spatial continuity of the resulting set over the

disjoint blocks given that local octrees are created separately. Algorithm 3.1 was devised

for neighbour searching based on a reworking of the R-tree based distance browsing

algorithm introduced by Hjaltason and Samet (1999).
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Algorithm 3.1: Incremental nearest neighbour search
Data: the entire point cloud partitioned into a set of blocks T ; point data within

each block t are indexed by a PR octree index O

input: querying point p, required number of neighbours k;

initialisation: priority queue PQ ;, resulting point set RS  ;;
begin

1 foreach block t
i

2 T do

2 ENQUEUE(PQ, t
i

, distance(p, t
i

));

end

3 while size(RS) < k and size(PQ) > 0 do

4 element DEQUEUE(PQ);

5 if element is a block then

6 re-construct the block’s functioning octree O ;

7 enqueue the octree’s root ENQUEUE(PQ, root, distance(p, root))

8 else if element is a point then

9 insert element into RS ;

10 else if element is a leaf node then

11 foreach point within the node do

12 ENQUEUE(PQ, point, distance(p, point));

end

13 else if element is an interior node then

14 foreach child within the node do

15 ENQUEUE(PQ, child, distance(p, child));

end

end

16 return RS;

end

The key component of the algorithm is a priority queue that can store objects of

multiple types. The elements of the queue can be either a spatial extent of a block from

the top indexing layer (Figure 3.2a), a node of a local octree (Figure 3.2c-d), or a data

point. All objects in the priority queue are sorted in ascending order of the objects’

distances to the query point. While joining the queue, the blocks are present in their

abstract, lightweight form, which contains only the blocks’ bounding boxes and pointers

to their octrees and to their point data blocks in the database. The actual data of a

block (i.e. the octree and the point list) are only retrieved from the database when the

block is dequeued from the priority queue. This implementation ensures that only the
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minimum amount of data is loaded into the main memory and leaves most of the data

untouched.

First, the algorithm put all blocks in their abstract form into the priority queue PR

and then sequentially retrieves the element closest to the query point from the queue.

If the element is a block, its data are unpacked, and the root node of the octree is

inserted into the PR. If the dequeued element is the closest point to the query point,

it is returned as the nearest neighbour. Where the element returned from the PR is an

octree’s leaf node, all points contained within the nodes are enqueued. Otherwise, if an

octree’s interior node is dequeued, all children of the node are inserted into the PR. The

algorithm is capable of reporting neighbours of a given point in increasing distances

to the querying point. Notably, a new neighbouring point can always be requested

by invoking the loop from lines 3-15 until the point is returned. Retrieving point ith

with this algorithm does not require restarting the algorithm, as would be required in

many other searching methods [e.g. kd-tree (Bentley 1975)]. The process of gradual

expansion to neighbouring points is closely related to several point cloud operations

including region-growing surface segmentation (Rabbani et al. 2006).

Planar segment extraction utilising the incremental neighbour search algo-

rithm

Similar to the neighbour searching problem, spatial discontinuity is an issue for planar

surface extraction where the dataset is disjoined. A typical approach is to perform

surface segmentation within each point block independently and to merge the co-planar

segments at a later stage (Vosselman 2013). The approach has a number of shortcomings

such as small portions of a surface being overlooked or surface fitting in one block is not

connected ultimately to co-planar points located in other blocks. Since the neighbour

searching algorithm in Section 3.1.4 is capable of alleviating the discontinuity issue, it is

extended to a new planar surface selection in the database. To the authors’ knowledge,

there is not any existing DBMS that implements such high-level point cloud operations.

The planar segmentation function implemented here illustrates the potential usefulness

of the incremental neighbouring search. At the same time, it opens the possibility for

standardising such common functions into point cloud DBMSs.

The implementation of the planar surface selection is relatively straightforward.

Initially, points within a user-defined distance from a given seed point are retrieved
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by incremental neighbour searching. Then, a plane is fitted to the initial group of

neighbours. To avoid the influence of noise, outliers, and points from other surfaces,

an iterative Principle Component Analysis (Deschaud and Goulette 2010) is utilised.

Once the initial fitting plane is defined, the incremental neighbour searching continues.

Consecutive neighbours are added to the resulting set, if their distance to the fitting

plane is smaller than a threshold. To improve the robustness of the process, the fitting

plane is periodically updated using new points.

3.1.5 Sub-summary

In this section, an innovative spatial data management strategy, UMG PC, focusing on

city scale laser scanning projects is introduced so that spatial queries can be resolved

with better speed and scalability. The key component of the data management system

is a hybrid spatial indexing structure which composes of a 2D Hilbert-coded quadtree

at the top layer and multiple separated in-memory 3D octrees at the bottom layer. This

system, implemented atop the Oracle Spatial DBMS, is designed to reduce disc scanning

and pushing more workload to the main memory while resolving a query so that better

speed can be achieved. The scalability of the system is addressed by allocating the

majority of the workload at the bottom, localised layer which is less dependent on the

size of the entire dataset. The indexing system is designed to support various spatial

queries in 3D, including window clipping (rectilinear and complex solid window), nearest

neighbours search, and planar surface segmentation. The performance of the database

solution is reported and discussed in Section 4.1.

3.2 Management of full waveform LiDAR data

While full waveform laser scanners have been available commercially since 2004 (Hug

et al. 2004), standard data formats, enabling generic users to access waveform data,

have not been readily accessible until 2010 (ASPRS’ LAS 1.3). FWF data modelling

and particularly FWF data management are very under-explored topics. In fact, with

the exception of the research by Bunting et al. (2013) which proposed a simple, 2D,

grid-based indexing solution for pulse geometries, research on FWF data indexing is

largely absent from the literature. Given this context, this section presents an attempt

to address the problem of FWF data management and indexing. A spatial, temporal
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data management solution, named UMG FW, is proposed. The proposed approach

includes a data model and an indexing strategy, which are established on the basis

of the UMG PC system for discrete point data (see Section 3.1). UMG FW aims at

facilitating scalable and e�cient spatial and spatial-temporal queries on large scale full

waveform ALS data.

UMG FW inherits many general concepts successfully established for handling ALS

discrete point data (see Section 3.1). The adopted techniques include the following:

• partitioning of large datasets into manageable blocks; storing each data block as

a binary large object (BLOB);

• utilising existing file format to define BLOB’s structure;

• employing a two-layer 2D-3D spatial indexing concept adaptive to the spatial

distribution of urban LiDAR data;

• exploiting the Google Protocol Bu↵er to record and restore in-memory local

indexing structures.

While sharing certain techniques and features with the UMG PC, UMG FW format

is strongly distinguishable since its primary spatial data type (i.e. pulse - 1 dimensional)

fundamentally di↵ers from the point data type (i.e. 0 dimensional) supported in

UMG PC. This dimensionality di↵erence requires distinctive strategies to be developed

to handle full waveform data. In addition, UMG FW was developed with the long-term

view of supporting the integration of the temporal dimension.

3.2.1 Hybrid indexing for full waveform data

Since the horizontal dimensions of a city-scale full waveform dataset often exceeds

its vertical dimension, the concept of combining 2D indexing at a global level with

multiple local 3D indices, established in Section 3.1.1, is applicable for urban FWF

data. However, since the data are intended to be queried using both spatial and

temporal conditions, both space and time are considered during the construction of

the UMG FW’s index. In addition, the details of the strategies di↵er because of the

distinctive spatial characteristic of the pulse data.

At the global indexing level, the input dataset is partitioned into multiple temporally

and spatially consistent blocks. Even though the temporal partition is performed first
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in this implementation, this is not mandatory. Whether the temporal or the spatial

partition should be prioritized is dependent on data usage, which database developers

often have little control of. The temporal dominance solution is best for temporal queries

such as retrieving points collected from a specific flight strip whereas prioritising spatial

portioning is best for purely spatial queries that do not require temporal filtering. The

temporal partitioning is placed first in the structure as implemented in this thesis is to

demonstrate one of the possible solutions. Data from di↵erent flight strip are segregated

from each other on a temporal layer. The spatial partitioning is then performed for each

of the temporal layers (Figure 3.7). A virtual 2D grid is overlaid on top of the pulse

data of each temporal layer. Pulses having either their first (or their last) sample fall

inside the same grid cell are allocated to the same block. Notably, the selection of first

or last sampling point for this clustering does not influence the way that the data can be

queried, unlike which occurs in the case of the SDP indexing (Bunting et al. 2013). This

limitation is avoided, because during the clustering, the minimum bounding rectangle

of each pulse block (which represents the spatial coverage of all pulses within the block)

is tracked and ultimately indexed by Oracle’s native R*-tree spatial structure. This 2D

layer of indexing enables the first spatial filtering layer (e.g. identification of pulse blocks

intersecting with a given querying window in 2D). In addition to the spatial index, the

pulse blocks are also indexed by their minimum and maximum time stamp using Oracle’s

B-tree (i.e. one dimensional indexing). This temporal indices allow rapid elimination

of blocks irrelevant to a required temporal range (e.g. pulses recorded between 12:00:00

26-Mar-2016 to 12:00:02 26-Mar-2016).
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Figure 3.7: Data partitioning at the global indexing level

At the local level, a reusable, in-memory octree is created to index all pulses

belonging to each cell of the virtual grid, including pulses from di↵erent temporal layers

(Figure 3.8). The decision to create one octree per grid cell (i.e. skipping the temporal

dimension), instead of one octree per pulse block is guided by the type of octree in use.

Namely the trie-based octrees organise data based on the space embedding the data

instead of the data themselves, as in the case of tree-based structures. If one octree is

created for each pulse block, then many octrees may be created to index the same space,

thereby leading to redundancy and ine�ciency. The temporal dimension is taken into

account at the local indexing level by grouping pulse data within each octree’s leaf by

their flight strip ID. This integration of the temporal dimension into the spatial octree

structure allows temporal filtering at the flight strip level of granularity. The following

sections explains key strategies for implementing the concept within an Oracle database.
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Figure 3.8: UMG FW’s local index

3.2.2 Database design

Figure 3.9 shows the UMG FW data schema implementing the data management

solution described in Section 3.2.1. The main data content (i.e. pulse and wave data) are

stored in block tables (i.e. BLKTAB). Unlike UMG PC, a UMG FW project contains

multiple block tables. Each of the tables maintains data belonging to one temporal layer.

The block tables are linked to the project via their names. For example, data from flight

strip “122222” of project “3” are assigned to table “PB3 122222”. Each tuple in a block

table represents a pulse block (Figure 3.9), where pulse and wave data of a pulse block

are stored as two BLOBs complying with the data structures of Rapidlasso’s PulseWaves

file format. Metadata about each pulse block including its spatial and temporal coverage

and the number of pulses are stored on the same tuple with the pulse and wave data.

The temporal extents (i.e. MIN T and MAX T) are indexed using Oracle’s native index

for numeric values.
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SOURCE_FILES

COVERAGE SDO_GEOMETRY
VERSION_MAJOR NUMBER(1)
VERSION_MINOR NUMBER(2)
YEAR NUMBER(4)
NUMBER_OF_PULSES NUMBER(9)

FILE_ID NUMBER(3)
SOURCE_FILE_NAME VARCHAR2

1..* table name

1SOURCE_TABLE
PROJECT_ID

table name

1

1..*

UMG_FW_METADATA

SOURCE_TABLE VARCHAR2(50)

PROJECT_ID NUMBER(2)
PROJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(50)

FLIGHT_TABLE
INDEX_TABLE
COVERAGE
RESOLUTION
TIME_OFFSET
MIN_T
MAX_T
GRID_SIZE
NUMBER_OF_PULSES

PULSE_HEADER
WAVE_HEADER

VARCHAR2(50)
VARCHAR2(50)

SDO_GEOMETRY

PULSE_DATA_RECORD_LENGTH
PULSE_DATA_FORMAT_ID

NUMBER(8,4)
VARCHAR2(30)

NUMBER(15)
NUMBER(15)
NUMBER(4)

NUMBER(12)
NUMBER(1)
NUMBER(3)

BLOB
BLOB

BLKTAB

TILE_ID NUMBER(6)
MIN_X NUMBER(9,3)
MIN_Y NUMBER(9,3)
MIN_Z NUMBER(6,3)
MAX_X NUMBER(9,3)
MAX_Y NUMBER(9,3)
MAX_Z NUMBER(6,3)
NUMBER_OF_PULSES BLOB
MIN_T NUMBER(15)
MAX_T NUMBER(15)
PULSE_DATA BLOB
WAVE_DATA BLOB

IDX_MAX_T

MAX_T

<<index>>

NUMBER(15)

UMG_FW_INDEX

MIN_Z NUMBER(6,3)
MAX_Z NUMBER(6,3)
NUMBER_OF_PULSES NUMBER(9)

TILE_ID NUMBER(3)
COVERAGE SDO_GEOMETRY

OCTREE BLOB

1 table name

1OCTREE_TABLE

FLIGHT_DATA

MIN_T NUMBER(15)
MAX_T NUMBER(15)
NUMBER_OF_PULSES NUMBER(9)

FLIGHT_ID NUMBER(6)
GEOMETRY SDO_GEOMETRY

1 table name

1 FLIGHT_TABLE

IDX_COVERAGE

COVERAGE

<<index>>

SDO_GEOMETRY

IDX_MIN_T

MIN_T

<<index>>

NUMBER(15)

Figure 3.9: Data schema for full waveform ALS data in UMG FW format

The metadata table (i.e. UMG FW METADATA) contains meta-information about

each project and acts as a gateway to the project’s data during querying. It also

links all component tables within a project. In addition to the block tables, other

tables composing a UMG FW project include a SOURCE FILES table which stores

information about input PulseWaves files, a FLIGHT DATA table storing information

about the flight mission, and a UMG FW INDEX table storing the hybrid index.

The UMG FW INDEX table maintains the hybrid indexing structure of all the pulse

data within a project. Each tuple of the table represents one cell (i.e. tile) of the

virtual grid, which spatially decomposes the data at the global level (see Section 3.1).

A tuple also contains a minimum bounding rectangle (i.e. COVERAGE) covering

all pulses associated with the grid cell. The bounding rectangles are represented as

SDO GEOMETRY objects and are indexed using Oracle’s native R*-tree. The bounding

box representation and index form the upper, 2D layer of the hybrid indexing structure

of UMG FW. The local octree of each grid cell, which is a serialized in-memory object,

is stored as a BLOB on the tuple (i.e. OCTREE column). Strategies for creating the

local octree indices and storing them in a database is explained in Section 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 Implementation of the local index atop Oracle Spatial 12c

A local indexing structure is created for each grid cell in order to provide e�cient

access to pulse data within the cell. A Region Octree (Samet 2006) is selected for

implementation, even though other types of spatial indexing (e.g. R-tree, R*-tree)

might be used to serve the same purpose. The octree index is selected because of

its straightforward implementation and the disjoint arrangement of the tree’s nodes.

Figure 3.10 illustrates a 2D version of the indexing strategy (i.e. region quadtree).

While retaining the main concepts of the octree, the 2D version (i.e. quadtree) allows

better visual clarity to introduce the concept. The index decomposes the space in which

the pulse data (i.e. line segments) are embedded. The division is done into eight equal

octants (or four quadrants in 2D) recursively, until the resulting octants are within a

predefined size limit (e.g. smaller than 2 meters). The recursive spatial decomposition

results in a hierarchical structure by organising the data’s spatial domain at multiple

levels of detail (Figure 3.10b). At the lowest level of the tree, each octant (i.e. octree

leaf node) is linked to a list of pulses intersecting the octant. Since the data are stored

as multiple temporal layers, the spatial indexing structure needs to incorporate that

temporal dimension. This is done by grouping pulse data by their flight strip (i.e.

temporal layer) at the lowest level. As seen in Figure 3.10, each pulse record is pointed

by multiple nodes of the octree. That redundancy is likely to adversely impact the

querying performance as well as the storage e�ciency. While the implemented octree

index is a functional solution, it is not yet optimal. R-tree, R*-tree or other alternatives

better at handling spatial overlapping might be a more e�cient approach. The use of

the octree structure to facilitate the data access is explained in Section 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.10: Simplified illustration of local data structure indexing line segments

The octree is created by top-down pulse insertion (Figure 3.10). Starting from the

root, an added pulse is directed to a child of a node, if the pulse spatially intersects the

child’s spatial domain. The procedure continues, thereby pushing the pulse down the

tree, until the pulse reaches the tree’s lowest level. The pulse is then allocated to the

temporal layer to which it belongs and is appended to a corresponding pulse list. The

octrees are created as in-memory objects and are serialized onto a disc so that they can

be restored to support queries involving the data they index. The serialization (i.e. write

in-memory objects to disc) and deserialization (i.e. recover binary data from disc to in-

memory object) of the tree structures are essentially similar to what is implemented for

UMG PC (see Section 3.1.3), with slight modifications to accommodate the aggregation

by temporal layer at the tree’s leaf level (Figure 3.11). A new Google Protocol Bu↵er

message, GPBTempGroup, is defined to represent a set of pulses belonging to the same

temporal layer (i.e. flight strip), called “temporal group”. The temporal groups compose

the content of an octree node, GPBNode, if the node is a leaf.
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children: int[]

isLeaf: boolean

GPBNode

address: int[]
xmin: double
ymin: double
zmin: double
xmax: double
ymax: double
zmax: double

GPBOctree

nodeList: GPBNode[]
maxLevels: int

GPBTempGroup

flightID: int
pulseList: int[]tempGroups: GPBTempGroup[]

Figure 3.11: Class diagram of the octree for storage using Google Protocol Bu↵er

3.2.4 Query processing using the hybrid index

Three di↵erent kinds of querying are currently supported for a UMG FW database:

• Spatial: retrieve pulse data intersecting a 3D clipping window (i.e. spatial

clipping);

• SF (Spatial + Flight strip constraints): retrieve pulse data intersecting a 3D

clipping window and belonging to specified flight strips (spatio-temporal clipping,

where the temporal condition constrains at flight strip level);

• ST (Spatial + Time stamp range): retrieve pulse data intersecting a 3D clipping

window and having time stamp fall within a specified range (spatio-temporal

clipping, where temporal condition constrains at pulse’s time stamp level).

All three kinds of querying are embedded into one single operator, called CLIP,

which is invoked via a PL/SQL command. Based on parameters passed via the

PL/SQL command, the operator decides the specific kind of query need to be

resolved. In all cases, the query resolver first consults the COVERAGE column of

the UMG FW INDEX table to locate the grid cells intersecting the 2D projection of

the spatial clipping window. Those are cells potentially containing the data that require

further investigation. This first layer of filtering is facilitated by Oracle’s 2D index on

the COVERAGE column.

For each of the grid cells passing the first filter, the cell’s local octree is deserialized

into the computer’s main memory. A typical top-down algorithm is then performed on

the octree to identify all of the octree’s leaf nodes intersecting the querying window
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in 3D (i.e. candidate nodes). Notably, beneath each leaf node are several temporal

layers holding pointers to their pulse data (Figure 3.10). At this step, the temporal

layers containing the needed data are identified, as to whether the query is either SF

or ST. In the case of SF queries, the temporal layer IDs are explicitly stated by the

users in the SQL command. If the query is ST, the flight strip IDs are derived from the

FLIGHT DATA table, which shows which flight strips (i.e. temporal layers) involving

the specified time range. Every pulse belonging to a candidate node and located on a

valid temporal layer (i.e. flight strip) is ultimately checked against the specified spatial

and temporal conditions before it is fetched to be incorporated into the final results set.

As usual, the query resolving procedure consists of multiple steps. The steps occurring

early in the procedure are simpler and faster, as they aim to eliminate irrelevant data

items. The reduced output set is then passed to progressively more expensive steps.

3.2.5 Sub-summary

In this section, a storage and indexing solution was proposed for management of full

waveform aerial laser scanning data within an Oracle database. Pulse data are stored as

spatial and temporal coherent groups. The temporal grouping is performed first and is

based on flight strip where spatial partition is based on a regular grid. The pulse groups

are indexed by a hybrid indexing structure. At the top level of the hybrid indexing

system, an Oracle’s native 2D R*-tree is used. For each leaf node of the R*-tree, an

octree is built to index pulses within the blocks sharing the same grid cell. The local

octrees are implemented as in-memory objects and can be e�ciently stored into the

database using Google Protocol Bu↵er. The performance of the database solution is

reported and discussed in Section 4.2.

3.3 Octree-based surface segmentation

As a constituent of Part II of this thesis, this section presents an improved algorithm for

rapid segmentation of laser scanning points into smooth surfaces. The proposed method

aims at accelerating the computational speed to enable processing large amount of data

in a timely manner without significantly compromising the result accuracy. The novel

segmentation algorithm exploits multiple functions of an octree structure to conduct
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fast detection of coarse surface segments, which are subsequently passed through a

refinement process to improve the completeness and accuracy.

The proposed method consists of two phases (Figure 3.12). Phase A, which operates

on the basis of a voxelized representation (generated in [Step A1.a]) of the input cloud

of points P = {p1, p2, ..., pN}, aims to rapidly group the cloud into a set of point

clusters R0 = {R0
1, R

0
2, ..., R

0
n

}. The voxel model consists of all leaf nodes of an octree

hierarchy and is used as a simplified representation of the original point cloud. The

points composing each cluster, R
i

, approximate a spatially coherent, smooth surface.

This coarse segmentation phase is conducted by incrementally grouping adjacent voxels

[Step A.2] that have similar normal vectors. This is done in a seeded region growing

fashion. The selection of new seed voxel is based on the quadratic mean of the orthogonal

distances of the points within a voxel to the plane fitting to the points, termed residual

value. The residual value indicates how much the data points diverge from the perfect

planar presumption. The value is influenced by the noise level, the local surface

roughness, and the curvature of the data portion being analysed. The voxel’s attributes

[Step A.1b], computed from the point data inside, involves the normal vector and the

residual value. These attributes are initially computed for the voxelization step and

later reused for the voxel-based growing. Due to the e�cient use of the octree, the time

consumption of Phase A is minimal, in comparison to that of conventional algorithms.

However, the resulting segments in R0 are incomplete, meaning that multiple points

remain unallocated. This is because a few voxels contain points from multiple surfaces

or insu�ciently flat surfaces. Thus, Phase B is proposed to refine these results by

merging unallocated points (i.e. points not yet assigned to any segment) into incomplete

segments.

Unlike Phase A, which is totally voxel-based, Phase B considers the points inside

the voxels. Thus, the refinement is typically more costly. To accelerate the process,

only points belonging to voxels adjacent to the incomplete segments’ boundaries are

considered as candidates for merging [Steps B.1a&b]. Distinctive refinement strategies

(see Section 3.3.4) are proposed for planar and non-planar segments. Subsequent to

refinement, each incomplete cluster R0
i

expands to its vicinity and becomes complete

(R
i

).
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart of the proposed octree-based segmentation algorithm†

3.3.1 Voxelization

Voxelization overlays the input point cloud with an octree structure. As shown in

Figure 3.13, a pointer-based region octree (Samet 2006) was chosen for implementation

to: (1) organise the point data (i.e. indexing); (2) construct a rasterized representation of

P (i.e. a simplification); and (3) define groups of neighbouring points for computation of

secondary attributes. In this octree form, space decomposition is performed congruently

- all nodes are split into eight identical children, resulting in all voxels at a single level

being the same size. Additionally, pointers are stored in every non-leaf node, thereby

explicitly linking the node to its children to facilitate tree transversal. Linkage is uni-

directional from a parent node to its children. Each node is classified based on the

number of sample points within. Herein, a node is defined as full, if it contains more

than three points and defined as empty, otherwise. Nodes containing less than 3 points

do not allow the local plane fitting. Thus, they are automatically discarded from the

octree-based region growing process. The points within the empty voxels are taken into

account in the refinement phase of the workflow.

†FR: Fast Refinement; GR: General Refinement
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Figure 3.13: Example of octree decomposition

The voxelization starts by determining a minimum cubic bounding box enclosing P ,

known as the root node or level-0 node (Figure 3.13a&b). The root node is recursively

subdivided into eight child voxels, until reaching a termination criterion. Previous works

have employed a variety of termination criteria such as minimum voxel size (Ayala et al.

1985), a predefined maximum depth tree (Pulli et al. 1997), or a maximum number

of sample points per voxel (Wang et al. 2005). In contrast, in this study the residual

threshold, r
th

, and the minimum voxel size, d
min

, are chosen as the terminal conditions.

Initially, the root node is uniformly partitioned to a certain voxel size, called d
I

, so that

the voxel grid is su�ciently fine to expose the local surface characteristics of the cloud.

The value of d
I

can be chosen based on the smallest density of the point cloud using the

formulae presented in Section 4.3.3, or in the case of very dense data, it can be selected

based on the expected level of details of the segmentation output (i.e. usually about one

meter for a building façade). After the initial partition, non-empty voxels continue to be

divided, until either the residual or the minimum voxel size criterion is satisfied. Using

a residual value for splitting the octree makes it adaptive to local surface smoothness.

Figure 3.14b displays all leaf nodes of such an adaptive octree generated from a real

dataset (Figure 3.14a). The voxel model is composed of voxels of three di↵erent sizes.

Large voxels appear at smooth regions such as the large façade areas (A, B) and the

roof (C), whereas smaller voxels occur near edges, corners, and around rough regions

[e.g. the bush (B), the window (E), and the conservatory (F)]. Furthermore, the normal

vectors (i.e. represented as the voxel colours in Figure 3.14b) clearly segregate surfaces
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having di↵erent orientations. Surfaces perpendicular to the X-axis are mainly in red

colour while green and blue associate with the Y and Z axes. The adaptivity to surface

smoothness of the octree significantly reduces the number of voxels, thereby reducing

the workload in this region growing step. In addition, the normal vectors are a critical

input for the region growing process. The computation of the normal vector and the

local surface smoothness attributes is presented in the next subsection.

(a) Point cloud coloured by intensity value (b) Voxels coloured by normal vector

A

B

C

D

E

F

1024 1024intensity XY
Z

Figure 3.14: Example of an adaptive octree

3.3.2 Computation of secondary attributes

In addition to information directly acquired from laser scanning (e.g. geometric

coordinates and reflectance intensity), secondary point attributes can be derived to

provide additional inputs for data processing. In the work herein, two secondary

attributes - normal vector and local surface smoothness - are utilised. Both attributes

are derived from analysis of the spatial distribution of the point neighbourhood. Given a

group of points within a local neighbourhood, {p1, p2, ..., p
k

} = P
m

⇢ P , the barycentre,

p̄, is calculated using Equation 3.1 and the 3⇥ 3 covariance matrix of P
m

is computed

as in Equation 3.2.

p̄ =
1

k

kX

i=1

p
i

(3.1)

C =
1

k

kX

i=1

(p
i

� p̄)(p
i

� p̄)T (3.2)

The normal direction of the plane  fitting to P
m

is found by performing an eigen

decomposition of C:
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�V = CV (3.3)

where V is a 3D eigenvector and � is eigenvalue.

There are three eigenvalues satisfying Equation 3.3 (�2 � �1 � �0), which are

associated with the three linearly independent eigenvectors v2, v1, and v0. The normal

vector is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (Hoppe et al. 1992):

n = v0 (3.4)

The fitting plane  of the point data is now determined by the barycentre p̄ and the

normal vector n. Let the orthogonal distance from each point p
i

to the plane  (p, n) as

d
i

, the root mean square of the deviations of all points in P
m

from  is computed as:

r =

vuut1

k

kX

i=1

d2
i

(3.5)

This value of r is referred to as the residual value, which is proportional to the local

surface roughness and curvature (Rabbani et al. 2006).

The procedure described above is applied for computing normal vectors and residual

values in the voxel’s secondary attribute estimation [Step A.1b] in Phase A, as well as in

the refinement step [Step B3] (FR & GR) in Phase B. In Phase A, the input points for

the attribute computation consists of the points inside the considered voxel. In the Fast

Refinement (FR) step, this is the set of neighbouring points belonging to the considered

incomplete segment R0
i

. During the General Refinement (GR), the input is the group of

nearest neighbours of the considered point among the unallocated data.

3.3.3 Octree-based region growing

The octree-based region growing step incrementally groups adjacent voxels that have

similar normal vectors. The process results in a set of voxel clusters. Each of them

represents a smooth surface patch. Points inside a voxel inherit the segment ID of the

voxel. The benefits of using an octree are three-fold. First, the number of voxels is

significantly smaller than the number of points, thereby significantly accelerating the

region growing. Second, computing normal vectors based on the neighbourhood defined

by the abutting voxels helps avoid executing an expensive k-nearest-neighbour search
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on the initial point data. Finally, the voxel grid by itself possesses an inherent spatial

structure, thereby allowing rapid and easy searching for adjoining voxels. The pseudo-

code of the octree-based region growing algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.2, in

which the strategies for choosing the seed, incrementally grouping adjacent elements,

and terminating the growth are adopted from (Rabbani et al. 2006), except that the

original method’s use of points is replaced by voxels.

Algorithm 3.2: Octree-based region growing

Data: octree O having a list of leaf nodes V = {v1, v2, ..., vm}, residual threshold
r
th

, angle threshold ✓
th

, and minimum number of points of a valid
segment M

Result: a set of incomplete segments R0 = {R0
1, R

0
2, ..., R

0
n

}
initialisation: segment list R0  ;, A V ;
begin

1 while A 6= ; do
2 current region R

c

 ;, current seed S
c

 ;;
3 get v

min

= poll min r(A);
4 if v

min

.r > r
th

then
5 exit loop;

end
6 insert v

min

into S
c

;
7 insert v

min

into R0
c

;
8 foreach voxel v

i

2 S
c

do
9 current seed v

i

= S
c

{i};
10 find adjoining voxels of the current seed B

c

 neighbours(v
i

, O);
11 foreach voxel v

j

2 B
c

do
12 current adjoining voxel v

j

 B
c

(j);
13 if v

j

2 A and ✓(v
i

.n, v
j

.n)  ✓
th

then
14 insert v

j

into R0
c

;
15 remove v

j

from A;
16 if v

j

.r < r
th

then
17 insert v

j

into S
c

;

end

end

end
18 if R0

c

has more than M points then
19 add R0

c

into R0;

else
20 set all voxels in R0

c

as unallocated, remove R0
c

;

end

end

end
21 sort R0 according to region’s size;
22 return R0;

end
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The following explains notations used in Algorithm 3.2:

v : voxel

v.n : normal vector of v

v.r : residual value of v

neighbours(v,O) : return all voxels from O which share at least a vertex,

an edge or a face with v

poll min r(A) : return and remove voxel having smallest residual value

among set A

✓(n
i

, n
j

) : angular divergence between vectors n
i

and n
j

d(p
i

, ) : distance from point p
i

to plane  

The octree-based region growing returns a set of smooth surface segments. However,

since the voxels around the building edges may contain data points from multiple

surfaces, those points do not segment properly during the voxel-based step. Thus, the

extracted segments at the end of this phase are “incomplete”, and a further “refinement

phase” is necessary.

3.3.4 Refinement

The refinement process merges unallocated points into incomplete segments R0
i

using one

of two strategies: (1) Fast Refinement (FR) if R0
i

is a plane; and (2) General Refinement

(GR) for other cases of R0
i

. An incomplete segment R0
i

is treated as planar, if the

majority of its points (e.g. 70% - 90% depending on the expected noise level of the

input data) fits into the best fit plane  
i

of R0
i

within a pre-specified tolerance. The

following explains in detail each of the strategies.

Extract boundary voxels and search for points in the vicinity of a cluster’s

boundary

In order to improve the e�ciency of the refinement step in Section 3.3.4, only boundary

voxels and the voxels inside the bu↵er zone around the cluster’s boundary are considered

for refinement in Phase B (Figure 3.12). Voxels having less than eight adjoining co-

segments (those voxels possessing the same segment ID) are likely to be located on

a segment boundary. For the sake of simplicity, these are herein named as boundary
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voxels. The bu↵er zone is determined by extending the cluster boundary by a certain

distance (such as d
min

).

Fast Refinement

Step B.1a, generates a list of all boundary voxels on the boundary of R0
i

, called V
b

.

Initially all voxels in V
b

are added to a set of seed voxels, S. For each voxel v
j

in S,

every unallocated neighbour v
k

of v
j

are examined. If v
k

contains a point p
l

, whose the

distance to the fitting plane  
i

is smaller than a distance threshold, the point is merged

into segment R0
i

and v
k

is added into S for further iterations.

Algorithm 3.3: Fast Refinement

Data: octree O, incomplete region R0
i

, its fitting plane  
i

and its boundary

voxels V
b

, a distance threshold d
th

begin

1 seed voxels S  V
b

;

2 while S 6= ; do
3 retrieve and remove an element v

j

from S;

4 search for adjoining voxels of v
j

: B  neighbours(v
j

, O);

5 foreach voxel v
k

2 B do

6 if v
k

is unallocated then

7 foreach point p
l

2 v
k

do

8 if d(p
l

, 
i

)  d
th

then

9 insert p
l

into R0
i

;

10 insert v
k

into S;

end

end

end

end

end

end

General Refinement for non-planar general segments

If the segment is not planar, General Refinement (GR) is applied. GR is based on the

conventional point-based region growing. In this implementation, the data points within

the boundary voxels are considered as initial seeding points, while unallocated points

are selected from the bu↵er zone of the boundary voxels. Thus, only a small fraction
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of the initial data is considered each time. Consequently, the procedure is much faster

than point-based region growing approaches, as quantified in Section 4.3.

3.3.5 Sub-summary

Section 3.3 introduces a novel, region-growing algorithm for the fast surface segmentation

of three-dimensional point clouds of urban environment. The proposed algorithm is

composed of two stages based on a coarse-to-fine concept. First, a region-growing step is

performed on an octree-based voxelized representation of the input point cloud to extract

major (coarse) segments. The output is then passed through a refinement process. As

part of this, there are two competing factors related to voxel size selection. To balance

the constraints, an adaptive octree is created in two stages. Empirical evaluation of the

proposed method is reported and discussed in Section 4.3.

3.4 Road detection

In this section, a novel geometry analysis strategy is proposed to robustly discriminate

road curbs from road surfaces in a high-resolution point cloud. This geometric

computation is a key step composing a complete LiDAR data processing workflow

recognising complex road networks from urban ALS data fused with imagery data. The

workflow consists of an out-of-core data management system integrated with multiple

data processing modules including data fusion, data classification, and road network

recognition. This section targets the following objectives:

• Demonstrate an end-to-end LiDAR processing workflow;

• Demonstrate the usage of a point cloud database for out-of-core LiDAR processing;

• Investigate benefits of fusing colour with point clouds;

• Re-visit the detection of small objects from dense airborne LiDAR data.

This work is derived from a submission to the 2015 Data Fusion contest organised

by the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society. The low resolution of aerial data

has been the major barrier preventing many processing tasks concerning small objects.

Because of the data restriction, objects smaller than 10 cm such as road curbs have

not been detectable from aerial sensing data (Cura 2016). Most of LiDAR processing
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tasks (e.g. computation of local surface characteristic) require su�cient amount of

sampling points of an object in order to analyse the object. For example, to assess the

smoothness of an area of 1 squared meter, at least 4 points/m2 are needed since 3 points

are always co-planar. Using insu�cient data density in this case would result in a wrong

conclusion of perfect smoothness. In short, data density decides the scale of objects can

be processed. Recent advancement in LiDAR enables acquisition of exclusively high

resolution data as reported in Section 2.3.2 and Table 2.1. This o↵ers an opportunity

to revise the data processing capability concerning objects in the sub-decimetre range.

While point clouds could be used as the sole input for the road detection workflow,

fusion point data with ortho-photos was performed to quantify the addition benefits

gained by that fusion.

3.4.1 Data processing workflow

The proposed road extraction workflow is depicted in Figure 3.15. ALS point clouds [1]

and orthophotos [2] are fused together to form coloured point clouds [3]. The workflow is

designed to take the input data as a set of files, which are the common exchange formats

of point clouds and orthophotos. Subsequent to the fusion [Step A], the coloured point

cloud files are imported into an Oracle database to take advantage of the DBMS [Step B].

Within the database, the point data are indexed so that they can be accessed e�ciently

during data processing [Step C].
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A Data fusion
Point cloud files

POINT CLOUD DATABASE

Point coordinates
+ Colour

B Import

C Index

+ Normal vector
+ Surface roughness

D Compute 
secondary attributes

E Classification
+ Classification label:
     (a) ground
     (b) building
     (c) unassigned

F Compute
∇height & ∇slope+ ∇height 

+ ∇slope

+ Road label:
     (a.i)  road
     (a.ii) non-road

G Region growing

(1)

Orthophoto files(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Figure 3.15: General workflow for road detection

All subsequent data processing modules in the workflow access data from the

database and return their output back to the database. After being imported, the

point data are processed [Step D] to derive a number of secondary attributes including

the normal vector, elevation variation and the surface roughness factor [4], which are

essential inputs for latter steps in the workflow. A supervised classification [Step E]

continues the workflow to label the points as either ground, building, or unassigned

[5]. In the next step, points classified as ground are further processed by a geometric

computation [Step F] to obtain two attributes so called directional surface variations

[6]. These attributes are dedicated to discriminate road curbs from other ground points.

Ultimately a seeded region growing operation [Step G] making use of the directional

surface variations to label all road points [7].

3.4.2 Data fusion

Fusion of 3D aerial LiDAR data and 2D imagery is essentially a data registration

process that determines the correlation between the two sets of data of di↵erent
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types and combines them. Considering the case where both input ALS point clouds

and orthophotos are georeferenced, the pixels and the LiDAR points can be directly

correlated via their 2D geographical locations. The fusion of LiDAR and imagery data

can be done using many available software and open-source programs. This research

opts to use a commercial software, FME Workbench (Safe Software 2016). The selection

of FME Workbench was guided solely by the availability of the tool. Nevertheless, the

fusion of point clouds and orthophotos are straightforward thus the tool selection should

not have implications on the results. The workflow enabling this fusion is shown in

Figure 3.16. That simple workflow assigns the colour of a pixel to all LiDAR points

sharing the pixel’s spatial extent. The outcome is a set of points appended with colour

attributes stored as LAS files (ASPRS 2011).

Figure 3.16: Fusion of LiDAR point clouds and orthophotos

Even though the approach is simple, the ortho-rectification process discards valuable

colour information of vertical surfaces and objects underneath overhangs, thereby

causing certain mis-assignment of colours for the point clouds. More specifically, the

ortho-rectified images only contain colours of the top most objects (e.g. a roof eave).

A LiDAR point reflected from a wall underneath the eave is likely to be assigned the

colour of the eave. This problem can be alleviated if oblique images are available. Many

techniques are available for registration of oblique images and point clouds (e.g. Mastin

et al. 2009). Nevertheless, since the road detection being investigated mainly focus on

horizontal surfaces, this artefact has little if any impact on the final results.

3.4.3 Data management

The large nature of point cloud data usually precludes storing the entire point dataset

within the main memory for most conventional computers. Thus, an out-of-core data
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management solution coordinating data input and output between main memory and

disc is required. The UMG PC database described in Section 3.1 was used to store

the point data in addition to new point attributes computed by the data processing

modules in the workflow. The derived point attributes (e.g. normal vector, surface

roughness and classification labels in (Figure 3.15) are all stored as binary large objects

in additional columns on the block table (BLKTAB on Figure 3.3). The linkage between

the points and their attributes are maintained via their orders in the binary sequences.

Access to the point data stored in the database is facilitated by the hybrid indexing

structure presented in Section 3.1.1. The nearest neighbour querying capability provided

by UMG PC is essential to the entire workflow as the computationally demanding

neighbouring search is repeatedly required, particularly in [Step D] and [Step F] of

the workflow.

3.4.4 Point classification

The ultimate goal of the entire workflow is to detect road points. Since direct detection

of road points require a costly computation on every input point (i.e. [Step F] and

[Step G] in Figure 3.15), a coarse classification is performed to reduce the number of

input points to these expensive processing steps. The classification categorises the points

into: (1) ground, (2) building, or (3) unassigned. Only points recognised as ground are

passed through subsequent demanding steps for further extraction of road points. Even

though the class “building” is not exploited in the latter part of the workflow, there is a

possibility of relating buildings in the road detection process since roads and buildings

have a strong proximity to each other in an urban design context.

The classification is composed of [Step D] and [Step E] in Figure 3.15. [Step D]

computes secondary attributes, which provide essential input to the classification. [Step

E] utilises a supervised classification method to categorised the point clouds based on

the point attributes computed in [Step D]. The following attributes are considered for

the classification:

1. point elevation, z;

2. imagery intensity;

3. laser intensity;

4. height variation - maximum variation of z values within a spherical neighbourhood
N of the given point;
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5. surface roughness - indirectly represented by the quadratic mean of orthogonal
distances of all points in N to a plane P fitting to all points in N ;

6. normal vector of P - normal vector of a local planar surface patch fitting the
neighbourhood of the given point.

Amongst the list, items 4 to 6 are secondary attributes. The computation of

all secondary attributes relies heavily on the demanding nearest neighbour point

retrieval. To enhance the quality of attributes derived from local fitting plane (i.e.

surface roughness and normal vector), an iterative PCA (Deschaud and Goulette

2010) was implemented with a weighting factor inversely proportional to the point-

to-plane distance. Two di↵erent representations of normal vectors [i.e. (n
x

, n
y

, n
z

)

in Descartes system versus (✓,') in spherical system] and colours (Red-Green-Blue

versus Hue-Saturation-Level) are investigated. To analyse the influence of the available

attributes, several combinations of point attributes, so called feature vectors (FVs),

were investigated (Table 3.2). Amongst these feature vectors, FV0 - FV5 aim to

investigate the contribution of the point attributes. Furthermore, FV6 - FV7 compare

the di↵erences caused by the various ways of representing normal vectors and colours.

Table 3.2: Combinations of point features for classification

H NV SR II LI HV Comments

FV0 l l l Most important features
FV1 l l l Exclude core features
FV2 l l l l l l Best combination
FV3 l l l l l Influence of II
FV4 l l l l l Influence of LI
FV5 l l l l l Influence of HV
FV6 l m l l l l (n

x

, n
y

, n
z

) vs. (✓,�) NV
FV7 l l l G l l RGB vs. HSL colour

l feature included for classification

m switch normal vector from spherical to Descartes coordinate system

G switch colour from HSL to RGB space

height (H), normal vector (NV), surface roughness (SR), image intensity

(II), laser intensity (LI), height variation (HV), point density (PD)

The classification is performed using a training and testing process. Several sample

portions of the point data are retrieved from the database for manual labelling. The more

manually labelled samples are provided, the better the classification result will be, but at

the cost of more human intervention. Theoretically, two thirds of the manually labelled

data should be used for training, and the remaining one third is for evaluating the
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classifier. The WEKA toolkit by Hall et al. (2009) is employed to create a classification

model from the training dataset. The software, enclosing a wide variety of learning

algorithms (134 data classification algorithms at the time of writing), has been widely

used in both academic and practical applications (at least 69 related projects at the

time of writing). WEKA is selected for this application due to three major reasons:

(1) its extendable and modular framework allows it to be integrated into the proposed

workflow with minimal e↵orts; (2) the rich collection of learning algorithms facilitate

fast selection of a classifier suitable for the problem in question; and (3) the system is

well established. Amongst the investigated feature vectors, the best performing one is

used to label all points in the database.

3.4.5 Road detection

The proposed road detection method is established atop an assumption that the input

point clouds are su�ciently accurate and dense to enable the recognition of surface

changes at the road edges. The method is composed of two main steps: (1) identifying

road curbs and obstacles bounding road regions based on spatial distribution of point

data, and (2) extracting road points using a region growing algorithm considering

intensity and colour conditions.

Detection of road curbs and obstacles

Road curbs and obstacles are defined as objects preventing vehicle progression.

Figure 3.17a shows a typical example of a road cross-section from a 65 points/m2 dense

ALS dataset (see Section 3.5.3b). It is observed that the points adjacent to the curbs

can be characterised by their variations of height or slope (i.e. step or ramp type)

(Figure 3.17b). The slope and height variations at curb points are most intense in the

direction orthogonal to the curbs. Given that observation, a geometric computation is

proposed to signify curb points from other ground points. This computation results in

two features: directional slope variation, r
�

slope(p
i

), and directional height variation,

r
�

height(p
i

). Each are computed for every single point p
i

within the ground points.

The selection of the neighbourhood size is governed by two contradicting factors -

data density and the expected level of detail of the analysis. On the one hand, the

neighbourhood must be su�ciently large to ensure adequate data for analysing the

neighbourhood’s characteristics. The sparser the data, the larger the neighbourhood
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needs to be. On the other hand, large neighbourhood selection may cause the loss

of local characteristics in the analysis result. As such, a small neighbourhood size is

preferable, particularly when detection of fine objects is concerned. The selection of

neighbourhood size must balance the two factors. It should be selected as small as the

data density allows. In this research, a sphere with radius of 0.5 m was empirically

selected.
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β
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Xβ nA

nB

β
nA

nB
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X

N1 N2

Traffic zoneNon-traffic Non-traffic
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(a) Real road cross section from LiDAR point cloud

(b) Local neighborhood around road curbs

(c) Directional height and slope variation
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Figure 3.17: Directional slope and height variation computation

Firstly neighbouring points N within a spherical neighbourhood of p
i

are partitioned

into two point groups NA and NB by a vertical plane P containing p
i

and making an

angle of � with the X axis (Figure 3.17). PA and PB are defined as the best fit planes

to the points in NA and NB . With a given value of �, r
�

slope(p
i

) is defined as the

angle between PA and PB , whereas r
�

height(p
i

) is the height di↵erence between the

vertical projections of p
i

on PA and PB . Finally, the maximum directional slope and

height variations over �, r
�,max

slope(p
i

) and r
�,max

height(p
i

) are determined.

Quadtree-based region growing

A region growing algorithm was performed to extract road points. An initial seed,

namely any point located inside the road network, is manually specified. Around the

seed, a bu↵er approximating a required clearance for one vehicle is constructed (e.g.
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0.75 m radius circle). Every point within the bu↵er is labelled as road, if the bu↵er

is obstacle free. The newly detected road points are set as new seeds for the next

iterations, if they satisfy additional intensity and colour conditions. These criteria assist

in distinguishing road from grass, even though they are insu�cient by themselves for

direct road extraction.

Sub-summary

In this section, a workflow for road extraction from dense ALS point clouds fused with

aerial imagery data is proposed. The workflow includes a classification step which

classifies data into building, ground and unassigned points. Road points are then

extracted from the ground using a region growing process which makes use of the

new introduced concepts, directional height and slope variations. The workflow makes

extensive use of UMG PC point cloud database to support out-of-core data processing

and to facilitate data retrieval demands.

3.5 Data acquisition

A number of ALS and TLS datasets are used throughout this thesis. They include two

ALS scans of Dublin city, which were acquired by the Urban Modelling Group (UMG)

- University College Dublin in 2007 and 2015. The 2015 ALS dataset facilitates the

evaluation of the UMG PC and UMG FW data handling solutions (Section 4.1 and

Section 4.2). A small portion of the 2007 dataset is used to evaluate the applicability

of the octree-based surface segmentation method on ALS data (Section 4.3). Another

ALS dataset available under the 2015 IEEE Data Fusion Contest (Moser et al. 2015)

is utilised to demonstrate the proposed workflow for road detection (Section 4.4). In

addition, two terrestrial scans of buildings are used in Section 4.3. This section provides

details of these datasets.

3.5.1 2015 aerial scan of Dublin city

The 2015 ALS flight campaign was planned by UMG using the approach suggested by

Hinks et al. (2009) in order to maximise data coverage on building façades. Specifically,

the scan was conducted at the lowest possible altitude of approximately 300 m with the

maximum scanning angle of 30�. The flight paths were oriented 45� with the city’s major
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street axes to alleviate the self-shadowing e↵ects. As most of Dublin’s main streets run

North-South, the flight was composed of two sets of flight paths: (1) North-West to

South-East (NWSE), and (2) North-East to South-West (NESW) (Figure 3.18a). In

addition, the flight paths within each parallel set are spaced at 100 m interval so that

each location in the scanned area is measured 6 times on average from multiple angles

(i.e. 3 times from the NWSE session and 3 times from the NESW session) (Figure 3.18b).

500m

(a) Flight paths of the 2015 scan of Dublin
      red: NWSE; blue: NESW

30o

100m

30
0m

100m

(b) Flight path planning strategy 
      by Hinks et al. (2009)

Trinity College Dublin

St. Stephen's Green

Pearse StationDublin Castle

The Spire

Figure 3.18: Flight paths of the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin city

The scan covers an area of more than 2 km2 of Dublin city centre (Figure 3.18). The

total number of captured LiDAR points is 1,423,345,820. As seen in the histogram in

Figure 3.20, the typical local point density (LPD) on horizontal surfaces is approximately

280 points/m2 while it is 28 points/m2 on vertical surfaces. The local density index is

computed using Equation 3.6, where k is the number of neighbours (user-defined) and r
k

is the distance from the point of interest to the furthest neighbour. Notably, the LPD is

often lower than density computed using common density computation approach using

2D rasterization, which do not account for the density di↵erence on various surface

types.

LPD =
k

⇡ · r
k

2
(3.6)
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Figure 3.19: 2015 ALS laser scanning of Dublin city
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Figure 3.20: Point density distribution - 2015 ALS dataset

In addition to the point clouds, the scanner (RIEGL LMS Q680i) was able to o↵er

full waveform data. The pulse repetition rate diagram reconstructed from the acquired

full wave data is presented in Figure 3.21. The data are composed of 41 temporally

consistent clusters, each of which corresponds to a single flight path in Figure 3.18a.

The average pulse repetition frequency is 265 kHz. Full waveform data were delivered in

LAS 1.3 (ASPRS 2010) and PulseWaves (Isenburg 2014) formats while the discrete point

data were delivered in LAS 1.2 and LAZ (Isenburg 2013) formats. The disc consumptions
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of the data corresponding to each of the formats are shown in Table 3.3. The numbers

of files of each format are di↵erent because the data were tiled di↵erently and the data

coverages were not entirely the same amongst the formats. In this thesis, the 2015

dataset is extensively used to investigate the data management solutions presented in

Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Three di↵erent subsets of di↵erent sizes (Small - S, Medium

- M, and Large - L) extracted from the scan are used (Figure 3.19).
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Figure 3.21: Temporal distribution of the 2015 ALS dataset‡

Table 3.3: Disc consumption of 2015 ALS Dublin datasets

Format Number of files Disc consumption

Discrete - LAS 28 30.0 GB

Discrete - LAZ 28 5.5 GB

FWF - LAS las 453 75.5 GB

wpd 453 142.0 GB

FWF - PulseWaves pls 441 53.5 GB

wvs 441 119.0 GB

‡Time is denoted as hflight strip’s starting time in hh:mm:ssi + hflight strip’s duration in secondsi
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3.5.2 2007 aerial scan of Dublin city

Prior to the 2015 scan of Dublin presented above, the city centre was scanned by UMG

in 2007 using a similar flight planning approach. A full description of the 2007 dataset is

available online at (Laefer et al. 2014). A selected portion of the 2007 scan is used in this

thesis to evaluate the applicability of the segmentation approach presented in Section 3.3.

As shown in Figure 3.22, the dataset, so called Pearse Street dataset, contains a number

of modern buildings and a railway. Compared to the corresponding data scanned in

2015, the 2007 dataset is sparser. However, the local point density distribution between

the two scans are similar as shown in the histograms in Figure 3.22b and Figure 3.20b.

In the 2007 scan, the typical LPD on vertical surfaces are approximately 20 points/m2

and it is about 200 points/m2 on horizontal surfaces. This dataset was used as the

primary dataset for this thesis, until the 2015 dataset became available.

Local density index (points/m2)
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Local density index

(a) A small portion (Pearse Street)
     extracted from the 2007 ALS dataset (b) Point density distribution

Figure 3.22: Point density distribution - 2007 ALS dataset

3.5.3 Aerial scan of port Zeebrugge, Belgium

Under the 2015 Data Fusion Contest organised by the IEEE Geoscience and Remote

Sensing Society, a highly dense aerial laser scanning dataset and corresponding high-

resolution orthophotos were provided (Moser et al. 2015). The nominal density of the

LiDAR dataset is 65 points/m2 (from one single flight strip) and the photos’ resolution is

5 cm [originally presented in 3 bands red-green-blue (RGB)]. In this thesis, a portion of

0.5 km2 of that dataset (Figure 3.23) is utilised to examine the road detection approach

presented in Section 3.4. The imagery and ALS data were acquired simultaneously so

that they match when fused together (Figure 3.23d), except for some fast moving objects

such as cars on highways. As per the normal practice, the ALS and orthophotos were
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provided as separate tiles, (each 500 m ⇥ 500 m). The ALS data were in an ASCII

format containing only laser intensity and point coordinates. Other point attributes

such as the time stamp and return number (usually associated with ALS data) were not

available. The orthophotos were given in a geo-referenced ti↵ format.

(a) ALS data coloured by height (b) Ortho-rectified aerial photos

(c) ALS data coloured by laser intensity
(d) 3D point cloud with coloures derived 
      from orthophotos

45 60 m

0 1024

Figure 3.23: Point density distribution - 2007 ALS dataset

3.5.4 Terrestrial scans

Two terrestrial scans of two buildings are used in this thesis. The first TLS dataset

is of the Richview building on the University College Dublin campus (Figure 3.24a).

The building is a complex 1790s-built masonry building composed of various geometries

and later expanded with modern materials. The building was scanned using a Leica

P20 laser scanner from four di↵erent stations. The second TLS dataset, the Rubrics

building, is a 300-year-old building at Trinity College Dublin, and data were collected

with a Trimble GS200 (Figure 3.24c); scanner specifications available at (Truong-Hong

and Laefer 2014). Subsequent to scanning, a simple clipping was performed on the two

TLS datasets to remove portions obviously irrelevant to the buildings of interest (e.g.

points far away from the buildings, points belong to trees, and points very deep inside

the buildings). Noise and outliers near the building surfaces remained untouched.
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Figure 3.24: Terrestrial laser scanning datasets

3.5.5 Sub-summary

This section provides necessary details of the sample datasets used to evaluate the

methods established in this chapter. The sample datasets consist of three aerial scan of

Dublin - Ireland and Port Zeebrugge - Belgium, in addition to two terrestrial scans of

two Dublin’s buildings.

3.6 Summary

This chapter introduced two methodologies for management of discrete point data

(UMG PC) and full waveform LiDAR data (UMG FW). In addition, a fast octree-

based region growing and a road detection workflow were presented. In the next chapter,

these proposed methods are quantitatively evaluated using real urban LiDAR datasets

described in Section 3.5 of this chapter.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to investigate alternatives and improvements to

existing data storage (Part I) and data processing strategies (Part II) for urban laser

scanning. To accomplish these objectives, a number of methods have been established in

Chapter 3. As part of Part I, two database solutions - UMG PC and UMG FW - were

proposed for management of discrete point data and full waveform data. The databases

aim at enhancing LiDAR data handling speed and scalability. Furthermore, they

provide advanced functionalities, including the nearest neighbour search, planar surface

selection, and the temporal queries. Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 of this chapter examine

the capabilities of UMG PC and UMG FW when managing the three data subsets

extracted from the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin (S, M and L datasets in Section 3.5.1).

The e�ciency of the hybrid index is empirically compared to the conventional indexing

approach. Furthermore, the performance of the UMG PC is benchmarked against

Oracle’s SDO PC point cloud data type.

Part II of this thesis focuses on developing new LiDAR data processing strategies,

which consists of an octree-based segmentation algorithm (Section 3.3) and a road

detection workflow (Section 3.4). The octree-based segmentation approach aims

at reducing the data processing time, while retaining the segmentation accuracy.

In Section 4.3 of this chapter, the processing time and accuracy of the octree-

based segmentation approach are benchmarked against the point-based segmentation

algorithm by Rabbani et al. (2006). Two terrestrial scans of the Rubrics building and

the Richview building (Section 3.5.4) in addition to a subset of the 2007 aerial scan of

Dublin city (Section 3.5.2) are utilised for the benchmarking. The second portion of Part
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II is the road detection workflow facilitating detection of road points from dense aerial

laser scanning data fused with imagery data. Section 4.4 reports the road extraction

results at each single step of the workflow when tested on the aerial dataset of Port

Zeebrugge (Section 3.5.3).

4.1 Discrete LiDAR point data storage and indexing

This section reports the performance of UMG PC. The database creation time, the disc

consumption, and the querying time are reported. To observe the impacts of the two-

layer indexing system, the database performance was monitored for two cases: (1) HI:

Hybrid Indexing - when both layers of the hybrid index were used; and (2) SI: Simple

Indexing - when the local indexing level was disabled. In the latter case, only the spatial

extents of point blocks were spatially indexed. This is similar to the common point

cloud indexing approaches being used in Oracle’s SDO PC and PostGIS’s PCPATCH,

as described in Section 2.4. Finally, the proposed UMG PC was compared against

Oracle’s native point cloud datatype, SDO PC.

The evaluation in this section was conducted on an Intel e3-1270 CPU @ 3.50 GHz,

Quad-Core, with 16.0 GB RAM and a Serial ATA disc 7200 RPM. All response times

of data querying in this section are from hot runs (i.e. queries executed more than once

so that some caching may take place). Each query was executed 10 times, and their

average performance was reported. The UMG PC performance is strongly dependent on

the levels of granularity being used, as the block size defines the granularity at the upper

indexing layer and the octree node capacity at the lower layer. These parameters were

fine-tuned experimentally to determine optimal values for the database’s performance.

The fine-tuning procedure and the optimised parameter are described in Appendix A,

which shows that a block size of 60,000 points and an octree node capacity of 300 points

were optimal. All performance figures reported in this section are from the optimised

case.

4.1.1 Database creation

Table 4.1 shows the UMG PC’s creation time and its disc consumption including all

overheads (e.g. row IDs, local octrees, and metadata of the point blocks). The database

initialisation and indexing were invoked using the PL/SQL Scripts 4.1–4.2. Both the
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database creation time and the disc consumption were scalable to the dataset sizes. The

costs per point remained almost unchanged amongst the tested datasets of di↵erent

sizes. The scalability was proven with datasets in excess of one billion points. Given

each point data record occupies 28 bytes, the storage overheads of the UMG PC database

ranged from 20% to 23%. For refence purpose, the size of compressed point data using

LASzip by Isenburg (2013) was provided in Table 4.1. The compression factor was

approximately 5.8 in all cases.

Table 4.1: Point cloud database creation time and disc consumption of UMG PC

Data size Disc consumption Loading Indexing

Point data Index

no.points bytes/point bytes/point points/second points/second

umgpcS 88,791,708 28 (4.8) 7.4 265,801 299,681

umgpcM 362,620,786 28 (4.8) 7.1 277,157 268,283

umgpcL 1,151,914,611 28 (4.7) 6.9 281,765 239,641

(Bracketed numbers indicate the disc consumption if point data were compressed using LASzip)

PL/SQL Script 4.1: Initialise UMG PC database

1 BEGIN
UMG PC PKG. INITIALISE (

3 1 , �� p r o j e c t i d

' dub l i n 15 ' , �� p r o j e c t name

5 ' s o u r c e f i l e s d u b 1 5 ' , �� s ou r c e f i l e s

' b l k tab dub15 ' , �� b l o ck t a b l e

7 MDSYS.SDOGEOMETRY( �� s p a t i a l domain

3008 ,
9 29903 ,

NULL,
11 MDSYS.SDO ELEM INFO ARRAY

(1 ,1007 ,3 ) ,
13 MDSYS.SDO ORDINATE ARRAY(

314300 ,232600 ,0 ,
15 317800 ,236100 ,500

)
17 ) ,

350 , �� d e n s i t y

19 60000 , �� max . no . p o i n t s / b l o ck

0 .001 , �� r e s o l u t i o n

21 1 , �� po i n t fo rmat i d

28 �� po i n t r e c o r d l e n g t h

23 ) ;
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END;
25 /

PL/SQL Script 4.2: Index UMG PC database

1 BEGIN
UMG PC PKG.CREATE OCTREE(

3 ' 1 ' , �� p r o j e c t i d

300 , �� max no . p o i n t s /node

5 ) ;
END;

7 /

4.1.2 3D clipping

As will be seen quantitatively at the end of this section the hybrid indexing system’s

e�ciency depends on whether the given clipping window is (1) a simple, axis-aligned

box, or (2) a complex, non-axis-aligned polyhedron. To clarify the distinctive behaviour

of the hybrid index, seven axis-aligned (AA) and nine non-axis-aligned (NAA) clipping

windows of di↵erent sizes, shapes and orientations (Figure 4.1) were used to test the

3D clipping function. The clipping windows were extruded solid and stored as Oracle’s

SDO GEOMETRY objects with GTYPE of 3008. The clipping operator was called via

PL/SQL Script 4.3. Line 9 of the script was used to control the usage of the local

indexing layer. The number was set as 0 to deactivate the local index (SI), or set as 1

to activate the indexing layer (HI).

PL/SQL Script 4.3: Index UMG PC database

1 DECLARE
qw SDOGEOMETRY;

3 BEGIN
SELECT q . geom3 INTO qw FROM query window q WHERE q . window id=1;

5 UMG PC PKG.CLIP (
1 , �� p r o j e c t i d

7 ' r e s u l t ' , �� r e s u l t t a b l e

qw , �� que r y i n g window

9 1 �� l o c a l i n d e x i n g t o g g l e

) ;
11 END;

/
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AA1 - AA7

NAA4-D'Olier Street

NAA3-River Bar
NAA6-Health Dpt.

NAA9-Tara/Pearse Junction

NAA7-TCD Printing

NAA1-Rubrics

NAA2-Tara Street

NAA8-George Plaza

NAA5-Ulster Bank

100 meters

Figure 4.1: Terrestrial laser scanning datasets

Axis aligned clipping windows

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2 present the AA querying response times when the local indexing

layer was activated (HI) and deactivated (SI). The hybrid indexing, HI, was less e�cient

than the simple indexing, SI, when supporting all axis-aligned window clippings. This

is because the overheads of the octree creation (i.e. including both the I/O cost and the

deserialization cost) outweighed the smaller cost reduction achieved by the octree usage.

The performance gain provided by the octrees were insignificant because checking points

inside an axis-aligned box can be done quickly. Notably, in both SI and HI cases, the

querying times were nearly linearly proportional to the clipping window’ size, as well as

to the number of point blocks that the querying windows intersects. Also observable was

the fact that the querying speed was highly scalable to the dataset’ size, as there was

no obvious performance degradation when the dataset’s size increased (Figure 4.2a-c).
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Table 4.2: UMG PC’s point clipping response time for axis-aligned windows

Query ID AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5 AA6 AA7

no.points 4,920 14,887 42,815 180,964 413,526 670,665 1,037,481

no.blocks 4 4 9 12 20 25 36

umgpcS-HI 0.26 0.37 0.57 1.08 1.54 2.82 3.73

umgpcS-SI 0.12 0.15 0.31 0.51 0.84 1.85 2.50

SI/HI 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7

umgpcM-HI 0.20 0.34 0.59 1.01 1.81 2.84 3.91

umgpcM-SI 0.16 0.19 0.28 0.45 0.90 1.83 2.77

SI/HI 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

umgpcL-HI 0.27 0.37 0.61 1.01 1.73 2.28 3.47

umgpcL-SI 0.13 0.20 0.29 0.47 0.90 1.84 2.55

SI/HI 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.7

(Response times are in seconds)
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(a) 90 million point dataset (b) 360 million point dataset (c) 1.15 billion point dataset

Figure 4.2: UMG PC’s point clipping performance for non-axis-aligned windows

Non-axis-aligned-clipping-windows

In many practical circumstances, point data need to be clipped using non-axis-aligned

polyhedrons. For example, ones may need to clip points reflected from the façades

of a building that are not parallel to the coordinate system’s axis (e.g. NNA8 in

Figure 4.1). To evaluate the performance of the UMG PC for such non-axis-aligned

clipping window cases, the nine NAAs shown in Figure 4.1 were employed. The clipping

windows in 3D and the corresponding resulting point clouds are visible in Figure 4.4.

The clipping response times are reported in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Unlike the AA
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cases, the NAA clippings were consistently faster when the hybrid index was activated.

The outperformance of the HI over the SI ranges from 1.7 to 9.1 times in the tested cases.

What was notably di↵erent from the AA cases was the non-proportional relationship

between the response time and the number of resulting points. Specifically, clipping was

nearly 3 times faster for the Rubrics building (NNA1) than the Health Department case

(NAA6), even though the former query returned almost 3 times more points. This was

because the latter clipping window intersected more blocks (30 blocks versus 14 blocks),

and the window was more complex (24 vertices versus 8 vertices) as shown in Figure 4.3,

despite the inverse quantity of data points. A comparison between Figure 4.4 a, b, and

c proves the scalability of the NAA clipping on the UMG PC. Specifically, the querying

time remained almost unchanged despite the significant growth in the dataset’s size.

height=0.0-15.0

(a) NAA1 - Rubrics building, 6 facets (j) NAA1 - 12 blocks, 115,989 points

height=2.9-3.9

(b) NAA2 - Tara Street, 6 facets (k) NAA2 - 13 blocks, 367,267 points

height=34.8-46.8 m

(c) NAA3 - River Bar, 6 facets (l) NAA3 - 8 blocks, 228,695 points

height=3.9-4.9

(d) NAA4 - D'Olier Street, 6 facets (m) NAA4 - 26 blocks, 521,472 points
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height=3.8-19.0

(e) NAA5 - Ulster Bank, 14 facets (n) NAA5 - 31 blocks, 183,570 points

height=15.8-20.2

(f) NAA6 - Health Department, 6 facets (o) NAA1 - 16 blocks, 42,873 points

height=10.0-27.2

(g) NAA7 - TCD Printing, 14 facets (p) NAA7 - 10 blocks, 132,796 points

height=5.0-10.0 m

(h) NAA8 - George Plaza, 16 facets (q) NAA8 - 21 blocks, 67,393 points

height=3.5-4.5 m

(i) NAA9 - Tara/Pearse Junction, 12 facets (r) NAA9 - 22 blocks, 477,667 points

Figure 4.3: Non-axis-aligned querying windows (a-i) and the resulting points (j-r)†

†Points are coloured by the block IDs to which they belong
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(a) 90 million point dataset (b) 360 million point dataset (c) 1.15 billion point dataset
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Figure 4.4: UMG PC’s point clipping performance for axis-aligned windows

4.1.3 Nearest neighbour query

The response times of the nearest neighbour queries are presented in Table 4.4. The

queries were invoked using the PL/SQL Script 4.4. The querying costs were more

influenced by the number of blocks rather than the number of points. This is because

the most time consuming step in the process is to unpack a block when it potentially

contains the next neighbour. Unlike the almost perfect scalability of the clipping queries,

the neighbouring queries were more expensive on larger datasets, because of the greater

number of abstract blocks needing to be enqueued. If the local indexes were deactivated,

every time a block reaches to the top of the priority queue, all of the block’s points (i.e.

hundreds of thousands to millions of points) would need to be appended to the queue.

As insertion of data items into a priority queue requires expensive spatial computation

(i.e. distance from data object to the point of interest) and sorting, the approach is

brute force and should be avoided. Furthermore, a queue of millions of elements would

consume significant amount of memory. Experimental tests showed that deactivation of

the local indexes increased the computation time by 2 to 12 times. When large number

of points were requested from large datasets (i.e. umgpcM and umgpcL), the memory

allocated for the query resolver (i.e. 4 giga-bytes) was exceeded.
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Table 4.4: Response times of neighbour searches

Query ID NN1 NN2 NN3 NN4 NN5 NN6

no.points 101 102 103 104 105 106

no.blocks 1 3 3 4 8 31

umgpcS 0.13 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.94 5.10

umgpcM 0.21 0.34 0.35 0.52 0.96 5.60

umgpcL 0.44 0.68 0.54 0.64 1.87 6.31

(Response times are in seconds)
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PL/SQL Script 4.4: Nearest neighbour search on UMG PC

BEGIN
2 UMG PC PKG.NEIGHBOUR SEARCH(

1 , �� p r o j e c t i d

4 ' n e i g h b o u r r e s u l t ' , �� r e s u l t t a b l e

MDSYS.SDOGEOMETRY( �� que r y i n g po i n t

6 3001 ,
29903 ,

8 SDO POINT TYPE(316200 ,234200 ,10) ,
NULL,

10 NULL
) ,

12 1000000 �� no . n e i ghbou r s

) ;
14 END;

/

Table 4.5 shows the processing times required for six di↵erent surface selections using

PL/SQL Script 4.5. The tests represent typical surface extractions commonly required

in civil engineering (e.g. building façade, roof patch, or road surface portion). The

resulting planar surfaces in the tests are shown in Figure 4.5. The surfaces were able

to completely avoid the common discontinuity problem and span multiple point blocks.

Notably the querying times presented in Table 4.5 were also strongly dependent on

other parameters used for surface fitting (e.g. the refitting frequency, the convergence

condition for the iterative PCA, and the distance threshold).

Table 4.5: Response times of planar selection queries

Query ID SS1 SS2 SS3 SS4 SS5 SS6

Query name Façade 1 Façade 2 Roof 1 Roof 2 Ground 1 Ground 2

no.points 60,497 71,188 84,825 112,715 762,706 845,755

umgpcS 16.15 13.99 19.85 18.60 120.96 104.98

umgpcM 17.51 14.46 21.65 20.33 120.94 105.77

umgpcL 19.27 14.68 24.09 23.24 125.13 107.28

(Response times are in seconds)
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PL/SQL Script 4.5: Planar surface selection on UMG PC

1 BEGIN
UMG PC PKG.PLANAR SEGMENT(

3 1 , �� p r o j e c t name

' s e gmen t r e s u l t ' , �� r e s u l t t a b l e

5 MDSYS.SDOGEOMETRY( �� seeded po i n t

3001 ,
7 29903 ,

SDO POINT TYPE
9 (316201 .826 ,234214 .396 ,18 . 747 ) ,

NULL,
11 NULL

) ,
13 1 , �� i n i t i a l r a d i u s

. 1 , �� s t e p

15 . 1 , �� p e rm i s s i b l e RMSE f o r f i t t i n g

. 0 5 , �� p e rm i s s i b l e angu l a r d i v e r g e n c e

17 20 , �� max . r a d i u s

100 �� updat i ng f r e qu en c y

19 ) ;
END;

21 /

(a) SS1 - Facade 1 (c) SS3 - Roof 1 (e) SS5 - Ground 1

(b) SS2 - Facade 2 (d) SS4 - Roof 2 (f) SS6 - Ground 2

Figure 4.5: Planar segments selected from Table 4.5‡

‡Points are coloured by the IDs of the blocks to which they belong
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4.1.4 Comparison of UMG PC versus Oracle’s SDO PC

This section di↵erentiates UMG PC from the Oracle’s SDO PC point data type, a

representative of the existing point cloud database solutions. The two point data

management solutions are compared based on their structures, functionalities, and their

performance when supporting the same kind of queries.

UMG PC and SDO PC’s structures and functionalities

The di↵erences in structures and supporting operators between the proposed UMG PC

and Oracle’s SDO PC are highlighted in Table 4.6. Firstly UMG PC uses a 2D Hilbert

numeric encoding to index the point block extends, where SDO PC relies on a 3D

R-tree for that purpose. Additionally, unlike the SDO PC, points within a block of

the UMG PC are accompanied by a reusable, local octree to facilitate complex spatial

queries involving the block. As a result, UMG PC is capable of supporting neighbour

search and other complex operators, which are not possible with the Oracle’s unorganised

solution for points within a block. The local 3D in-memory octree also avoids brute-

force scanning within a block when processing complex clipping operations, which aim

to reduce the querying time.
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Table 4.6: Comparison of the UMG PC versus the SDO PC

Aspect UMG PC SDO PC
Point record presen-
tation

• LAS point record structure
adopted to optimise disc space

• Number of sensor attributes
defined according to LAS format

• Derived attributes stored as
separate BLOBs

• Generic numeric struc-
ture (8 bytes for each
attribute)

• Limited to maximum
8 attributes

Block extents • Represented as plain x, y, z
• Number of sensor attributes
defined according to LAS format

• Indexed by mapping to 2D Hilbert
code

• Represented as 3D box
• Indexed by r-tree

Spatial order • Points sorted by a local 3D Hilbert
order

• Not natively available
• Possibly resorted using
external procedure

Intra-block indexing • Octree structure of each point
block stored alongside the points

• No

Supporting
operators

• 3D clipping
• Nearest neighbour searching
• Planar segment selection

• 3D clipping

Axis aligned window
query

• Yes • Yes

Arbitrary 3D win-
dow query

• Yes • Yes (but failed to per-
form for certain clipping
window configurations)

Nearest neighbour
query

• Yes • Not available in cur-
rent commercial release

Various level of de-
tails

• Not explicitly created
• Simple sampling solutions using
3D Hilbert order ! su�cient for
visualisation or for applications not
requiring strict accuracy

• Yes
• Multiple LoDs storage
leads to data duplica-
tion

UMG PC and SDO PC’s performance

Similar to UMG PC, the performances of the SDO PC point clouds are influenced by

the block size. To achieve as fair as possible comparisons between the two data storage

solutions, the SDO PC was also fine-tuned to determine optimal parameters for its

performance. The fine-tuning procedure and results are presented in Appendix A.2,

which showed that the optimum block size for the SDO PC is 1,600 points when

managing the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin.
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The SDO PC’s disc consumption and data loading speed with the given granularity

parameter are reported in Table 4.7. Compared to the UMG PC point cloud databases

as reported in Table 4.1, the SDO PC point cloud databases were created more slowly

and consumed slightly more disc space. The comparison proved that the local octrees

being used in the UMG PC did not incur excessive storage demands nor did they slow

the point cloud creation pace. Notably, the UMG PC and SDO PC approaches used

di↵erent numbers of bytes to encode the same point record. Thus, either the point

record structure can be kept the same or the number of bytes per point record but not

both. The latter option was selected, as it helped reduce the impacts of di↵erent I/O

costs, while resolving queries so that speed comparisons were fair. Each UMG PC point

includes the point’s coordinates and 10 attributes requiring 28 bytes. The SDO PC

point consumes 24 bytes and represents only the 3 coordinates without any attributes.

Table 4.7: Point cloud database creation time and disc consumption of SDO PC

Data size Disc consumption DB creation speed

no.points bytes/point points/second

umgpcS 88,791,708 40.1 92,781

umgpcM 362,620,786 38.5 82,598

umgpcL 1,151,914,611 38.3 106,094

Comparisons of the UMG PC and the SDO PC’s querying speed were conducted for

all axis-aligned clipping cases (Table 4.8). A similar comparison for the case of non-axis

aligned clipping windows was hindered by restrictions in Oracle’s CLIP PC function

at the time of writing. Since the UMG PC’s simple indexing is more e�cient for AA

clipping as seen in Section 4.1.2, the SI was selected for comparison. Even though the

UMG PC’s SI is essentially similar to the SDO PC, their clipping performance di↵ered

substantially. Specifically, the UMG PC was 4.4 to 34.0 times faster than the SDO PC

in the tested cases. Since Oracle’s technology is not open source, a deeper analysis into

the performance di↵erences was precluded.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of UMG PC and SDO PC’s point clipping response time for
axis-aligned windows

Query ID AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5 AA6 AA7

no.points 4,920 14,887 42,815 180,964 413,526 670,665 1,037,481

umgpcS-SI 0.12 0.15 0.31 0.51 0.84 1.85 2.50

sdopcS 0.72 1.85 5.47 13.94 28.63 43.53 56.88

sdopc/umgpc 5.8 12.7 17.7 27.3 34.0 23.5 22.8

umgpcM-SI 0.16 0.19 0.28 0.45 0.90 1.83 2.77

sdopcM 0.71 2.11 5.86 13.23 29.21 43.29 57.51

sdopc/umgpc 4.4 11.1 20.7 29.3 32.4 23.7 20.8

umgpcL-SI 0.13 0.20 0.29 0.47 0.90 1.84 2.55

sdopcL 0.76 2.19 5.91 13.12 29.51 43.74 57.66

sdopc/umgpc 5.4 10.5 20.3 27.9 32.8 23.8 22.6

(Response times are in seconds)

4.1.5 Discussion

Possibility of including point attributes derived from post-processing

Even though the point data record has a fixed structure in the current UMG PC

implementation, the possibility of integrating new point attributes is evident. As for the

post-processing stage, new point attributes such as normal vectors and segment IDs can

be derived from the original point cloud and may need to be stored alongside the point

data. With the current structure of the UMG PC, it is possible to store the derived

attributes of a point block as a binary string similar to the data point on the same tuple.

A point can be related to its attributes by their order in the binary sequence.

Non-spatial indexing and temporal data

In addition to spatial data querying, point cloud data sometimes needs to be retrieved

using non-spatial conditions. For example, one may need to extract points of a given

flight strip or points acquired within a specific temporal window. From the observation

of the axis-align window clipping performance (Section 4.1.2), scanning the entire point

blocks might be su�ciently fast. However, when a complex indexing strategy is needed,
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the required indices (e.g. a B-tree index for the time stamp attribute) can be stored in

the same way that the octrees are stored within the UMG PC. In principle, there is no

limit to the number of indices that can be built for a point block.

4.1.6 Sub-summary

UMG PC was introduced as a novel approach for management of ALS data within an

Oracle database management system. The hybrid indexing mechanism was designed

to accelerate the data querying speed and to provide more advanced functionalities

including the incremental nearest neighbour search and the planar segment selection.

This section reported the functionalities, and the performance of the UMG PC point

database when tested on the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin. In addition, the hybrid

index’s e�ciency was quantitatively evaluated. Firstly, the hybrid indexing was able

to accelerate the point cloud clipping when the clipping windows were complex, non-

axis-aligned polyhedrons. Specifically, querying was 1.7 to 9.1 times faster when the local

indexing layer was activated. However, the usage of the hybrid index was not as e�cient

as the traditional, simple indexing when the clipping window were simple, axis-aligned

boxes. In such a case, indexing only the point block’s spatial extent (as commonly done

in many existing point cloud databases) was more e�cient. In brief, the simple solution

- SI - should be used for simple problems (AA clippings), while complex problems

(NAA clipping) necessitate the advanced solution - HI. In addition, the UMG PC was

highly scalable in database creation and clipping operations. In spite of the significant

growth of data volumes (from 90 million, to 360 million, and to 1.15 billion points),

performance degradation was not evident. Nevertheless, a similar scalability for the

neighbour search and surface selection operations had not been achieved. A comparison

against Oracle’s SDO PC point cloud data type showed that the UMG PC was much

faster when supporting axis-aligned clipping, consumed less disc space, and was created

more rapidly.

4.2 Management of full waveform LiDAR data

In this section, the querying performance of the clipping operator, the creation time and

the disc consumption of the proposed UMG FW are reported. To better understand the

e�ciency of the proposed hybrid indexing structure (i.e. HI) when applied on FWF data,
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the performance of spatial clipping is benchmarked against a simple indexing method

(SI) where only the spatial extents of the pulse blocks are indexed by a 2D R*-tree. That

indexing layer helps locating pulse blocks relevant to the given query but all intra-block

operations are done by brute force scanning a single pulse at a time.

An Intel e3-1279 CPU @ 3.50 GHz Quad-Core, with 16 GB RAM and a Serial ATA

disc 7200 RPM was used for all experiments in this section. All reported response times

are from hot runs (i.e. queries executed more than once to allow caching). Three data

subsets of the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin (Section 3.5.1) were selected for the performance

evaluation. The Small (S), Medium (M), and Large (L) datasets contained 79, 316,

and 1010 million pulses, respectively. Seven AA and nine NAA windows as shown in

Figure 4.1 were used as sample querying windows. The performance of UMG FW is

dependent on the granularity settings. Based on the fine-tuning results presented in

Appendix A.3, the grid size at the upper indexing level was selected as 50 m, and the

leaf node size of the local octree was set as 2 m.

4.2.1 Database creation

Table 4.9 shows the disc consumption of the main data (i.e. BLKTAB tables) and the

index table (i.e. UMG FW INDEX), separately. The database creation and indexing

were performed using the PL/SQL Scripts 4.6–4.7. With the selected granularity setting

(Appendix A.3), the indices consumed approximately 12% of the storage compared to

the pulse and wave data including the storage overhead of the block tables. Notably,

all the loading, indexing speed, and the disc consumption were scalable to the dataset

sizes. The costs per pulse remained almost unchanged amongst the tested datasets of

di↵erent sizes. The scalability was proved with datasets in excess of one billion pulses.

Table 4.9: UMG FW creation speed and disc consumption

Data size Disc consumption Loading Indexing

Pulse+Wave Index speed speed

bytes/pulses bytes/pulse pulses/s pulses/s

umgfwS 78,618,244 165.0 20.5 51,301 159,350

umgfwM 316,454,155 164.6 20.4 47,684 131,053

umgfwL 1,010,310,084 164.8 21.2 52,259 163,850
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PL/SQL Script 4.6: Initialise UMG FW database

1 BEGIN
UMGFWPKG. INITIALISE (

3 1 , �� p r o j e c t i d

' dub l i n 15 ' , �� p r o j e c t name

5 MDSYS.SDOGEOMETRY �� s p a t i a l domain

( 3008 ,
7 29903 ,

NULL,
9 MDSYS.SDO ELEM INFO ARRAY(1 ,1007 ,3 ) ,

MDSYS.SDO ORDINATE ARRAY
11 (314300 ,232600 ,�300 ,

317800 ,236100 ,500) ) ,
13 0 .001 , �� r e s o l u t i o n

'2015�3�22 00 : 00 : 00 ' , �� t ime o f f s e t

15 100 , �� t i l e s i z e

0 , �� pu l s e fo rmat i d

17 'D:\VV\PWData\T0214 ' , �� pw d i r e c t o r y

29 ,29+6 , �� f l i g h t i d l o c a t o r

19 59 ,59+6 , �� x r e f l o c a t o r

59+7 ,59+13 , �� y r e f l o c a t o r

21 'TBSFW PULSE ' ,
'TBSFWWAVE '

23 ) ;
END;

25 /

PL/SQL Script 4.7: Index UMG FW database

1 BEGIN
UMGFWPKG.CREATE INDEX(

3 1 , �� p r o j e c t i d

2 , �� v o x e l s i z e

5 'TBSFW OCTREE '
) ;

7 END;
/

4.2.2 3D clipping

The pulse data clipping speed is presented separately in the following for AA, and NAA

clipping windows. The clipping was invoked using PL/SQL Script 4.8. The queries

in this section were purely spatial with both temporal constraints (line 10 and 11 in

the script) left unspecified. Each clipping was run sequentially using two settings: (1)

HI activated, and (2) SI only. This is done by toggle the value at line 12 of PL/SQL
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Script 4.8 between 0 and 1 so that the influence of the local indexing layer can be

analysed.

PL/SQL Script 4.8: Pulse clipping in UMG FW database

DECLARE

2 qw SDOGEOMETRY;

BEGIN

4 SELECT q . geom3 INTO qw FROM query window q WHERE q . window id=1;

BEGIN

6 UMGFWPKG.CLIP (

1 , �� p r o j e c t i d

8 ' r e s u l t ' , �� r e s u l t t a b l e

qw , �� que r y i n g window

10 ' ' , �� f l i g h t i d c o n s t r a i n t

' ' , �� t empora l range

12 1 �� l o c a l i n d e x i n g t o g g l e

) ;

14 COMMIT;

END;

16 /

Axis aligned clipping windows

Table 4.10 and Figure 4.6 present the pulse data clipping response times for seven axis-

aligned clipping windows (AA1-AA7 in Figure 4.1). The HI appeared to be slower

than the SI in all AA cases. Figure 4.6 also shows that the time consumption of AA

clipping was not linearly proportional to the number of resulting pulses, while they

were influenced by the number of pulse blocks containing the results (i.e. the boxed

numbers in Figure 4.6a). Finally, the clipping operation was highly scalable since there

was almost no increase in querying time, despite the significant growth in data volume.
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Table 4.10: UMG FW’s clipping response time for axis-aligned windows

Query ID AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5 AA6 AA7

no.pulses 7,375 19,491 62,779 249,221 580,628 852,379 1,220,464

no.blocks 19 20 22 23 23 38 55

umgfwS-HI 1.37 1.61 1.66 1.70 1.86 3.34 3.67

umgfwS-SI 1.37 1.41 1.46 1.50 1.50 2.25 2.28

SI/HI 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6

umgfwM-HI 1.67 1.87 1.81 1.85 2.13 3.49 3.70

umgfwM-SI 1.27 1.46 1.59 1.56 1.58 2.32 2.60

SI/HI 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7

umgfwL-HI 1.80 1.87 1.97 2.06 2.10 3.51 3.80

umgfwL-SI 1.76 1.84 1.73 1.92 1.86 2.57 2.60

SI/HI 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7

(Response times are in seconds)

(a) 79 million pulse dataset (b) 316 million point dataset (c) 1.01 billion point dataset
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Figure 4.6: UMG FW’s point clipping performance for axis-aligned windows

Non-axis-aligned clipping windows

The spatial clipping operation’s performance with the NAA windows is presented in

Table 4.11 and Figure 4.7. Unlike in the cases of AA clippings, the utilisation of

the local octrees reduced the query resolving time for all the NAAs by 1.2 to 3.5

times. Compared to the SI/HI factor achieved in the discrete point database solution,

UMG PC (Section 4.1.2), the time reduction given by the local octree indexing for the

full waveform data is less significant. Finally, it is observed that the querying speed

remained almost unchanged irrespective of the significant increase of the dataset size
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Table 4.11: UMG FW’s point clipping response time for non-axis-aligned windows

Query ID NAA1 NAA2 NAA3 NAA4 NAA5 NAA6 NAA7 NAA8 NAA9
no.pulses 326,413 394,623 222,973 622,522 1,007,582 108,911 185,451 247,295 568,432
no.blocks 28 42 28 43 58 27 16 33 35
umgfwS-HI 8.61 10.23 6.52 17.99 38.92 6.70 7.58 18.92 20.53
umgfwS-SI 10.3 16.6 9.0 29.9 68.2 23.3 13.1 64.6 35.6
SI/HI 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.8 3.5 1.7 3.4 1.7
umgfwM-HI 8.7 10.2 6.5 17.8 39.5 6.9 7.9 19.2 20.7
umgfwM-SI 10.4 16.7 8.8 29.9 68.5 23.6 12.8 64.5 35.5
SI/HI 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.7 3.4 1.6 3.4 1.7
umgfwL-HI 8.4 10.5 6.9 18.5 39.2 6.6 7.7 19.5 21.3
umgfwL-SI 10.2 16.9 9.1 29.9 68.5 23.0 13.3 64.9 35.8
SI/HI 1.2 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.7 3.5 1.7 3.3 1.7

(Response times are in seconds)
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from 79 million pulses in umgfwS to 316 million pulses in umgfwM and finally to 1.01

billion pulses in umgfwL. This proves the scalability of the system.

(a) 79 million pulse dataset (b) 316 million pulse dataset (c) 1.01 billion pulse dataset
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Figure 4.7: UMG FW’s point clipping performance for non-axis-aligned windows

4.2.3 Spatio-temporal queries

This section investigates the variation in querying speed when adding temporal

constraints to the spatial queries in Section 4.2.2. As described in Section 3.2.4,

UMG FW supports two di↵erent kinds of spatio-temporal query: (1) SF - Spatial and

Flight strip: retrieve pulses intersecting a 3D polyhedron and belonging to a specific

flight strip; and (2) ST - Spatial and Time stamp: retrieve pulse data intersecting a

3D polyhedron and having time stamp included in a specified range. Both SF and ST

queries are invoked using PL/SQL Script 4.8 as in the case of the merely spatial queries

in Section 4.2.2. To construct an SF querying command, line 10 of the script needs to be

replaced by a list of flight strips. For example, a list of ‘155529, 130840’ will restrict the

result set to data acquired from flight strip number 155529 and 130840 only. When ST

queries are needed, line 10 of the script must be left blank and line 11 must provide the

desired temporal range. For example, setting line 11 as ‘2015-03-26 11:00:00, 2015-03-26

11:30:00’ will restrict the returning data to those acquired within the period from 11:00

AM to 11:30 AM on the 26-March-2015.

One axis-aligned window - AA7 and one non-axis-aligned window - NAA9 - were

selected for the tests in this section. Firstly, three di↵erent flight strip constraints

were added to the each of the spatial queries to observe the variation in the querying

performance (SF queries). Subsequently, three di↵erent temporal ranges were specified

to create three ST queries. The first range covers the entire the temporal coverage of

the returning data from the corresponding spatial queries. This is done to examine the
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additional cost of evaluating the temporal condition for every pulse in the returning

dataset. Finally, two other temporal ranges, which cover part of the temporal coverage

of the corresponding spatial queries, were tested. The outcomes of the tests are reported

in Tables 4.12–4.13.

Table 4.12: Spatio-temporal query response time - AA7

Query type Temporal condition no. pulses no. blocks Response time

Spatial 1,220,464 55 2.28

SF ‘125429’ 143,924 4 0.48

‘154909’ 35,870 5 0.40

‘125429, 154909’ 179,794 9 0.57

ST Cover all pulses 1,220,464 55 2.36

‘12:55:47, 12:56:00’ 143,924 4 0.55

‘12:55:47, 13:10:00’ 685,629 25 1.56

(Response times are in seconds)

Table 4.13: Spatio-temporal query response time - NAA9

Query type Temporal condition no. pulses no. blocks Response time

Spatial 568,432 35 20.5

SF ‘155529’ 100,731 4 6.14

‘130840’ 70,930 4 5.37

‘155529, 130840’ 171,661 8 8.63

ST Cover all pulses 568,432 32 21.1

‘12:55:47, 12:55:48’ 9,323 3 2.61

‘12:55:47, 13:10:00’ 240,939 16 11.02

(Response times are in seconds)

The impacts of adding the temporal constraints on the querying performance were

similar for the AA and NAA clipping. As seen in both Tables 4.12–4.13, all SF queries

were faster than the corresponding spatial queries. This is because the flight strip

constraints acted as a filtering layer, which reduced the number of data items that

necessitated costly spatial evaluation. Regarding the ST queries, when the temporal
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range covered the entire result set of the corresponding spatial queries, slight escalations

in the querying time can be seen. In all other cases, when the temporal range covered

part of the total coverage, the ST queries were faster than the corresponding spatial

queries. In general, adding temporal constraint reduced the querying response time.

4.2.4 Discussion

One significant observation in both UMG PC and UMG FW is the distinct behaviours

of the HI and SI when applied to axis-aligned versus non-axis-aligned clipping windows.

To obtain a better insight into the causes of the di↵erence, the clipping algorithms are

analysed in more detail. The simplified pseudo codes for pulse clipping using HI and

SI are presented in Algorithms 4.1–4.2. For the sake of clarity, the temporal conditions

are excluded from the pseudo codes since they do not contribute to the fundamental

di↵erence between the HI and the SI. Theoretically, the purpose of creating the local

octrees (the di↵erence between the HI and SI), is to reduce the number of intersection

checks between line l and the clipping window W (i.e. line 5 in Algorithm 4.1 or line 7

in Algorithm 4.2). This intersection check is supposed to be the most demanding and

repetitive task during the clipping. However, the performance gain due to a reduced

number of spatial checks when using the HI is o↵set by the overheads incurred by the

octree reconstruction and the search of the octrees for candidate pulses (i.e. line 3 and

4 in Algorithm 4.2). Using the HI e�ciently is, thus, the matter of balancing the gain

and the overheads.

Algorithm 4.1: Spatial clipping using the simple index

input: clipping window W ;

begin

1 Search all pulse blocks B intersecting the 2D projecttion of W ;

2 foreach pulse block b 2 B do

3 sequentially read each pulse record p 2 b ;

4 compute the pulse’s geometry (line l);

5 if l intersects W then

6 add p into result set RS ;

end

7 return RS;

end
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Algorithm 4.2: Spatial clipping using the hybrid index

input: clipping window W ;

begin

1 Search column COVERAGE of table UMG FW INDEX for all grid cells C

intersecting the 2D projection of W ;

2 foreach cell c 2 C do

3 read and deserialize the octree o of c;

4 search o for candidate pulse set ⇧;

5 foreach pulse record p 2 ⇧ do

6 compute the pulse’s geometry (line l);

7 if l intersects W then

8 add p into result set RS;

end

end

9 return RS;

end

Figure 4.8 presents the detailed costs of all the AAs and NAAs on the smallest

dataset, umgfwS. The cost of querying was split into three components: (1) “spatial” -

computes pulse geometries and perform intersection checks; (2) “octree” (only when HI

is used) - retrieves the octree binary data, convert them into in-memory objects, and

search for candidate nodes; and (3) “overheads” - refers to all other overheads. The

comparisons in Figure 4.8 showed that the octree usage did reduce the “spatial” regions

for both AAs and NAAs, as depicted as the lower solid-blue (i.e. “spatial” - HI) values

compared to the corresponding solid red (i.e. “spatial” - SI) values. This proved that

the local octree did fulfil its expected role of reducing e↵orts related to spatial checks.

In terms of the overheads required by the octrees, in the AA cases, the overheads

were from 1.1 to 2.7 seconds, which outweighed the performance gains in the range of

1.1 to 1.5 seconds. The gains in AAs were marginal, because checking the intersections

between a line segment and an AA box was fast. This made the octree usage for the

simple AA clipping ine�cient. In contrast, in all NAA cases (where spatial checks

were much more demanding), the octree provided good value. In these cases, while

the overheads were still in the range of a few seconds (i.e. 1.1 to 3.4 seconds), the

performance gains were much higher [i.e. 2.5 seconds (NAA1) to 48.0 seconds (NAA8)],

thereby demonstrating the value of the HI approach.
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Figure 4.8: Detailed querying cost of clipping pulses in UMG FW

4.2.5 Sub-summary

UMG FW was developed on the basis of extending the discrete point database -

UMG PC, for management of full waveform LiDAR data. Notably, the concept of

hybrid indexing originally devised for urban point cloud data were adapted to serve

full waveform data management. The database solution is capable of supporting 3D

spatial and spatio-temporal queries on full waveform data in a database environment.

This section examined the performance of UMG FW using three di↵erent subsets of

the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin city. The evaluation showed that the hybrid index in

UMG FW had similar characteristics as the hybrid indexing system used in UMG PC

for discrete point data. Specifically, the hybrid index was e�cient for clipping pulse

data by complex polyhedrons. The outperformance of the hybrid indexing over the
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simple index ranged from 1.2 to 3.5 times in the tests with non-axis-aligned clipping

windows. However, when clipping pulses by axis-aligned windows, using only the top

indexing layer resulted in faster querying speed. The distinct behaviours of the hybrid

indexing when being used for AA and NAA clipping windows are attributable to the

di↵erent proportion of the octree-related overheads with respect to the total querying

costs. Furthermore, the impact of adding temporal constraints was also investigated.

In most of the cases, the temporal conditions helped reducing the number of costly

spatial check therefore shorten the querying times. Ultimately, the empirical tests in

this section also revealed the high scalability of the UMG FW database system, which

was proved on datasets in excess of one billion pulses.

4.3 Octree-based surface segmentation

Section 3.3 introduced a novel octree-based region growing algorithm facilitating rapid

segmentation of point cloud data. This section evaluates the processing speed and

accuracy of the octree-based segmentation method. Firstly, evaluation metrics of the

segmentation accuracy and the segmentation ground truths are presented to formulate

the basis for the empirical evaluation. Subsequently, the performance of the octree-based

segmentation approach is benchmarked against an existing, commonly used, point cloud

segmentation method by Rabbani et al. (2006).

4.3.1 Evaluation of segmentation accuracy

The accuracies of a segmented point cloud can be quantified by comparing their results

against reference data, possibly manually produced (e.g. Xu et al. 2014, Douillard et al.

2011). The level of agreement between an automated result, A, and a manual result,

M , is as indication of the quality of A.

Evaluation metrics

There are a number of available methods that measure the agreement between two

segmented datasets (e.g. Polak et al. 2009, Martin et al. 2001, Yan et al. 2014,

Awrangjeb and Fraser 2014). Challenges amongst these included the facts that the

Global Consistency Error and Local Consistency Error proposed by Martin et al. (2001)

are incapable of measuring the level of over- or under-segmentation, and the error
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measures proposed by Polak et al. (2009) are extremely strict and do not intuitively

reflect human perception of the resulting accuracy.

Originally introduced in the field of information retrieval, the concepts of precision,

recall , and F1 score are common, basic measures for evaluating the e↵ectiveness of a

system (Manning et al. 2008). Precision represents the percentage of correctly retrieved

elements produced by the considered system, whereas recall indicates the percentage

of reference ground truth data that are correctly retrieved. The former is sensitive

to the existence of spurious elements, while the latter is sensitive to the existence of

reference data that are not recognised by the system. Finally, the F1 score balances

precision and recall and is commonly used as a unique measurement of the system’s

overall e↵ectiveness.

The use of the tri-partite measures of precision, recall, and F1 score is an e↵ective

means for assessing object detection and point cloud classification. However adopting the

method for segmentation problem is not particularly straightforward. Recently Yan et al.

(2014) evaluated their segmentation results using some of these metrics (i.e. precision

andrecall). While the quantities were computed based on the number of segments; no

consideration was given to segment size. Given that the detected segments would later

be used for building surface reconstruction, a good evaluation system must be able to

assign some form of weighting where the correctness of large segments (i.e. those with a

large number of points) and not be overly denigrated by deficiencies in small segments.

Golovinskiy and Funk (2009) utilised such a measure by considering the number of

common points between two corresponding objects in their computation.

Due to the advantage of the point-based, tri-partite measures, they are adopted in

the work presented herein. For the surface segmentation problem, the objects to be

retrieved are smooth segments. Given a corresponding pair to a detected segment, a
i

,

and a reference segment, m
j

, any point p
k

2 (a
i

\m
j

) is counted as a true positive (TP);

p
k

is counted as a false positive (FP), if it is in (a
i

\m
j

) or as a false negative (FN), if

it belongs to (m
j

\ a
i

). FP also consists of all of the points belonging to segments in A,

which do not have a correspondence inM . Similarly those inM without a corresponding

segment in A are FN. A segment is allowed to have at most one corresponding segment

from another set so that over- or under- segmentation can be measured.

In order to determine corresponding pairs of segments from A and M , the method

proposed by Awrangjeb and Fraser (2014), which was originally introduced for the roof
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plane detection problem, was implemented. The method involved two steps. First, a pair

of segments a
i

,m
j

was considered as having correspondence, if the number of mutual

points in a
i

and m
j

(a
i

\m
j

) was the highest amongst other segments intersecting a
i

and if m
j

was simultaneously the segment sharing the largest number of points with

a
i

. The second round further determined correspondences by considering both the

first and second most overlapped entities of each segment. This second step helped

detect corresponding pairs in which the smaller segment was completely covered by the

larger one. Once a correspondence was found, the number of TP, FP, and FN points

computed from this pair were added to the total terms. Finally, the accuracy metrics

were computed as per Equations 4.1–4.3.

precision =
|TP|

|TP|+ |FP| (4.1)

recall =
|TP|

|TP|+ |FN| (4.2)

F1 = 2⇥ precision⇥ recall

precision + recall
(4.3)

Preparation of reference data

To validate the automatic segmentation results, ground truth data were generated

manually. Two di↵erent reference segmented point clouds per each test were created

independently by two doctoral students working in LiDAR processing, who were already

familiar with the surface segmentation process. Each automatic segmentation result was

compared against two corresponding pieces of reference data. This produced values of

precision, recall, and F1. The average of the two comparisons with the two reference

datasets was used as the final quality indicator for the segmentation results.

The manually segmented point clouds to evaluate Tests 1 and 2 (see Section 4.3.2)

are shown in Figure 4.9. The overall agreement between the two reference segmented

clouds is clear, despite small inconsistencies, as highlighted in the figures. The di↵erences

between the two reference datasets in terms of F1 scores was 6.6% in the case of Richview

(Test 1) and 0.4% in the case of Rubrics (Test 2). A full reporting of the di↵erences is

provided in the assessment of the proposed method in Section 4.3.2.
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(a) Reference result 1 - Richview (b) Reference result 2 - Richview

(c) Reference result 1 - Rubrics (d) Reference result 2 - Rubrics

Figure 4.9: Ground truth segmented point clouds

4.3.2 Experimental tests

To determine e�ciency and robustness of the proposed algorithm, it was tested against

the previously published, point-based method proposed by Rabbani et al. (2006). This

was done using two terrestrial (Rubrics and Richview buildings) and one airborne LiDAR

datasets (as described in Section 3.5.4 and Section 3.5.2). Prior to application of the

algorithm, a simple clipping was performed on the two TLS datasets to remove portions

obviously irrelevant to the buildings of interest (e.g. points far away from the buildings,

points belong to trees, and points very deep inside the buildings). Noise and outliers

near the building surfaces remained untouched. So while the clipping process was both

manual and subjective, it was the same for both testing approaches (i.e. the input

datasets for both methods were identical).

The empirical tests in this section were performed on an Intel i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40

GHz Quad-Core and with 12.0 GB RAM. The performance was evaluated against the

algorithm introduced by Rabbani et al. (2006), which was re-implemented from the

pseudo-code in this paper. The point-based reimplementation was validated by a region

growing approach by Rabbani et al. (2006) implemented in C++, and published in the

Point Cloud Library (PCL 2014).
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Test 1 - Richview terrestrial

Test 1 was designed to check performance of the algorithm by using TLS on a complex

building at standard TLS data densities. To investigate the influence of the data size

(i.e. number of points) on the running time, the original point cloud was sub-sampled

at four other density levels (Table 4.15). Each point cloud was sequentially segmented

using the proposed octree-based (OB) method and the conventional point-based region

growing (PB) (Rabbani et al. 2006).

Execution times are presented in Table 4.15 and Figure 4.11, which exclude reading

and writing of the point data to or from the disc. The computing time for the growing

steps was the most significant portion for both methods, while the refinement step after

the octree-based growing consumed only a minor fraction of the total running time. The

proposed OB method was more than an order of magnitude faster than the existing PB

method.

Table 4.14: Input parameters for Segmentation Test 1

r
th

✓
th

d
I

d
min

meter degree meter meter

Octree-based 0.05 10.0 0.8 0.2

Point-based 0.05 3.5 - -
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Table 4.15: Execution time of Segmentation Test 1 (in milliseconds)

Subtest 110E4 86E4 54E4 42E4 32E4

Number of points 1,070,883 862,024 543,703 424,920 317,772

Density (points/m2) 820 680 391 303 233

Build octree 1,962 1,401 1,482 898 740

Compute octree’s features 1,090 1,025 627 571 469

Octree-based region growing 5,101 3,891 2,267 1,493 986

Refinement 722 604 459 399 367

Total (O) 8,875 6,921 4,835 3,361 2,562

Build kd tree 1,012 1,144 497 380 380

Compute point’s features 48,147 33,196 20,039 14,653 10,691

Point-based region growing 105,979 58,489 44,366 29,424 19,728

Total (P) 155,138 92,829 64,902 44,457 30,799

P/O 17.5 13.4 13.4 13.2 12.0

(a) Octree-based segmentation result

(b) Point-based segmentation result

Figure 4.10: Segmentation Test 1 - Segmented point cloud
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Figure 4.11: Segmentation Test 1 - Comparison of execution times

Table 4.16: Segmentation Test 1’s accuracy

Octree-based Point-based

Ref.1 Ref.2 Average Ref.1 Ref.2 Average

Precision 75.0% 75.0% 75.0% 72.8% 74.3% 73.5%

Recall 74.5% 88.6% 81.5% 58.8% 65.2% 62.0%

F1 score 74.8% 81.3% 78.0% 65.0% 69.4% 67.2%

Figure 4.10 shows segmentation results of the OB and PB algorithms, in which

points were coloured based on their segment IDs. While the overall results were visually

similar, the OB’s precision, recall, and F1 scores were all consistently higher than

those from the PB method (Table 4.16) mainly because of the lower recall factor (i.e.

completeness) of the PB results. Namely, the PB segmentation excluded many points

near the shape edges, as well as points slightly deviating from the smooth planes (e.g.

close-up views in Figure 4.10) that were included in the OB results. In addition to

the quantitative assessment, arguably, the OB results would be better for subsequent

building reconstruction since gaps between surfaces are less noticeable. Finally, the

computational costs of the OB segmentation were less than 1/10th of those of the PB

approach.

Test 2 - Rubrics terrestrial

The Rubrics building is the oldest on the Trinity College Dublin campus. The brick

building was scanned from multiple stations resulting in six million points and a density
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of 3,019 points/m2. In comparison to Test 1, Test 2 data are less regular and contain a

higher level of occlusions. Input parameters used in this test are shown in Table 4.17.

(a) Octree-based segmentation results

(b) Point-based segmentation results

Figure 4.12: Segmentation Test 2 - Segmented point cloud
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Figure 4.13: Segmentation Test 2 - Comparison of execution times

Table 4.17: Input parameters for Segmentation Test 2

r
th

✓
th

d
I

d
min

meter degree meter meter

Octree-based 0.04 15 0.8 0.1

Point-based 0.04 10 - -
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Table 4.18: Execution time of Segmentation Test 2 (in milliseconds)

Subtest 60E5 30E5 15E5 10E5 7E5

Number of points 5,954,336 2,993,506 1,578,713 1,036,185 712,868

Density (points/m2) 3,019 1,360 630 393 264

Build octree 5,271 2,874 2,015 1,546 1,511

Compute octree’s features 5,815 3,182 2,035 1,419 774

Octree-based region growing 23,730 21,718 13,688 6,951 2,765

Refinement 2,998 2,185 1,279 970 699

Total (O) 37,814 29,959 19,017 10,886 5,749

Build kd tree 28,406 11,070 5,629 3,442 1,775

Compute point’s features 556,387 304,072 156,258 86,448 51,201

Point-based region growing 625,832 345,968 177,697 102,118 58,953

Total (P) 1,210,625 661,110 339,584 192,008 111,929

P/O 32.0 22.1 17.9 17.6 19.5

Table 4.19: Segmentation Test 2’s accuracy

Octree-based Point-based

Ref.1 Ref.2 Average Ref.1 Ref.2 Average

Precision 88.0 % 85.3 % 86.7 % 73.4 % 71.6 % 72.5 %

Recall 92.9 % 95.4% 94.1% 91.9% 95.4% 93.6%

F1 score 90.4% 90.1% 90.2% 81.6% 81.8% 81.7%

Test 2 results mirrored those of Test 1. Namely, the segmentation results

(Figure 4.12) showed a high level of success, as demonstrated by the major surfaces

being recognised and nicely isolated from each other, irrespective of data irregularities

and occlusions with the OB approach out-performing or equalling the PB approach in

every metric (Table 4.19), when benchmarked against manual segmentation (Figure 4.9).

Since the data were composed of large smooth surfaces with a high proportion of smooth

points (i.e. low residual values), the recall factors were similar between the OB and PB

results. In terms of precision, the PB segmentation had the tendency of splitting a

smooth patch into many smaller segments where even small gaps appeared (highlighted

by red rectangles in Figure 4.12) leading to over-segmentation. Notably, as shown in the

close up of Figure 4.12, the OB results displayed no saw toothing, even though the main
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surfaces of the building were not parallel to the bounding box’s axes (i.e. red box in

Figure 3.24). Finally, execution time was linearly proportional to the number of input

points. Segmentation with the OB method was between 17 and 30 times faster than

with the conventional PB region growing (Figure 4.13 and Table 4.18).

Test 3 - Pearse airborne

For Test 3, an aerial LiDAR dataset was used. Aerial LiDAR datasets di↵er from TLS

ones in that they tend to be sparser, noisier, and significantly larger. As seen in the

histogram in Figure 3.22, the local point density distribution has two peaks: typically 200

points/m2 for horizontal surfaces and 20 points/m2 for vertical surface. Both the OB and

PB methods were able to segment non-planar, smooth surfaces, as shown in Figure 4.14.

However, the limited point density (1/40th in the vertical direction compared to Test 1)

highlighted a limitation of the OB approach. Namely, under such conditions (see close

up of Figure 4.14) a rough or zig-zag border resulted from the OB segmentation. A

higher point density would have avoided this and generated visual results closer to the

PB output.

Table 4.20: Input parameters for Segmentation Test 3

r
th

✓
th

d
I

d
min

meter degree meter meter

Octree-based 0.25 13 1.0 0.5

Point-based 0.25 5 - -
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(a) Octree-based segmentation result

(b) Point-based segmentation result

Figure 4.14: Segmentation Test 3 - Segmented point cloud

Table 4.21: Execution time of Segmentation Test 3 (in milliseconds)

Data Pearse street

Number of points 2,881,899

Density on horizontal surfaces (points/m2) 200

Density on vertical surfaces (points/m2) 20

Build octree 474

Compute octree’s features 5,221

Octree-based region growing 3,642

Refinement 1,075

Total (O) 10,412

Build kd tree 4,676

Compute point’s features 191,976

Point-based region growing 221,169

Total (P) 417,821

P/O 40.1
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4.3.3 Discussion

There are two additional points relevant to the discussion of the proposed point cloud

segmentation. These are voxel size selection, and integration of semantic data.

Selection of voxel size

Voxel size selection significantly influences the segmentation algorithm’s successful level.

Two factors should be considered when setting the voxel size:

• Local input data density

• Expected segmentation level

The selected voxel size, d, should be su�ciently large so that the number of points

in each voxel is adequate for robust computation of secondary attributes. The required

number of points can be estimated using Equation 4.4 as derived by Filin and Pfeifer

(2005) based on the expected accuracy of the normal estimation and the data precision.

m
↵

= ±m0.
12

k.s
(4.4)

Where

m
↵

accuracy of the fitting plane slope

m0 accuracy of laser range measurement

k number of points in the neighbourhood taken into account

s point spacing, s = 1.0
LPD

The vertical surfaces of Test 3 are considered (red region in Figure 4.14) for the

exploration of the dependence between voxel size and point density. Given the accuracy

of the distance measurement of 120 mm, local point spacing of 220 mm (corresponding

to LPD of 20 points/m2), the number of points required for obtaining the angular

accuracy of 6� is k = m0
s

12
m↵

= 120
220

12
tan(6�) ⇡ 18 points. The value of m

↵

can be taken as

m
↵

< 0.5✓
th

where ✓
th

is the angular threshold used for segmentation (i.e. 13� in this

example). Given that k neighbour points are needed, the voxel size should be larger

than d =
p
k.s ⇡ 933 mm.

Figure 4.15 shows the segmentation results where the voxel sizes were set as 1.0 m

and 0.5 m, respectively. Segmentation failed on the vertical façade (where LPD was
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20 points/m2), when the voxel size was set at 0.5 m but succeeded on the horizontal

surfaces (e.g. roofs and roads), where LPD was around 200 points/m2. Thus, voxel size

is in part controlled by point density.

(a) Voxel size of 1.0 m (b) Voxel size of 0.5 m

Figure 4.15: Influence of voxel size on segmentation results

The second factor constraining voxel size is the desired level of output segmentation

details. Generally, more details can be identified with smaller voxel sizes. Figure 4.16

contains two line segments annotated by (A) and (B); the colours in the figures represent

distinct normal directions. Assuming infinitely dense segments in Figure 4.16a (thus

avoiding sparseness problems with deep noded sub-division), the sub-division stops at

level 2. A region-growing process performed on this voxel model failed to segment the

two lines. At one deeper voxelization level (i.e. 3), better homogeneity appeared, and

incremental voxel grouping separated (A) from (B). Generally, the voxel size should not

be larger than the minimum size of the expected features (i.e. the gap between two

surfaces or the smallest surface width).

(a) Maximum level = 2 (b) Maximum level = 3

02 03
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(A)

(B)
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033
122
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31 32(B)

Figure 4.16: Voxel size and level of details for a schematic 3D data set projected onto
a 2D surface
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Thus, there are two competing factors related to voxel size selection. To balance

the constraints, an adaptive octree is created in two stages. First, data are partitioned

into a regular grid, with the grid size determined from the point spacing of the sparsest

region to be segmented. This prevents breaking of regions during voxelization. In Stage

2, the voxelization continues only in densely populated areas. Hence, smaller voxels

appear wherever greater details can be generated.

Integrate semantic for segmentation

One of the advantages of the proposed region growing approach over other segmentation

methods is the ability to easily integrate semantic attributes into the process. A single

semantic value or a combination of them can be added to the spatial conditions in the

octree decomposition, for seed selection, or for merging new candidates (i.e. point or

voxel) into a segment. To achieve this, the following modifications are required of the

procedure presented in Figure 3.12 assuming a scalar attribute s is used, in addition to

the spatial conditions:

Step A.1a An octree node, v, with (d > d
min

), must be split if either

the spatial condition r > r
th

or the variance �
s

of attribute

s within v is higher than a threshold.

Step A1.b In addition to the spatial features presented in Section 3.3.2,

statistical features relating to the semantic attribute(s), s,

such as the mean, s, and standard deviation, �
s

, must be

calculated.

Steps A.2

& B.3

A semantic attribute s can be considered for seed selection

(i.e. voxel/point with small �
s

), as well as for merging new

candidates into a current segment (i.e. the divergence of s

between the candidate and the current seed).
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(a) Input points coloured by intensity (b) Strictly spatial segmentation (c) Segmentation with intensity

A

B

Figure 4.17: Point cloud segmentation with and without using semantic attributes

Figure 4.17 depicts an example of segmentation with and without utilising a point

cloud’s intensity. The selected dataset is a portion of Test 1 (i.e. red box in Figure 4.10a).

In Figure 4.17a, the planes A (i.e. points in orange) and B (i.e. points in green) are

almost co-planar. Thus, using only the spatial condition, proper segmentation may not

be achievable (i.e. highlighted by the single segment output denoted in the red rectangle

in Figure 4.17b). Since there is a change in materials, the di↵erence in reflectance

strength of the intensity measurement can, in this case, be used to better distinguish

the two areas (highlighted in Figure 4.17a) and is the derived output (Figure 4.17c).

4.3.4 Sub-summary

In this section, the octree-based segmentation approach proposed in Section 3.3 was

benchmarked using three urban data sets (two terrestrial and one aerial). Overall, the

proposed approach was able to rapidly and accurately segment the point clouds. The

benchmarking against a point based region growing approach by Rabbani et al. (2006)

showed the proposed octree-based segmentation at least an order magnitude of faster,

with equal (if not better) accuracy, and capable to segment free-form, smooth surfaces.

Integration of sematic attributes into the process is straightforward and depending on the

data may provide additional benefits for segmentation decisions. However, parameter

selection remains a manual task driven by the data set and the desired level of feature

detection.

4.4 Road detection

Section 3.4 presented a workflow for extraction of road points from dense aerial laser

scanning data fused with aerial imagery data. This section presents the outcomes
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obtained by application of the workflow on the Port Zeebrugge datasets (Section 3.5.3).

As seen in Figure 3.15, the road extraction workflow is composed of seven steps.

Amongst these, [Step A] - [Step D] prepare the data so that they are readily to be

used in the major analysis in [Step E] - [Step G]. Specifically, the first four steps fuse

point cloud data with orthophotos, import the data into a database, index them, and

compute the necessary point attributes. In this section, the outcomes of the main steps

- point classification and road extraction - are presented.

4.4.1 Point classification

Prior to the classification in [Step E], each point in the database possessed multiple

attributes including: (1) point elevation, (2) imagery intensity (in RGB and HSL spaces),

(3) laser intensity, (4) height variation, (5) surface roughness, and (6) normal vector

(in Descartes and spherical spaces). Those attributes were combined into eight feature

vectors, as seen in Table 3.2 in the previous chapter. To evaluate the performance of each

of the feature vectors, a typical machine learning’s training and evaluating procedure

was performed. The manually labelled data required for the evaluation is shown in

Figure 4.18, which consist of 16 distinct regions, making up approximately 16% of the

Port Zeebrugge dataset. Two-thirds of the manually classified data (i.e. the red circles in

Figure 4.18) were used for the training of a J48 decision tree employing WEKA software

(Hall et al. 2009). After being trained, the decision tree (i.e. classification model) was

used to classify the remaining manually labelled points (i.e. the evaluating dataset -

blue circles in Figure 4.18). The agreement between the manually assigned labels and

the labels automatically produced by the decision tree indicates the performance of the

considering feature vector. The labelling agreement was quantified via two measures:

F1 scores for each classification category (i.e. ground, building, unclassified) and the

percentage of correctly classified instances (CCI) for the entire classification result. The

F1 scores were computed with Equation 4.3, as in the case of the evaluation of the

segmentation results in Section 4.3.1. The CCI is the percentage of points correctly

classified with respect to the total number of points.
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Building

Unassigned
Ground

Figure 4.18: Manually labelled data for training and evaluating

The training and evaluating procedure described above was repeated for every feature

vector. The F1 scores and the CCI of the feature vectors are presented in Figure 4.19.

The most important features for point classification were height, normal vector, and

local surface roughness. The CCI was 80.1% when the three core features were used

(FV0) but dropped to 72.3% when excluded (FV1). The absence of image intensity, laser

intensity and height variation reduced the CCI by 2.3%, 0.8% and 0.9%, respectively

(FV3, 4, and 5). Representing normal vectors in a radial form (✓,') was better for

classification than Cartesian coordinates (n
x

, n
y

, n
z

) (FV2 vs. FV6) due to the trivial

lengths of normal vectors, which can be discarded when the vectors are represented

in a spherical system. In Descartes coordinates, the lengths are blended into all three

variables (n
x

, n
y

, n
z

), which complicates the problem without improving classification

levels. The more robust HSL colour was better than the RGB (81.7% in FV7 vs. 79.7%

in FV2) as previously observed by Sithole (2008). Ground point classification rates

were significantly higher than the other two classes (blue versus red and green columns

in Figure 4.19), because of feature consistency. The best performing feature vector

was identified as height, normal vector (✓,'), surface roughness, HSL colour, intensity

and height variation. To exploit each piece of manually labelled data, all were used

to build an ultimate classifier, which was used to classify the entire dataset. The final
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classification result is shown in Figure 4.20. Points classified as ground were further

processed for road extraction.
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Figure 4.19: Performance of the feature vectors in Table 3.2
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Figure 4.20: Point classification results
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4.4.2 Road curb detection and road extraction

To extract road curb points, directional slope variations, r
�,max

slope, and directional

height variations, r
�,max

height, were computed for every point classified as “ground”

in Section 4.4.1. The two attributes are expected to have high values at places where

the geometric variations concentrate on a specific direction, thereby, contrasting road

curb points from their local neighbourhood. In the prior art, the detection of road

curbs has been commonly done via local elevation di↵erence (i.e. height jump) [as seen

in (Vosselman and Liang 2009, Liu and Lim 2016, Choi et al. 2007)]. In addition,

the surface roughness at road boundaries might also be used as an indicator for road

edge detection. Figure 4.21 presents the results of r
�,max

slope and r
�,max

height

for a subset of the ground points alongside the two traditional attributes, elevation

di↵erence, and surface roughness (represented by the residual value as in Section 3.4.5).

Road boundaries are clearly distinguishable in the directional height and slope variation

images (Figure 4.21a&b). The proposed directional variations provided better road

edge visibility compared to traditional approaches using residual (Figure 4.21c) or non-

directional elevation di↵erence (Figure 4.21d). Particularly, the di↵erence between

the proposed approach and the reference methods is obvious at the marked place in

Figure 4.21. At that place, the road edge is too insignificant to be visible in the residual

or the conventional height di↵erence images. However, in the directional slope and

height variation images, the boundary between the road and the adjacent carpark is

evident.
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Figure 4.21: Directional slope and height variation versus conventional height variation
and residual

Subsequent to the computation of the directional slope and height variations, a

seeded region growing was performed on the ground point dataset. One seed point (i.e.

the cross mark in Figure 4.22) was manually specified as the initial seed. The region

growing incrementally labelled points within a 0.75 m radius circle around the seed

points as road points, if the circle did not contain any point detected as an obstruction to

vehicular progress. The obstacle point was indicated as those having r
�,max

slope > 8�

or r
�,max

slope > 5 cm. The newly detected road points were set as new seeds for the

next iterations, if they satisfied additional intensity and colour conditions [i.e. intensity

<550 and hue 2 (0.18, 0.3)]. These criteria assisted in distinguishing road from grass,

even though they were insu�cient by themselves for direct road extraction. These

thresholds were determined empirically.
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Figure 4.22: Road detection result

Finally, the detected road points are shown in Figure 4.22a. Most of major road

segments were identified, except those blocked by speed bumps or other obstacles (e.g.

location C and D in Figure 4.22). Notably while relaxing the slope and height variation

thresholds would extend the region growing beyond these obstructions, this would be

o↵set by a potential increase for false detection. Evaluation against a manual result

showed a precision of 66.1%, a recall of 91.9% and an F1 score of 76.9%. Most false

positive points were attributable to large parking lots (e.g. location A in Figure 4.22),

while most of missed road segments were caused by vehicle congestion at both ends of

the segments.

4.4.3 Discussion

There are three additional points relevant to the discussion of the proposed road

detection method. These are (1) the threshold selection process, (2) the possibility

of improving the result by removing vehicles, and (3) the integration of imagery data

when processing LiDAR point clouds.
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Empirical threshold selection

The approach is not yet fully automatic and requires human knowledge in the form

of threshold selection. Arguably the thresholds for slope and height variations can be

derived from road design codes with some form of a modified to address data noise and

other artefacts caused by data acquisition and processing. Nevertheless, a complete

consideration of the issue is complex. In this thesis, this was circumvented through a

trial-and-error approach. To assist in this, a graphical user interface was created with

sliders to preview the detected roads of specific regions under various threshold. Once

an initial set of results are considered as satisfactory, further regions can be tested,

or the thresholds can be used to populate the entire dataset. Figure 4.23 shows the

sensitivity of the result to the height and slope variation thresholds separately. When

more relaxed criteria were selected (i.e. higher values for the thresholds), more spurious

points were detected. In contrast, stricter criteria (i.e. low thresholds) led to a higher

miss rate. For the time being, controlling the balance between the two states is left

to human intervention. A similar approach was employed for the intensity and colour

threshold selections.

(a) ∇height<∞; ∇slope<6o (f) ∇height<3 cm; ∇slope<∞

(b) ∇height<∞; ∇slope<7o (g) ∇height<4 cm; ∇slope<∞

(c) ∇height<∞; ∇slope<8o

(d) ∇height<∞; ∇slope<9o

(h) ∇height<5 cm; ∇slope<∞

(i) ∇height<6 cm; ∇slope<∞
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(e) ∇height<∞; ∇slope<10o (j) ∇height<7 cm; ∇slope<∞

(k) ∇height<5 cm; ∇slope<10o

Figure 4.23: Influences of slope and height variation thresholds on road detection
results

Possible improvement by removing vehicle

As seen in the extracted road points in Figure 4.22, most of missing road points are from

road segments blocked by vehicles at both ends. A possible solution for this issue is to

filter transient objects including moving vehicles before conducting the processing. Such

a filtering would be straightforward if point data were acquired from multiple overlapping

flight strips such as the case of Dublin city’s data (see Section 3.5.1). Moving objects

can be detected based on their inconsistent appearance in the scans of the same scene

given that the analysis can exclude other causes of the absence (e.g. occlusion) (Hinks

et al. 2015).

Integration of imagery data in LiDAR processing

While the road detection method relied mainly on 3D geometric data obtained by laser

scanning, radiometric measurements including laser intensity and imagery intensity had

certain impacts on the results. Colour from the orthophotos increased the point cloud

classification accuracy by 2.3%, equivalent to adding approximately 920,000 points.

Orthophoto-based colour and laser intensity also helped exclude grassy areas (e.g. B1

and B2 in Figure 4.22). While the incorporation of imagery data can improve the data

processing result, it also carries some restrictions. For example, a method involving

imagery data might su↵er from unfavourable ambient light conditions and shadowing,

while such issues do not impede processing solely utilising LiDAR data.
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4.4.4 Sub-summary

This section presented the results of the road detection workflow described in Section 3.4

when applied on the Port Zeebrugge dataset (Section 3.5.3). A comparison of various

combinations of point attributes for point cloud classification was performed. The

experiments demonstrated that the best-performing feature vector was composed of

six components: height, normal vector, surface roughness, colour, intensity, and height

variation. Notably, the normal vectors represented in a spherical space resulted in

better classification result compared to when they were represented in a Descartes space.

Likewise, representing colour in a HSL space was better than a RGB space for point

cloud classification. In addition, using the imagery colours improved the classification

result by 2.3%.

The two novel point attributes, directional slope variations (r
�,max

slope) and

directional height variation (r
�,max

slope) were computed for the tested dataset in

order to detect road edge points. The proposed attributes were visually better at

discriminating road curb points from their local neighbourhood in comparison to more

conventional approach using height jumps or surface roughness. After the application

of a region growing to group all points bounded by the detected road curb points, a

complex road network was successfully recognised. Benchmarking against a manually

extracted road network showed that the F1 score of the result was 76.9%.

4.5 Summary

This chapter evaluated the two data management solutions and two data processing

strategies described in Chapter 3 using real urban LiDAR datasets. The evaluation

results provided evidence for the high scalability, the high speed, and the rich

functionalities of the two proposed data handling solutions (UMG PC and UMG FW).

The capability of rapid segmentation of point clouds of the octree-based region growing

approach was examined. In addition, promising results were obtained when applying

the proposed road detection workflow on the highly dense aerial dataset. The major

results of this thesis are briefly recapped in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The primary purpose of this thesis was to advance the current strategies for LiDAR data

management and processing. The previous chapters have documented the related state-

of-the-art and have explored a set of novel techniques aiming to expand the performance

and capabilities of existing technologies. In this final chapter, the major findings of this

research are summarised and avenues for future research are presented.

5.1 Overview of major findings

Four new methods and techniques were introduced in this thesis: (1) UMG PC - a fast

and scalable point cloud data storage system supporting spatial queries on point data,

(2) UMG FW - a full waveform data handling system capable of supporting spatial and

spatio-temporal queries, (3) a rapid octree-based surface segmentation algorithm, and

(4) a road detection workflow, which can extract complex road networks from ALS data.

These are summarised below.

5.1.1 Discrete LiDAR point data storage and indexing - UMG PC

Many existing data management techniques are becoming less viable because of the

massive and rapidly increasing amount of LiDAR data being produced. To alleviate

the challenge, the UMG PC point cloud database was introduced as a scalable and

high-speed solution for storage and management of urban laser scanning point clouds.

The point data were structured into a hybrid spatial index. At the top level, a regular

grid was used to partition the data into point blocks. These were numerically encoded
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by their order in a 2D Hilbert space. For each point block, an in-memory 3D octree

was created, flattened, and stored alongside the point data so that it could facilitate

spatial searches involving its corresponding block. The concept was implemented atop

Oracle Spatial as a package of Java stored procedures. UMG PC supported three kinds

of querying: (1) 3D point clipping, (2) incremental nearest neighbour search, and (3)

planar surface selection.

The UMG PC data management solution was evaluated on three datasets of 90

million, 360 million, and 1.15 billion points extracted from the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin

city. Seven axis-aligned and nine non-axis-aligned windows having various shapes, sizes,

and orientations were utilised for the evaluation. In the non-axis-aligned clipping cases,

the hybrid index was capable of reducing the point clipping time by at least 1.7 times and

at most 9.1 times compared to the simple indexing solution which was commonly used in

many existing point cloud databases. In contrast, the usage of the hybrid indexing was

less e�cient than the simple indexing in the axis-aligned clipping cases. Benchmarking

against Oracle’s SDO PC point cloud management solution showed that axis-aligned

clipping was 4.4 to 34.0 times faster. In addition, UMG PC point databases consumed

less disc space, and were created faster despite its more complex indexing solution. Also

observable was the fact that the disc consumption, the creation speed and the clipping

response time were highly scalable to the dataset’s volume. Nevertheless, such scalability

had not been achieved for the neighbouring point retrieval and the surface selection

operators. While Oracle DBMS was selected for the UMG PC’s implementation, the

proposed framework is not restricted to Oracle’s technology and can be integrated into

any database or file-based system.

5.1.2 Full waveform LiDAR data storage and indexing - UMG FW

Many advanced laser scanning systems are capable of acquiring and delivering full

waveform LiDAR data. Despite the growing availability of the new kind of data,

management of full waveform data has been a very under-explored topic. The UMG FW

database solution was developed to address the neglected demand. UMG FW was

established on the basis of extending UMG PC to accommodate pulse and wave data,

which are the primary data types in full waveform data. Pulse and wave data were

partitioned into spatial and temporal coherent groups that were indexed by a hybrid

indexing structure. The temporal partitioning was performed first. Namely, data
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acquired from each flight strip were grouped into one temporal layer. Subsequently, the

data on each temporal layer were spatially partitioned using a regular grid. The spatial

extents of the resulting data blocks were indexed by an Oracle’s native 2D R*-tree, which

composed the top layer of the hybrid indexing system. At the bottom indexing layer,

an octree was built for each grid cell to index all pulses belonging to that cell. The local

octrees were implemented as in-memory objects and were serialized for storage inside an

Oracle database. The data handling system was capable of supporting 3D clipping (i.e.

spatial querying). In addition, two kinds of temporal criteria (flight strip and temporal

range constraints) were integrated into the queries (i.e. spatio-temporal queries).

The performance of UMG FW were evaluated using three datasets extracted from

the 2015 aerial scan of Dublin. The number of pulses in the 3 testing datasets were

79 million, 316 million, and 1.01 billion pulses. The scalability of the full waveform

data handling system was preserved in all of the tests. The disc consumption, database

creation speed, and querying speed remained unchanged, irrespective of the increase in

data volume. Detail analysis on the querying costs revealed the utilisation of the local

octrees reduced the spatial querying time by as much as 3.5 times when the clipping

window was non-axis-aligned. In contrast, in the case of axis-aligned clipping, the usage

of the complex octree structure as the bottom indexing layer incurred overheads that

outweighed the octree’s cost reduction. Thus, the hybrid indexing was recommended

for clipping full waveform data with non-axis-aligned clipping windows, whereas the

simple indexing was better for axis-aligned clipping. Another important observation was

that the addition of temporal constraints into the querying criteria generally reduced

the querying time. This was because the temporal conditions acted as a rapid filtering

layer, thereby eliminating data being passed to complex spatial evaluations during query

resolving.

5.1.3 Octree-based surface segmentation

As the quantity and density of laser scanning data continue to increase, there is a rising

demand of improving point cloud data processing speed. In this thesis, a novel algorithm

was proposed for improving the speed of point cloud surface segmentation. The proposed

method employed multiple roles of an octree structure: (1) data simplification, (2)

data indexing, and (3) neighbouring point identification. Prior to a region growing,

point data were partitioned using an octree hierarchy. Points within each octree leaf
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node were considered as a neighbouring group in the computation of normal vector and

local surface roughness. This helped avoid the demanding nearest neighbour search

often required for these computations. Subsequently, region growing was performed to

group adjacent octree nodes that had similar normal vectors and satisfied a predefined

smoothness constraint. Since the nodes were readily spatially structured in the octree

hierarchy, their adjacency was explicitly known. Moreover, as the number of octree

nodes were significantly smaller than the number of LiDAR points, the processing was

faster than common methods performing region growing directly on the point data.

The proposed approach was benchmarked against the widely used point-based

segmentation method by Rabbani et al. (2006). Three urban datasets, including two

terrestrial scans of Richview and Rubrics building and one subset of the 2007 aerial

scan of Dublin, were employed for the benchmarking. The octree-based segmentation

was at least an order magnitude faster than the reference method, while their resulting

segments were comparable. The quantitative evaluation of the segmentation accuracies

of the two terrestrial datasets showed that the octree-based method matched slightly

better with the manually prepared ground truths. However, saw toothing was observed

in the octree-based segmentation of the aerial dataset, as a result of the low density of

the dataset. Nevertheless, many free-form, smooth surfaces in the aerial dataset were

successfully segmented by the proposed algorithm. In addition, integration of sematic

attributes into the process is straightforward and (depending on the data) may provide

additional benefits for segmentation decisions.

5.1.4 Road detection

Airborne laser scanning allows rapid acquisition of geometric data over large areas.

However the limited data quality acquired by ALS has impeded many analysis methods

that require dense and/or accurate measurements. This situation is changing as the

emerging technologies continue to improve the data capturing capability. As an e↵ort

to revise the potentials of aerial laser scanning data acquired by latest techniques, a road

detection workflow was proposed to detect road curbs from ALS data. In addition, the

work investigated the benefits of integrating aerial imagery data into LiDAR processing.

The highly dense ALS data (65 points/m2) and high resolution imagery data (5 cm

resolution) were provided under the 2015 Data Fusion Contest by the IEEE’s Geoscience

and Remote Sensing Society.
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To facilitate out-of-core data processing, the UMG PC data management solution

was utilised. The neighbouring point retrieval functionality of UMG PC was essential to

the performance of the road detection work. The workflow begun with fusing the point

data and the ortho-photos to colour the point cloud. The coloured point data were then

loaded and indexed in an Oracle database using the UMG PC structure. Next, several

computations were performed on the point data to derive additional point attributes

facilitating subsequent analysis. A machine learning classification followed the workflow

to categorise the points as either ground, building, or unassigned. Many combinations of

the point attributes were tested, and the best performing feature vector was established

as being composed of height, normal vector (represented in a spherical system), surface

roughness, colour (represented in a HSL space), laser intensity, and height variation.

The usage of imagery colour improved the classification result by 2.3%.

After the classification, the ground points were further processed to extract road

points. Two novel point attributes - directional height variations and directional slope

variations - were computed for each ground points. The complex computation, making

extensive use of the point neighbourhood, was possible due the high density and accuracy

of the provided data. Compared to existing approaches, the directional variations were

better at discriminating road curbs from other ground points. Ultimately, a region

growing was performed to group all points bounded by the detected road curbs to extract

road points. The colour and intensity were used in the region growing as additional

criteria to avoid grassy areas. The workflow successfully extracted a road network from

the data with the F1 score of 76.9% when compared with manual results.

5.2 Potential future works

The findings in this thesis reveal a number of opportunities for future research. These

are discussed in the following.

Integration of discrete point and full waveform LiDAR data

The e�ciency of the hybrid indexing strategy was demonstrated for management of

both discrete and full waveform laser scanning data. While discrete point clouds and full

waveform data were considered separately in this thesis, future research could investigate

the possibility of integrating both types of data in a unified database, possibly utilising a
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single indexing system. The integration of discrete and full waveform data could greatly

beneficial for data exploration. For instance, a visualisation system can be built atop

the LiDAR database to display pulse and wave data associated with each individual

LiDAR point. This could provide unprecedented insight into the data’s origin.

Inclusion of datasets of di↵erent densities and coverages

Urban laser scanning data are sometimes collected using various kinds of platforms (e.g.

airborne, mobile, and terrestrial). Datasets derived from each of the scanning methods

have distinct characteristics. For example, point densities resulted from terrestrial and

mobile scanning are much higher than those from airborne acquisition. In addition,

the coverages of TLS and ALS datasets are di↵erent because of their distinct views

of the scanned scenes. Scanning from the ground (i.e. terrestrial and laser scanning)

provides great data coverage of building façades and other vertical surfaces while roofs,

particularly those of high buildings, are often missing. In contrast, ALS provides

good coverages of roof and ground surfaces but self-shadowing and obliquity prevents

comparable data densities and qualities of building’s façades. Therefore ALS and TLS

datasets can be incorporated to complement each other. Such data combination raises

several issues for data management. Firstly, it requires the databases to be updatable.

Namely, the databases must be able to receive new datasets, index and register them

with the existing data. In addition, the granularity levels of the data decomposition need

to be flexible and mutable to adapt to the non-uniformed and changing data density.

Comprehensive comparison of di↵erent indexing structures

While the octree structure was utilised as the default 3D index composing the bottom

layer of the hybrid indexing mechanism in UMG PC and UMG FW, other 3D indexing

types such as an R-tree or an R*-tree might be used as potential replacements for the

octree. Even though di↵erent indexing structures are distinguishable in terms of detail

construction rules and query processing algorithms, most of the indexing types rely on

similar basic principles - establishing a spatial hierarchy based on a spatial decomposition

of either the data or the space embedding the data so that the hierarchy can be browsed

to rapidly eliminate groups of data entries irrelevant to the given query in order to

reduce processing time. Therefore, given the successful utilisation of the octree in the

hybrid indexing system, it is reasonable to anticipate other similar indexing structures
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should result in similar outcomes. However, continued research is required to evaluate

the hypothesis and quantitatively compare the e�ciency of di↵erent indexing structures.

The major challenge for such work is that the e�ciency of an indexing structure depends

on many factors, including various fine tuning parameters (e.g. tree depth in the case

of octree, maximum and minimum number of entries in the case of R-tree and R*-tree),

data distribution, and user provided queries. Amongst them the two latter factors are

very di�cult to quantify. Furthermore minor improvements in implementation details

can dramatically influence the e�ciency of an indexing structure.

Octree-based region growing within a database

The octree structure was shown as an e�cient means for rapid segmentation of point

clouds into smooth surfaces. In that work, a dedicated octree was created for the

segmentation. The segmentation was operated in-core therefore it was restricted to

processing datasets fitting in the computer’s main memory. A possible extension of

that work could be to perform the octree-based region growing out-of-core utilising a

database such as the UMG PC point data management system. There is a potential of

reusing the octree in UMG PC for the point cloud segmentation. Such rapid, out-of-core

surface segmentation could be highly beneficial for extraction of valuable information

from urban point clouds.

Assessment of urban walkability from ALS data

The point cloud processing strategy devised in this thesis for detection of road curbs was

shown to have plausible performance compared to a number of existing methods. That

strategy could be generalised to evaluation of surface smoothness from point cloud data.

The capability of automatically assessing detailed surface conditions from large scale

remote sensing data could be useful for a wide range of applications. One of the examples

is to evaluate the pavement conditions. Given the automatic nature of the process, the

evaluation can be customised to various individual demands. For instance, ones can

query whether certain routes in the city meet specific walking preference (e.g. ramp,

step, and roughness). Potential beneficiaries of such work include users of wheelchairs,

motorised carts, and walking-frames.
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Space-time integration

As seen in Section 2.3.2, repeated scanning is becoming more and more a standard

practice. That makes available multiple spatial datasets covering the same geographical

area at di↵erent temporal moments. Management of such datasets requires consideration

of both the spatial and the temporal elements. Due to the thesis progress, the temporal

element was only considered in the development of UMG FW for full waveform data

but not of UMG PC for discrete point clouds. Nevertheless, the adoption of the discrete

temporal layer concept for point cloud data is obvious. Future implementations of the

systems can integrate both space and time in the data management system. It is not to

say the current solution in this thesis, which dedicates separate layers for the temporal

and spatial structures, is optimal. Other strategies exist such as the space filling curve

approach by Psomadaki et al. (2016). That research treated time as an additional

spatial dimension without any distinction between time and space. Further evaluation

of the existing approaches on the basis of querying speed and database performance are

needed.

Progressive data transmission from UMG PC databases to web-based point

cloud visualisers

UMG PC has the potential of providing an alternative to current file-based back-ends

of web-based point cloud visualisation engines such as the eScience’s point cloud viewer

(i.e. http://ahn2.pointclouds.nl). The replacement of file-based by a database solution

would enable concurent access, data security, data integrity and all the advantages of

database as discussed in Section 2.4.1. The native spatial order of point data within each

point block can be exploited as a simple means to subsample the data. As the Hilbert

ordering maps 3D data onto a 1D space, subsampling is as simple as extracting every

nth point from the dataset while it still ensures the spatial regularity of the resulting

data subset. Furthermore, it is visioned that the subsampling mechanism can o↵er a

smooth, progressive data transmission which is favourable for data visualisation. For

example, transmission of data to the renderer can be conducted in multiple cycles (says

n cycles). The ith cycle extracts points having index of i ⇤ n from the database, where i

is the cycle number. The number of points returned at each cycle are equal. The Hilbert

order ensures points transmitted at each cycle do not concentrate at any specific spatial

portion of the original data but are regularly distributed. The number of cycles decide
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the smoothness of data transmission. Such mechanism would provide an approach to

create various level for detail of point cloud data as what was done for other spatial

kinds of data (van Oosterom and Meijers 2014).

Standardisation

Many of the LiDAR database operations developed in this thesis (e.g. planar segment

selection from point cloud databases, and pulse clipping in full waveform databases)

are non-standard. They are pilot demonstrations for functionalities potentially useful

and can be implemented at the database level. Whether or not such operations should

be standardised remains an open question. The decision might need to consider the

level of interest from the community for the novel functionalities. By discovering

the advantages and disadvantages of the new in-base functionalities and propose the

possible implementation solutions, the research in this thesis provide the basis for the

standardisation decision which can be considered by standardisation committee such as

the Open Spatial Consortium.

Indexing pulse data as 0D elements in 6-dimensional space

Octree is currently used as the local indexing layer for pulse data (i.e. line segments)

in UMG FW. Even though the indexing did speed up the data query as expected,

its e�ciency can potentially be advanced further. Other indexing solutions can be

considered. One of the possibilities is to transform the data into a 6-dimensional space

where line segments are deduced into zero-dimensional objects (i.e. equivalent to a

point in a 3D space). Such transformation would allow the usage of traditional point

indexing such as Hilbert encoding. That concept is highly potential given the simple

implementation of Hilbert curve in high-dimensional space (Wang and Shan 2005) and

the straightforward adoption of significant accomplishment in point indexing. However,

this study would require complex revision of all spatial operations in the new space. More

particularly, new formulae must be established to represent and validate the intersection

between a rectilinear box and a line (i.e. two 0-D elements in the 6D space).
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APPENDIX

A

SELECTION OF GRANULARITY PARAMETERS

Decomposition of large datasets into data blocks is the technique employed in UMG PC,

UMG FW and SDO PC. The selection of data block size has certain impacts on the

performance of the LiDAR databases. Additionally, when octrees are used (as in the

case of UMG PC and UMG FW), the octree parameters contribute to the performance

variations. More particularly, the data creation speed, the disc consumption, and the

querying time are all influenced by the granularity parameters. In this section, a set

of empirical investigations are presented on how these performance factors change with

respect to various granularity settings. The empirical tests are the basis for the selection

of the granularity parameters in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2.

A.1 Granularity parameters of UMG PC

There are two parameters controlling the granularity of a UMG PC point cloud database.

At the global level, it is the number of points per block whereas the octree node capacity

is that at the local level.

A.1.1 Impacts of octree node capacity on UMG PC’s performance

Tables A.1–A.3 and Figures A.1–A.2 show UMG PC’s performance with various octree

node capacity values. The point cloud creation speed grew logarithmically with the

octree node’s size and so did the storage e�ciency (Table A.1 and Figure A.1). A

significant degradation in both loading and storage e�ciency happened simultaneously

when the node size value was set smaller than 300 points/node. In terms of the response
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time to point clipping queries (Figure A.2a and Table A.2), a convex parabolic shape

was observed. The optimal block size for the clipping operator was from 50 to 600

points/node. The neighbouring search’s behaviour was complex. With queries involving

a small number of neighbouring points, there were not many changes in response time

when the node size varied (Figure A.2b). However in the case of NN6, a broad e�cient

range (50 to 600 points) was seen. Putting all the criteria together, an octree node size

of 300 points was selected.

Table A.1: Impacts of UMG PC’s octree node size on indexing speed and index’s disc
consumption

Node size Index’s disc consumption Indexing speed

points bytes/point points/msec

20 14.1 241

50 9.2 299

75 6.6 351

150 5.6 344

300 4.5 404

600 4.3 397

1,200 4.0 442

2,400 3.9 438

(a) UMG_PC database creation speed (b) UMG_PC disc consumption
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Figure A.1: Impacts of UMG PC’s octree node size on database creation speed and
disc consumption
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Table A.2: Impacts of UMG PC’s octree node size on NAA clipping time

Node size NAA1 NAA2 NAA3 NAA4 NAA5 NAA6 NAA7 NAA8 NAA9

points sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

20 8.31 13.95 4.21 42.11 37.12 18.45 11.12 36.84 54.12

50 6.41 11.36 3.86 38.62 34.63 18.62 8.14 27.55 53.94

75 5.87 10.21 3.61 35.12 33.81 16.24 6.63 24.82 48.64

150 5.58 10.79 3.75 33.97 31.12 14.87 6.24 22.90 45.75

300 5.62 10.41 3.70 33.18 31.13 14.15 5.54 22.16 44.35

600 5.98 11.56 4.26 32.15 32.47 15.24 5.21 23.27 44.28

1,200 7.50 18.14 4.32 35.69 33.15 16.39 7.32 26.50 46.65

2,400 8.39 20.65 5.11 35.94 35.66 17.04 7.27 30.39 48.68

Table A.3: Impacts of UMG PC’s octree node size on nearest neighbour querying

Node size NN1 NN2 NN3 NN4 NN5 NN6

points sec sec sec sec sec sec

20 0.16 0.32 0.38 0.44 1.15 6.32

50 0.13 0.29 0.33 0.37 1.05 5.18

75 0.14 0.27 0.28 0.38 0.98 5.11

150 0.13 0.25 0.28 0.37 1.01 5.15

300 0.13 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.94 5.10

600 0.14 0.23 0.27 0.30 0.90 4.68

1,200 0.11 0.28 0.25 0.32 0.77 5.15

2,400 0.14 0.21 0.28 0.36 0.97 6.06
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(a) Non-axis-aligned clipping (b) Nearest neighbour search
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Figure A.2: Impacts of UMG PC’s octree node size on NAA clipping and nearest
neighbour queries

A.1.2 Impacts of point block size on UMG PC’s performance

Tables A.4–A.7 and Figures A.3–A.5 show the impacts of the block size value on the

UMG PC database’s performance. The block size of 60,000 points was selected to

balance all loading speed, disc consumption and querying criteria.

Table A.4: Impacts of UMG PC’s block size on database creation speed and disc
consumption

Block size Disc consumption DB creation

points bytes/point points/msec

5,000 35.9 56

15,000 35.7 76

30,000 35.7 113

60,000 35.4 141

125,000 34.6 126

250,000 34.4 151

500,000 34.4 162
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Figure A.3: Impacts of UMG PC’s block size on database creation speed and disc
consumption

Table A.5: Impacts of UMG PC’s block size on AA clipping queries

Block size AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5 AA6 AA7

points sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

5,000 0.11 0.13 0.27 0.48 0.82 1.78 2.38

15,000 0.13 0.12 0.23 0.49 0.89 1.87 2.45

30,000 0.07 0.13 0.29 0.52 0.89 1.87 2.46

60,000 0.12 0.15 0.31 0.51 0.84 1.85 2.50

125,000 0.12 0.18 0.38 0.61 0.98 2.00 2.56

250,000 0.18 0.21 0.43 0.67 1.08 2.18 2.78

500,000 0.26 0.28 0.55 0.73 1.07 2.26 2.99
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Table A.6: Impacts of UMG PC’s block size on NAA clipping time

Block size NAA1 NAA2 NAA3 NAA4 NAA5 NAA6 NAA7 NAA8 NAA9

points sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

5,000 6.33 9.44 4.35 41.22 35.12 16.23 6.54 28.78 46.15

15,000 5.99 8.92 4.25 36.91 36.94 15.97 5.47 26.78 45.94

30,000 5.45 8.95 3.97 34.16 32.14 15.21 5.21 24.84 46.10

60,000 5.62 10.41 3.70 33.18 31.13 14.15 5.54 22.16 44.35

125,000 5.46 10.52 3.66 29.87 30.10 14.32 5.55 22.68 45.17

250,000 7.00 9.06 3.71 30.41 32.17 15.64 5.64 17.66 48.62

500,000 5.92 8.95 4.32 31.84 35.15 15.59 6.16 20.84 49.57

(a) Axis-aligned clipping (b) Non-axis-aligned clipping
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Figure A.4: Impacts of UMG PC’s block size on 3D clipping queries
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Table A.7: Impacts of UMG PC’s block size on nearest neighbour queries

Block size NN1 NN2 NN3 NN4 NN5 NN6

points sec sec sec sec sec sec

5,000 0.66 0.59 0.96 1.30 1.41 5.99

15,000 0.28 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.97 6.16

30,000 0.23 0.32 0.28 0.38 0.85 5.08

60,000 0.13 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.94 5.10

125,000 0.22 0.23 0.46 0.84 1.26 6.63

250,000 0.22 0.29 0.29 0.91 1.52 6.76

500,000 0.74 0.81 1.78 1.30 1.67 6.89
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Figure A.5: Impacts of UMG PC’s block sizes on nearest neighbour queries

A.2 Granularity parameter of SDO PC

The SDO PC’s block size was varied from 200 to 25,600 points. The associating database

creation speed, disc consumption, the creation cost, and the querying times are shown in

Tables A.8–A.9 and Figures A.6–A.7. The optimal block size for querying performance

appears to be close to 1,600 points. The creation speed grew logarithmically with the

block size. On the other hand, the disc consumption was reversely proportional to the

block size.
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Table A.8: Impacts of SDO PC’s block size on database creation speed and disc
consumption

Block size Index’s disc consumption Indexing speed

points bytes/point points/msec

400 51.1 21

800 39.9 47

1600 38.5 83

3200 36.1 104

6400 33.5 127

12,800 34.9 226

25,600 34.4 342

(a) SDO_PC database creation speed (b) SDO_PC disc consumption
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Figure A.6: Impacts of SDO PC’s block size on database creation speed and disc
consumption
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Table A.9: Impacts of SDO PC’s block size on AA clipping queries

Block size AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5 AA6 AA7

points sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

400 0.58 2.42 7.15 17.48 39.99 60.47 81.34

800 0.58 2.09 5.99 14.14 31.83 47.68 63.75

1600 0.70 2.10 5.80 13.20 29.20 43.30 57.50

3200 0.71 2.08 5.71 13.05 28.94 42.96 57.10

6400 1.11 2.62 6.76 14.89 32.42 47.61 62.81

12,800 1.36 3.27 8.48 18.36 39.59 57.79 75.94

25,600 1.95 4.37 11.07 23.00 48.49 69.78 90.79
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Figure A.7: Impacts of SDO PC’s block size on AA clipping time

A.3 Granularity parameters of UMG FW

Two parameters controlling the granularity of a UMG FW point cloud database are the

pulse block size (grid size) at the upper indexing level and the octree’s leaf node size at

the local indexing level.

A.3.1 Impacts of octree node size on UMG FW’s performance

Tables A.10–A.11 and Figures A.8–A.9 present the variations of UMG FW’s perfor-

mance with respect to di↵erent octree leaf node sizes (from 1 to 16 m). The selection

of smaller node size demanded higher indexing time and higher storage space. Both
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indexing speed and indexing storage e�ciency grew logarithmically with the octree’s

node size (Table A.10 and Figure A.8). In terms of querying speed, smaller node size

generally resulted in better querying performance as seen in Table A.11 and Figure A.9.

To balance the overheads (i.e. indexing time and indexing storage) and the performance

gain (i.e. querying speed), a node size of 2 m was selected for the experiments in

Section 4.2.

Table A.10: Impacts of UMG FW’s octree node size on indexing speed and index’s
disc consumption

Node size Index’s disc consumption Indexing speed

m bytes/pulse pulses/msec

1 33.6 104

2 20.5 159

4 14.1 227

8 10.2 286

16 11.0 320

(a) UMG_FW database creation speed (b) UMG_FW disc consumption
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Figure A.8: Impacts of UMG FW’s octree node size on database creation speed and
disc consumption
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Table A.11: Impacts of UMG FW’s octree node size on NAA clipping time

Node size NAA1 NAA2 NAA3 NAA4 NAA5 NAA6 NAA7 NAA8 NAA9

m sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

1 9.15 10.27 6.63 17.60 38.02 6.81 7.52 19.57 21.76

2 8.61 10.23 6.52 17.99 38.92 6.70 7.58 18.92 20.53

4 8.55 10.16 7.07 18.13 42.21 7.52 8.81 20.26 22.17

8 8.62 11.05 6.94 20.01 46.78 8.65 9.21 24.82 21.06

16 9.62 11.97 7.58 21.45 48.92 11.21 11.22 32.28 26.38
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Figure A.9: Impacts of UMG FW’s octree node size on NAA clipping

A.3.2 Impacts of pulse block size on UMG FW’s performance

The impacts of the pulse block size (i.e. grid size) on UMG FW performance are

presented in Tables A.12–A.14 and Figures A.10–A.11. In general, selection of smaller

block size reduced the querying time of both axis-aligned and non-axis-aligned clipping

at the cost of higher disc consumption and slower database creation speed. A block size

of 50 m was selected for the evaluation in Section 4.2.
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Table A.12: Impacts of UMG FW’s block size on database creation speed and disc
consumption

Block size Disc consumption DB creation

m bytes/pulse pulses/msec

10 188.7 105

25 187.1 151

50 185.5 211

100 184.8 235

(a) UMG_FW database creation speed (b) UMG_FW disc consumption
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Figure A.10: Impacts of UMG FW’s block size on database creation speed and disc
consumption

Table A.13: Impacts of UMG FW’s block size on AA clipping queries

Block size AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5 AA6 AA7

m sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

10 0.61 0.75 0.98 1.21 1.18 1.84 1.92

20 0.70 1.03 1.15 1.26 1.31 2.01 1.95

50 1.37 1.41 1.46 1.50 1.50 2.25 2.28

100 2.88 2.91 2.85 2.91 3.02 3.12 3.05
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Table A.14: Impacts of UMG FW’s block size on NAA clipping time

Block size NAA1 NAA2 NAA3 NAA4 NAA5 NAA6 NAA7 NAA8 NAA9

m sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec

10 8.06 8.21 5.61 12.60 30.70 5.21 6.35 16.38 18.10

25 8.24 8.70 5.47 14.72 34.11 6.68 6.98 16.38 19.30

50 8.61 10.23 6.52 17.99 38.92 6.70 7.58 18.92 20.53

100 10.36 18.30 8.00 19.35 48.64 8.39 9.27 24.63 22.70

(a) Axis-aligned clipping (b) Non-axis-aligned clipping
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Figure A.11: Impacts of UMG FW’s block size on 3D clipping queries
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